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Materials and Methods
Data Description
During the month of January 2010, we sampled all Twitter user accounts created between February
2008 and April 2009, collecting up to 400 messages from each account. Therefore, the messages in our
sample were all written in the time period beginning in February 2008 and ending in January 2010. We
do not expect that the results we obtained would have differed had we sampled a different time period.
Our measures of PA and NA are, in general, normally distributed. Since person-hour PA and NA are
fractions of words (lexicon words divided by total words), their values range from 0 to 1, that is, from no
PA/NA words to only PA/NA words. We would not expect person-hours to be normally distributed, and
indeed they are not (N=139.6M; M=0.0551, SD=0.0748 and M=0.0218, SD=0.0490 for PA and NA,
respectively). However, users' baseline PA (averaged over 24*7=168 time points for each user) is
normally distributed (N=2.06M; M=0.0552, SD=0.0214), as is NA (M=0.0212, SD=0.0140). The individual
mean PA and NA for entire countries (N=84) are also normally distributed (M=0.0534, SD=0.0031) and
(M=0.0199, SD=0.0021), and no countries have extreme values.
Though large and diverse, our data is not statistically representative of the global population or that of
any particular country. In particular, we do not know the gender, race or age distributions of our sample,
nor of the socioeconomic or occupational attributes of the individuals in our dataset. Because interest in
and access to the internet are characterized by deep "digital divides" (S1) that separate people by
demographic and socio-economic differences, we would not expect our sample to represent
demographic categories in proportion to their numbers in the population. A recent survey by Arbitron
and Edison Research (S2) reports that Twitter users are 51% white, 24% African American and 17%
Hispanic, and people with college and advanced degrees are overrepresented, as are people with higher
household incomes. Therefore, we believe our sample includes far more diverse demographic categories
than an earlier generation of laboratory-based studies of diurnal affective rhythms, which have been
limited almost entirely to U.S. undergraduates.

Time & Location
Each message received using the Twitter API is time-stamped relative to UTC (Coordinated Universal
Time). However, most Twitter users’ accounts include their self-reported time zones (e.g. “(GMT -05:00)
Eastern Time (US & Canada)”, “(GMT -06:00) Mexico City”, “(GMT +01:00) Rome”) which identify not

only a distance from UTC, but also the user’s country of residence. Using this information, we used the
Java Calendar and TimeZone classes to normalize all time-stamps to local time, as well as identify
daylight savings time in that location. We used the 141 time zone codes to identify individuals by
country and, in some cases, city. Table S2 shows the mapping of time zones to countries.

Lexicons and Affect Measurement
We measured time in two ways, as hour of the day (0-23) to capture diurnal variation, and as hour of
the week (0-167) to capture inter-day variation in diurnal cycles (with Sunday designated as 0-23,
Monday as 24-47, and so on). We measured mean affect during each person-hour, giving either 24 or
168 observations for each individual, depending on whether the 24-hour time scale is disaggregated by
day of the week. For each hour, we counted the number of words across all messages by an individual
that appeared in the positive and negative word lists, respectively. We then expressed that number as a
proportion of all words in all messages by an individual in that person-hour (including words that did not
appear in the lexicon). Formally,
 ℎ =

‖
‖

 ℎ‖

 ℎ‖

(1)

where ℎ ∈  and  = 0 … 167, or the 168 hours of the week (24 hours/day * 7 days). The measure
for NA was computed similarly, as were the measures taken over 24 hours.
Person-hours were weighted equally regardless of the number of messages within them, based on our
interest in measuring the affect of the individuals in the Twitter population, not the Twitter corpus itself.
Thus, verbose and laconic individuals contribute equally to the mean. (We tested for possible correlation
between verbosity and affect and found none.) Finally, our measures of affect are based on proportions
rather than raw counts of word occurrences and are therefore not biased by variation in Twitter activity
from hour to hour or day to day; this variation is shown in Figure S1.
Measures of positive and negative affect
Intuitively, positive (PA) and negative affect (NA) might seem to designate opposite ends of a single
affective spectrum. However, almost all laboratory studies of diurnal rhythms have used separate
measures of PA and NA, based on consistent empirical evidence that the two measures vary
independently (4, 5, 6, 8). Positive affect comprises feelings such as enthusiasm, delight, activeness and
alertness, while negative affect comprises feelings like distress, fear, anger, guilt and disgust (6). Thus,
low positive affect indicates the absence of positive feelings, not the presence of negative. For example,
psychologists point out that suicide is typically associated with high negative affect and is most common
in mid-morning, when alertness – a component of positive affect – is highest (4). Our results confirm
what an earlier generation of researchers have found using self-reports – PA and NA are insufficiently
correlated to warrant collapse into a unidimensional measure. As noted in the main paper, we
measured the correlation between the within-individual PA and NA scores for each person-hour in our
data. A strong negative correlation would support the use of a unidimensional measure, while a

correlation close to zero would indicate the need for separate measures. The observed correlation (r=0.08) is close to zero, reflecting the underlying independence of PA and NA.
Measures of within-individual and between-individual variation.
Previous laboratory research on affective change has focused on diurnal variation within the individual,
not on changes in the collective mood of an entire population. The two measures are not equivalent
since changes in the collective mood could be due to affective differences between individuals whose
activity is concentrated at different times of the day. In contrast to psychologists, who have focused on
variation within the individual, recent studies by computer and information scientists (e.g. Mislove et al.
(16)), have measured temporal variation in the collective mood, by taking the mean affect across all
individuals at each hour. However, this makes it impossible to know whether the reported changes
reflect the aggregation of individual diurnal rhythms or the tendency for individuals who are active at
different times of the day (e.g. "morning people" and "night owls") to differ in a mood level that is
relatively invariant over time.
Therefore, in order to measure how individuals (rather than the population) vary over time, we
decomposed the affect measures into two components: between-individual variation (within hours) and
within-individual variation (across hours).
Between-individual variation captures how individuals differ from one another in their baseline affect
regardless of the time of day or day of week. It is simply the individual's mean affect across all hours:
 = 
 =
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Note that the between component is the individual user's mean over time and therefore does not vary
from hour to hour.
The within-individual PA score for a person-hour measures the signed difference between the person's
score that hour and their baseline as defined in (2). Within-individual scores are comparable across
people because individuals' baseline tendencies toward being upbeat or downbeat have been removed,
leaving only the change over time that is within each individual:
 ℎ =  ℎ −  +

1
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(3)

where !, ℎ pairs indicate user-hours and  is the set of all such pairs in the dataset.1

Throughout this section, we use ! to index the set of users but ℎ as an argument to a function. This is because
users are discrete entities but time is in principle continuous (even though we measure time as 24 or 168 discrete
hours in practice). In other words, we think of PA and NA as continuous functions of time, but for the purposes of
measurement, discrete hours are the most convenient units of analysis.

1

The final term in (3) is the grand mean across all user-hours; it is a constant and, as noted earlier, is
0.0551 for PA and 0.0218 for NA. It does not change the result beyond shifting the y-axis to aid
interpretation.
The following lines of Stata code further explicate the construction of the between- and withinindividual measures in the above equations (each row in the dataset is a user-hour):
Stata command

Equation
(1)
(2)
n/a
(3)

replace pa = pa / tokens
by uid, sort: egen pa_b = mean(pa)
egen pa_gm = mean(pa)
gen pa_w = pa - pa_b + pa_gm

Figure 1 plots the mean over all users of within-individual affect for each of 168 hourly observations per
user:
ℎ =

1

‖ℎ‖
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(4)

where ℎ is the subset of users who were active during hour ℎ.
Likewise, Figure S2 reports variation over the day and week in mean between-individual PA:
ℎ =

1
 
‖ℎ‖
∈ 

(5)

Though  does not vary over time, the hourly average of the user averages does vary over time, due
to changes in the composition of the set of active users, ℎ, who differ from one another in their
baseline affect. Individuals with different baseline affect levels differ in the time of day when they tend
to be active.
Comparison with Figure 1 reveals important differences between individuals' time of peak activity. A
similar morning PA peak to the one in Figure 1 indicates that, in addition to individuals experiencing
relatively high PA in the morning, it is those individuals with high baseline PA who are most active at this
time. On the weekend, there is a similar two-hour delay in peak PA, which plausibly reflects the
tendency for activity level to be delayed while "sleeping in." From the morning peak onwards, betweenindividual PA remains much higher on weekends than on weekdays, suggesting that those individuals
most active on the weekend also exhibit the highest baseline PA.
The need to separate between-individual and within-individual affective differences is further supported
by evidence of interactions between the two measures. We tested for interaction by comparing withinindividual diurnal rhythms across four groups: "morning people," "afternoon people," "evening people,"
and "night owls," based on when most of their messages were posted on Twitter (6:00 am-12:00 pm,

12:00 pm-6:00 pm, 6:00 pm-12:00 am and 12:00 am-6:00 am).2 Figure S3 shows that the first three
groups are very similar to one another and to the overall pattern of within-individual changes in both PA
and NA reported in Figure 1 in the main text. We observe high PA levels in the morning followed by a
decrease, then increasing again toward the end of the day, and NA levels which peak late at night and
are lowest in the morning. However, we discovered a very different diurnal pattern among "night owls."
The morning peak in PA occurs about two hours after the morning peak for everyone else (perhaps
because they are sleeping in), and there is no late-night peak. Meanwhile, NA peaks twice for "night
owls," but only once for everyone else, and the morning peak occurs when NA is lowest for the other
three groups. Though we observed that high-NA people tended to be more active late at night, we note
that those who are most active at night ("night owls") exhibit neither higher NA at night, nor overall.
Though we measured activity cycles based on the time periods in which users posted the largest number
of messages, we do not assume that these users are more active offline during these same times. We
discuss these groupings here only in order to demonstrate that temporal variation in affect at the
population level cannot be unambiguously attributed to the diurnal rhythms of individuals, due to the
confounding effects of affective differences between individuals whose activity on Twitter is
concentrated at different times.

Seasonal Variation
Our seasonal analysis parallels our diurnal analysis; instead of grouping messages into person-hours, we
group messages into person-months. This results in up to 25 months (February 2008 - January 2010) per
person in our sample. As with the diurnal analysis, we are interested in within-individual variation, not
between-individual changes in aggregate behavior caused by changes in the composition of the
population during a period of very rapid growth in Twitter’s user base. Therefore, as we did for the
diurnal analysis, we mean-centered individual affect scores. Mean-centering removes differences
between individuals in their baseline affect level while preserving temporal differences (diurnal or
seasonal, depending on the time frame of the analysis). Otherwise, the seasonal analysis would be
confounded by the tendency for newer cohorts to express greater affect. The explanation for greater
affective expression among newer users is outside the scope of our study, but we surmise that Twitter's
rapid growth during these two years may have attracted more mainstream, less technically-oriented
users.
Even after mean-centering on person-months, we observed a within-individual increase in affective
expression over the two-year period, for both early-adopters as well as successive cohorts. This increase
is roughly comparable in magnitude to the amount of diurnal change we observe between the peaks
and valleys of an individual over the course of a day. This within-individual increase parallels, and
perhaps reflects, the between-individual increase associated with an influx of new users, which may
have changed expectations about appropriate content among earlier users as well. Whatever the reason
for the within-individual increase, it also must be removed in order to isolate hypothesized effects of
2

Users are distributed as follows: late-night ("night owl") 7.41%; morning people 16.46%; afternoon 36.27%;
evening 39.86%. The distribution of messages is similar, indicating that no single group dominates the aggregate
results.

seasonal changes in daylength. Therefore, after mean-centering individual scores by person-month to
remove between-individual differences, we then mean-centered the corrected scores by month for each
of the 25 months over the two-year period in the analysis.
The daylength at a given location on a given day is governed by the day of the year and the latitude at
that location (25). Figure S4 illustrates the model in (25), showing how daylength and change in
daylength vary over the year in three cities of different latitudes.
Since we know only individuals' home country and time zone and not their specific location within that
country, we cannot pinpoint their precise latitude. As a best approximation, we assigned each individual
the latitude of the city associated with their reported time zone. Outside the U.S., time zones are
designated by principal cites, as listed in Table S2. For the U.S., we used the latitude of the largest city
within each time zone. (As a robustness check, we also assigned these individuals the latitude of the
population centroid of their time zone, with no detectable change in the results.) Knowing each
individual's approximate latitude, we used the formula provided by Forsythe, et al. (25) to assign each
message the number of hours of daylight for that day at that location.

Robustness of Text Analysis
Measurement error and the methodological limitations of automated text analysis have been discussed
at length in the technical literature on computational measurement of affect. One way in which
automated text analysis might provide spurious results is if a few terms dominate, especially at
particular times. For example, morning and evening peaks in PA might be artifacts of frequent
occurrences of the word "good," through the use of such phrases as "good morning" and "good night."
Fortunately, these expressions do not occur often enough on Twitter to affect our results. Although
“good” is the most frequent affective expression on Twitter, and although many of the morning
occurrences of “good” are as modifiers of “morning,” the expression “good morning” turns out to
contribute little to the overall measure of positive affect. The research tools we developed allow us to
verify this by filtering out expressions that might distort the affect measures. When we repeated the
analyses excluding all instances of “good” followed by “morning” and “night,” the results showed no
discernible differences.
A potentially more troublesome scenario is the occurrence of “good” preceded by “not,” which has the
opposite affective implication. In our corpus, “good” appears, at maximum, in 4.93% of messages in a
given hour, while “not good” appears at maximum in 0.049% of messages per hour, a difference of two
orders of magnitude. This difference implies that the potential for “not good” to distort the results for
“good” is quite minimal. Similarly, the proportions for “happy” and “not happy” are 2.37% and 0.027%,
respectively. As with "good morning" and "good night," we are able to filter out all occurrences of terms
in the PA and NA lexicons that are preceded by "not." Here again, the filtering had no discernible effects.
The internet has given rise to a variety of affective indicators that are specific to the genre of internet
conversations. The most prominent of these are "emoticons," or facial expressions represented
typographically, such as the "smiley face,” represented with or without a nose as :-) and :) as well as its

frowning counterpart, represented as :-( and :(. Unlike the LIWC lexicon, emoticons have not been used
to track affective changes, and there are no studies confirming the validity of emotions as a measure of
affective expressions. Nevertheless, we examined temporal changes in the use of smiling and frowning
emoticons and found that usage was too sparse to be able to detect a consistent pattern. To get around
the problem of sparse data, we combined the emoticons with the LIWC PA and NA lists, in effect
treating each emoticon as a "word" in the lexicon. However, including the emoticons had no visible
effect on the patterns reported in Figure 1.

Cross-Cultural Analysis and English Proficiency
The cross-cultural analysis in Figure 2 is limited to countries in which English is a primary language, but in
some cases other languages are also in widespread use. Moreover, English is not the primary language
in many of the larger set of 84 countries included in the seasonal analyses. Therefore, in addition to
limiting our analysis to speakers of English, we tested whether our lexical measures for PA and NA are
sensitive to English proficiency and dialect. To that end, we assigned each individual a proficiency score
based on the proportion of the words they used in all messages which appear in a 350,000-item list of
English words from the Moby project, a public-domain lexicon-building project.3 The proficiency score is
correlated with individual mean PA (r=0.58) and NA (r=0.41), which is to be expected since use of English
affective words requires using English words in general. To correct for this, we limited the analyses to
users who were proficient in English (as explained in detail below). Once non-proficient users were
removed, the correlations between the proficiency score and PA (r=0.09) and NA (r=0.06) were
reassuringly small.
Figure S5 shows the distribution of English proficiency across the population. We see that for residents
of the English-speaking countries included in Figure 2, the proficiency score is unimodal with a peak at
about 0.9, a steep decline below 0.9, and very few speakers below 0.8. (The proficiency score rarely
reaches 100% because the English lexicon does not include items like typos, proper nouns, or some
affixes.) For non-English-speaking countries, however, the distribution is bimodal, with a secondary peak
at about 0.9 and a primary peak between 0.4 and 0.5.
In order to separate proficient from non-proficient speakers, we excluded those below 0.8 in all
countries. We chose 0.8 based on the frequency distribution of proficiency scores in English-speaking
and non-English-speaking countries (see Figure S5). In order to be certain that the results are not
sensitive to the choice of 0.8 as the cutoff, we replicated all analyses using 0.9 as the cutoff, with no
meaningful change in the results. Table S1 shows the attrition due to English proficiency.
Countries vary in numerous unmeasured ways besides linguistically (for example, culturally and socioeconomically). This precludes the use of country as an explanatory measure for between-individual PA
and NA variation. Instead, all our measures rely on within-individual changes, which removes the
between-individual differences that could be attributable to language proficiency. Since English

3

http://icon.shef.ac.uk/Moby/mwords.html

proficiency is not expected to vary within individual, it cannot explain the PA or NA variation within
individuals that we observe.

Informal Language & Slang Use
Affect may sometimes be expressed in Twitter-specific informal/slang terms, or terms peculiar to on-line
communication, either verbal or written. Since our study examines text from across the world, the data
captures possible variations in the affect-laden slang terms specific to individual cultures. Our analysis is
therefore susceptible to measurement error to the extent that the LIWC lexicon does not include these
items.
LIWC's homepage4 describes the sources of its lexicons as coming from lab studies in the U.S., Canada
and New Zealand for people in "all walks of life," including students from elementary school to college,
the elderly, and prisoners. Other sources include articles from Science, British and American novels,
recordings of naturalistic conversation in public places, and weblog posts. The fact that these texts cover
a variety of genres from American- and British-influenced sources increases confidence in its coverage,
especially since English-speaking countries across the globe typically reflect British and American cultural
influences, through mass media and foreign presence, both historical and contemporary.
Nevertheless, total coverage of all possible affective expressions is impossible. Internet-specific slang
that is not in the lexicon will go unmeasured. If the lexicon is more sensitive to the affective expressions
of some cultures than to others, then their baseline affective levels will vary as an artifact of the lexicon
rather than due to underlying differences in affect, a parallel situation to the English Proficiency
measure described in the previous subsection. As we note there, due to the potential for artifactual
results, we do not use country as a variable to explain between-individual affect.
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Supporting Figures

Figure S1. Number of messages posted on Twitter (y-axis) by hour (x-axis) and day of the week.

Figure S2. Hourly changes in between-individual affect (y-axis) over a 24-hour cycle (x-axis), broken
down by day of the week. Each series shows the mean affect (black lines) and 95% confidence interval
(colored regions).

Figure S3. Hourly changes in within-individual affect (y-axis) over a 24-hour cycle (x-axis), broken
down by chronotype, for PA (top) and NA (bottom). Each series shows the mean affect (black lines)
and 95% confidence interval (colored regions).

Figure S4. Daylength (orange) and change in daylength (blue) by day of the year for three cities, as
produced by the model in (25). The summer and winter solstices occur at the orange peak and nadir,
respectively. The spring and fall equinoxes occur at the blue peak and nadir, respectively. The
amplitudes of the daylength and change in daylength curves are greater farther from the equator,
resulting in longer summer days and shorter winter days.

Figure S5. English proficiency across the population. Left: Histogram of individual English proficiency in
English-speaking countries shown in Figure 2. Middle: Histogram of individual English proficiency in all
other countries. Right: Boxplots of English proficiency in each country/region.

Supporting Tables
Overall

Users w/ >= 25
Users w/ >= 25
Tweets
Tweets and EP >= 0.8
Tweets
526,304,834
509,691,124
413,843,285
Users
5,064,577
2,493,372
2,063,121
Mean (SD) PA/NA tokens per tweet .75 (.99)
.76 (.99)
.88 (1.02)
Tweets with no PA/NA tokens
270,937,645 (51%)
261,494,571 (51%) 183,896,614 (44%)
Table S1. The overall dataset contains a large number of relatively inactive users whose aggregated
messages include too little information to provide robust measures of individual affect. We excluded
these users, as well as those who we identified as non-proficient in English.

Country/Region

Country
Group

English
Proficiency >= 0.8

Time Zone

Notes
(excluded)

Afghanistan

91%

Kabul

Argentina

22%

Buenos Aires

Armenia

55%

Yerevan

97%

Adelaide

Australia

3

(a)

Brisbane
Canberra
Darwin
Hobart
Melbourne
Perth
Sydney
Austria

31%

Vienna

Azerbaijan

30%

Baku

Azores

29%

Azores

Bangladesh

82%

Dhaka

Belarus

26%

Minsk

Belgium

46%

Brussels

Bolivia

33%

La Paz

Bosnia and Herzegovina

48%

Sarajevo

2%

Brasilia

Brazil
Bulgaria

65%

Sofia

Burma

85%

Rangoon

92%

Atlantic Time (Canada)

Canada

1

Newfoundland
Saskatchewan
Cape Verde

61%

Cape Verde Is.

Central America

51%

Central America

Chile

14%

Santiago

San Salvador

China

56%

Beijing
Chongqing
Hong Kong
Urumqi

Colombia

31%

Bogota

Croatia

37%

Zagreb

Czech Republic

25%

Prague

Denmark

45%

Copenhagen

Ecuador

94%

Quito

Egypt

79%

Cairo

Estonia

40%

Tallinn

Fiji

68%

Fiji

Finland

65%

Helsinki

France

30%

Paris

Georgia

48%

Tbilisi

Germany

20%

Berlin

Greece

57%

Athens

Greenland

Greenland

Hungary
India

2

26%

Budapest

91%

Chennai

(excluded)

(c)

(excluded)

(d)

Kolkata
Mumbai
New Delhi
Indonesia

16%

Jakarta

Iran

84%

Tehran

(excluded)

(b)

Iraq

84%

Baghdad

(excluded)

(a)

95%

Dublin

Israel

80%

Jerusalem

Italy

31%

Rome

Japan

12%

Osaka

Ireland

3

Sapporo
Tokyo
Kazakhstan

35%

Almaty
Astana

Kenya

90%

Nairobi

Korea

38%

Seoul

Kuwait

83%

Kuwait

Latvia

18%

Riga

70%

Monrovia

Lithuania

25%

Vilnius

Macedonia

52%

Skopje

Malaysia

74%

Kuala Lumpur

Liberia

4

4

Marshall Islands

57%

Mexico

20%

Marshall Is.
Chihuahua
Guadalajara
Mazatlan
Mexico City
Monterrey
Tijuana

Mongolia

51%

Ulaan Bataar

Morocco

54%

Casablanca

NA

Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand

3

Georgetown

(excluded)

(d)

International Date Line West

(excluded)

(d)

Mid-Atlantic

(excluded)

(d)

Midway Island

(excluded)

(d)

New Caledonia

(excluded)

(d)

West Central Africa

(excluded)

(d)

79%

Kathmandu

26%

Amsterdam

96%

Auckland
Wellington

Oman

80%

Muscat

Pakistan

81%

Islamabad
Karachi

Papua New Guinea

88%

Port Moresby

Peru

35%

Lima

Poland

53%

Warsaw

Portugal

20%

Lisbon

Romania

25%

Bucharest

Russia

26%

Ekaterinburg
Irkutsk
Kamchatka
Krasnoyarsk
Kyiv
Magadan
Moscow
Novosibirsk
St. Petersburg
Vladivostok
Volgograd
Yakutsk

Samoa

71%

Samoa

Saudi Arabia

76%

Riyadh

Serbia

39%

Belgrade

Singapore

91%

Singapore

Slovakia

37%

Bratislava

Slovenia

41%

Ljubljana

Solomon Islands

42%

Solomon Is.

95%

Pretoria

South Africa

4

Harare
Spain

18%

Madrid

Sri Lanka

85%

Sri Jayawardenepura

Sweden

33%

Stockholm

Switzerland

39%

Bern

Taiwan

36%

Taipei

Thailand

47%

Bangkok

Tonga

68%

Nuku'alofa

Turkey

20%

Istanbul

97%

Edinburgh

UK

3

London
United Arab Emirates
USA

1

87%

Abu Dhabi

95%

Alaska
Arizona
Central Time (US & Canada)

Chicago

Eastern Time (US & Canada)

New York City

Guam

(excluded)

(d)

Hawaii
Indiana (East)
Mountain Time (US & Canada)

Phoenix, AZ

Pacific Time (US & Canada)

Los Angeles

Uzbekistan

48%

Tashkent

Venezuela

19%

Caracas

Vietnam

39%

Hanoi

Table S2. Time zones and countries/regions. (a) Afghanistan and Iraq are excluded due to the
counfound with Americans located there. (b) Iran is excluded due to the prevalence of Western
activists who changed their time zones to Tehran as a gesture of political support. (c) Ecuador is
excluded because a relatively large number of users are identified with this time zone who do not, in
fact, appear to be connected to Ecuador. (d) Some other time zones are excluded because they cannot
be identified geo-spatially, have no users, or are associated with small islands whose internetconnected inhabitants are likely to be mainly from other places.

Hourly PA
Argentina .0579235 .061599 .0648459 .0658967 .0605216 .0649065 .0543666 .0472717 .055403 .0627568 .0652121 .0602318 .0580853
.0573732 .0578973 .0539658 .0505285 .0564621 .0624001 .0596843 .0585086 .0545923 .0560311 .0595499 .0601218 .0580258 .0594805
.0616578 .0690894 .051191 .0506148 .0598431 .0544962 .0523278 .0573825 .0501659 .0544383 .0582062 .0576181 .0596622 .0520675
.0567226 .0515888 .055187 .0555043 .0487309 .0548431 .0565459 .0574185 .0514204 .0545321 .0651576 .045883 .048864 .0596711 .052893
.0576002 .0502296 .0512423 .0498951 .0470919 .0500441 .0496448 .0507468 .0518083 .0524584 .0472497 .055973 .0550973 .0518994
.0559846 .0530333 .0617155 .0476303 .0596814 .0439492 .0545698 .063487 .050001 .0502887 .0617579 .0541585 .0541333 .0506012
.0531691 .0569334 .0483985 .0505923 .0562426 .0523304 .0586938 .0517928 .0570977 .0535718 .0538524 .0518214 .0593521 .0587739
.0557783 .0620589 .0564092 .0605336 .0440901 .0546864 .0495698 .0565333 .0551683 .0568012 .0543216 .0486965 .05245 .0631557
.0516967 .0507085 .052887 .056568 .0559805 .0548954 .0521696 .0553298 .054534 .0536895 .0539812 .0576306 .0525906 .0538016
.0565249 .0573278 .0571796 .0452346 .0559885 .0516109 .0592518 .0510014 .0529639 .0517532 .053021 .0580195 .0555819 .048586
.0572072 .052427 .0572636 .0514841 .0569171 .0534814 .0641041 .0565379 .0600382 .0502201 .0517036 .0559317 .065394 .0551756
.059614 .061756 .0648716 .0598133 .0545404 .0569687 .0507279 .0590815 .0513673 .0636588 .0560169 .0556588 .0606326 .0554053
Armenia .1048742 .0503866 .0492445 .0587743 .0243734 .0334403 .0540691 .0161597 .0402788 .0461105 .0350487 .0301656 .0607032
.0852681 .0680119 .0839388 .0630665 .0411238 .0577291 .0657579 .0326435 .0636174 .0712792 .076819 .0495281 .0938517 .0382256
.0396064 .0438677 .0666548 .0640046 .0367143 .0709926 .0472807 .0534942 .060115 .0667613 .0707078 .0677471 .0508715 .0419466
.0514497 .0685718 .0413869 .0868447 .072831 .0297112 .0401253 .0294911 .0961844 .0666978 .0601779 .0152851 .0411342 .0427858
.0471599 .0282092 .03901 .0608338 .043855 .0865915 .0686878 .0514533 .0417562 .0449575 .0519599 .0643467 .0581926 .0455294
.1006326 .0497194 .0582461 .0204523 .0375719 .0449474 .0411474 .1372005 .0357839 .0431568 .0327283 .1335858 .0538218 .0786722
.045442 .0696968 .0342354 .0537766 .0549348 .0673316 .0519378 .0432398 .0502472 .0476797 .0898658 .0509156 .0488056 .0823617
.0352346 .0488111 .0370608 .0639373 .0237882 .0690969 .0517628 .0382378 .0478742 .0325483 .0390047 .0589929 .0524979 .0572555
.0619228 .0407288 .0539238 .0311235 .0535564 .040069 .0421354 .067924 .0620964 .0310352 .0410306 .0517187 .0710881 .0118161
.0466418 .0275696 .0758443 .0657873 .0512265 .0277568 .0398746 .0412741 .0559284 .0903943 .0438427 .0829487 .0443256 .0416556
.0507712 .0510317 .0386725 .0662763 .0462499 .0750874 .1410689 .0644373 .0789503 .0540513 .0810149 .1081145 .0212622 .0437585
.0499161 .0651421 .0705984 .0558232 .0494982 .0373746 .0728914 .036914 .0560682 .0297073 .0757525 .0691169 .0789533 .0382359
.0426929
Australia .0613223 .0582999 .0578978 .0578691 .0546672 .0555751 .056508 .0576465 .057203 .0578907 .0573277 .056929 .0567335 .0560681
.0568735 .0571443 .0575242 .0571951 .0574624 .0575955 .0581527 .05875 .0590229 .0579279 .0568088 .05737 .053947 .0543787 .0517237
.0538553 .0531923 .0545368 .0540142 .0545217 .0529611 .0532868 .0529748 .0538895 .052951 .0523912 .0537628 .0539442 .0537104
.0550218 .0562754 .0566863 .0564956 .0566541 .0553122 .0545003 .0524002 .0554284 .050815 .0501548 .0538417 .0520659 .0516222
.0529976 .0529087 .0518611 .0520451 .0529649 .0524387 .0529932 .0527192 .0524938 .0541945 .0541897 .0548005 .0549794 .0557493
.0552209 .0558082 .0541242 .053705 .052495 .0522312 .0514115 .0516524 .0521393 .0530361 .0531018 .0525122 .0524749 .0522321
.0524976 .0527335 .0529256 .0518977 .0527284 .0537989 .0538584 .0551421 .0563268 .0559631 .0568002 .0575428 .0543313 .0551102
.0531438 .0510589 .0534118 .0540451 .0549362 .0529332 .052717 .0538708 .0532102 .0533197 .0534594 .0532315 .0534061 .0537404
.0537475 .0539706 .0551563 .0561574 .0571684 .056851 .0576382 .0590402 .0566543 .0552357 .0537521 .052161 .0522932 .0538227
.0551568 .0551029 .054191 .0547808 .054737 .0544096 .0539996 .053634 .0535096 .054473 .0555981 .0561357 .0559066 .0566975 .0582182
.0583363 .0593922 .0607722 .0578733 .0579174 .054003 .0554995 .0524391 .0544155 .0564051 .0566329 .0563456 .0564318 .0568504
.056761 .0562079 .0560723 .0574037 .0573893 .0579873 .057062 .0572479 .0578988 .0592919 .0594677 .0592669
Austria .0618385 .0700783 .0614165 .0676105 .0616492 .0595331 .0638056 .0674996 .0535384 .0626576 .0656685 .05433 .0550048 .0597453
.0606034 .0561389 .0545711 .0550765 .057136 .0564138 .0563176 .0553389 .0615239 .0585241 .0592556 .0550516 .0554133 .059638 .03919
.0518816 .0589157 .0573846 .0576421 .0501447 .0499822 .0547654 .0532143 .0540539 .0524981 .051056 .0488561 .0517262 .0490008
.0558418 .0516378 .0553237 .0540581 .0556243 .0635595 .0583406 .0521221 .0629321 .0439244 .0634629 .0528617 .0481943 .0560837
.0585732 .0519663 .0509963 .0522857 .0506934 .0502788 .0546134 .0546885 .0498141 .0493825 .0525443 .0538417 .0537097 .05715
.064962 .0570374 .0516655 .0584035 .0612253 .0538316 .0605353 .0732781 .0644282 .0535338 .0565867 .0558986 .0495399 .0483075
.0528897 .0521337 .0485194 .0541585 .0526755 .0566691 .0508906 .0549882 .0548487 .0528509 .0585239 .0572853 .0612888 .0516771
.0497991 .0585847 .0482431 .0540984 .0538775 .0531087 .055639 .0471596 .0494308 .0527767 .0489831 .0501342 .0502805 .0569916
.0526186 .0547909 .0577356 .0534685 .058283 .0575835 .0596764 .0547277 .0595637 .0705455 .0608871 .040214 .044798 .0469636
.0553024 .0535945 .0580558 .0494361 .0484792 .0547113 .0474923 .0550295 .0499215 .058897 .0533359 .050492 .0547408 .0565297
.0597358 .0591632 .0613475 .0556697 .0592857 .0697087 .0679659 .0728978 .05751 .0472789 .0642928 .0587028 .0507617 .0639352
.0567946 .0526335 .0620546 .0532885 .0606211 .0493623 .057807 .0603876 .0596591 .053622 .0577661 .0656085 .0611613
Azerbaijan .0467456 .0554759 .1501943 .0768903 .0480847 .0535985 .0543002 .0730925 .0487137 .0691561 .0202518 .0370207 .066538
.0595414 .0410615 .0362597 .0425335 .0532609 .021005 .0519369 .053613 .0612019 .0415057 .0985771 .0577791 .0420908 .0163769
.0351792 .0236565 .0369851 .0408806 .0697023 .0726546 .0450932 .0465147 .0480247 .0329469 .0580272 .0533403 .0914901 .0306109
.0427817 .0507398 .0309464 .0792154 .0570019 .0535908 .0347703 .0577218 .0420195 .0121801 .0282075 .0999751 .0408918 .0963361
.0244549 .059435 .0352016 .0254319 .0333352 .0301048 .0961031 .0745357 .0596886 .0269193 .0720205 .0394268 .0470649 .0748366
.0288503 .0678445 .0518053 .0386997 .0210665 .0201572 .0286932 .0204153 .067185 .0798848 .0559988 .0343654 .0388348 .0606584
.0482006 .0546922 .0473471 .046021 .0708674 .0576814 .0674885 .0311195 .0340586 .0604519 .0323551 .0627549 .0460833 .0273963
.0714257 .0421936 .0734265 .0220677 .0898145 .1186274 .0573193 .1075079 .0666789 .0618397 .0492176 .0638538 .0516313 .0328234
.0430113 .0434404 .0932935 .0425269 .0626394 .0418364 .0903441 .0585327 .056795 .0425287 .0404194 .0562691 .2136032 .0783346
.029386 .0575183 .0314968 .0597489 .0650041 .0395636 .0718297 .066028 .0745609 .0509357 .0838545 .0468166 .0335582 .0597984
.0381736 .0565367 .058521 .0419068 .0485898 .0986739 .0504698 .0257046 .0832427 .1213807 .0245078 .0411004 .0138927 .0180618
.1079322 .0523983 .0424862 .0320133 .0962718 .0921891 .0605913 .0541547 .0594611 .0780068 .0381473 .0465878 .0883107 .0707017
.0899343
Azores .0645486 .0595918 .0335321 .0272925 .0376735 .0664219 .0576156 .0754906 .0805462 .0438531 .0492091 .0481159 .0855086
.0618955 .0479492 .0907247 .0654553 .0539997 .0696831 .0483833 .0728891 .0830124 .0375351 .0414208 .1138027 .0578503 .0797205

.0581364 .0577942 .056118 .0572167 .0473165 .0812076 .0516572 .0564293 .034592 .052051 .0680304 .0680856 .0474335 .0414702
.0314475 .0544885 .0482973 .0485491 .0504287 .0725303 .0439613 .0375661 .0392379 .0519224 .0860557 .059308 .0323907 .0549159
.0564379 .0664886 .044438 .0562481 .0922649 .0388522 .0501519 .0657755 .0448351 .0574371 .058091 .0425062 .0417346 .0465879
.0395092 .0570447 .0775778 .050915 .080485 .0636553 .0378868 .0270324 .065015 .0403119 .0413088 .0236939 .0381573 .0393759
.0598521 .0562759 .0483308 .0728521 .0446179 .0400423 .0527391 .0637565 .0371275 .0610258 .0476403 .0412902 .0389373 .0399878
.0594983 .0341771 .0311455 .0632351 .0393097 .0787476 .051343 .0477252 .0446395 .0571679 .0639884 .0620066 .0912616 .0665807
.0348636 .0736729 .0755308 .0451791 .0560922 .0446523 .061688 .0542067 .081125 .054846 .0662388 .0619398 .034749 .0112233 .0562481
.0536229 .110414 .0457745 .0607639 .0413898 .0447215 .0440685 .0502046 .0669419 .0693537 .0398693 .0612957 .0423366 .0416602
.0396433 .0485406 .0468615 .0720283 .0432143 .0288151 .0500068 .0353067 .0691836 .0445128 .0355668 .062087 .1000697 .0560135
.0664799 .0646626 .0568999 .0576885 .0593963 .0699631 .0796133 .0663653 .0455407 .0428252 .0648867 .0771645 .0433508 .0720365
Bangladesh .0558268 .0655149 .0564551 .0506264 .0515662 .0623716 .0483042 .0653424 .0436632 .0453351 .0776425 .0559916 .059899
.0616186 .0412207 .0746283 .0572664 .0680032 .0529145 .0564888 .0443986 .0654175 .060365 .0482222 .045668 .0673277 .0465076
.0564061 .0559439 .0636392 .0579239 .0345336 .0466112 .0615709 .0538425 .0569575 .0585514 .0524347 .0723606 .061058 .047476
.0587815 .0448107 .0648893 .0552676 .0566079 .0512985 .0606749 .0475524 .0416065 .0645184 .0538129 .0679105 .0407779 .0768283
.0609408 .0656309 .0586805 .0677275 .0551088 .0522709 .0449035 .0515915 .0381206 .0538442 .0400079 .0634395 .0571207 .0543618
.0666008 .0617092 .0548941 .0523788 .0392867 .0644399 .0541562 .0541342 .0682584 .0533347 .0412324 .0660136 .0793511 .0526407
.0488151 .0499238 .0464509 .0442441 .0575365 .039478 .0446957 .0596955 .0408567 .0693947 .0599869 .0474222 .0564043 .0469233
.0574471 .0475379 .0436866 .0446484 .0773667 .0440713 .049879 .0898559 .0769472 .0504531 .0662359 .0536274 .0569157 .0554253
.0501038 .0528272 .054895 .0551732 .0616573 .064255 .0587688 .0512325 .0608132 .0670032 .0459807 .075101 .0601864 .0617482
.0283359 .0618149 .0669473 .0464961 .0484101 .0538083 .0587482 .0561722 .0455278 .056194 .0602837 .0546657 .0684436 .0567991
.0419051 .0545565 .0598228 .0530992 .053549 .0535304 .0511762 .0554749 .0477222 .0571743 .0443846 .0953711 .0561639 .0531504
.0395974 .0461147 .0688336 .0419632 .0544691 .0424888 .0577907 .0480977 .0563582 .0591619 .0432093 .0462431 .0548803 .0441134
.0545609
Belarus .0551328 .0787765 .0625016 .0391886 .076316 .046867 .040933 .0755467 .0500887 .0570968 .0809269 .0527023 .0555543 .084346
.082183 .0934272 .0463774 .0611247 .0461013 .0671261 .0820045 .047993 .0575334 .0582735 .0474591 .0575224 .0485928 .0392873
.0262615 .0567619 .0531681 .0773149 .0303727 .0823143 .0431252 .0516934 .06247 .0526781 .0557085 .0446964 .0529114 .0477129
.0363888 .0456968 .0514871 .0385071 .0443802 .0715025 .0426065 .0590562 .048123 .0215819 .0385748 .0644695 .0775857 .0644961
.0614315 .048691 .0492195 .0564193 .0453845 .0470983 .0585881 .0580666 .0375849 .063606 .052721 .0522218 .0414566 .06434 .0603584
.065135 .0422614 .0366357 .0472183 .0604993 .0430649 .0658307 .0171426 .1034961 .0439611 .0610534 .0627159 .0499808 .0485036
.0581123 .0508474 .0516473 .0629178 .0606214 .0369345 .0784464 .0538565 .0332064 .052311 .0685392 .0652572 .0833925 .0467638
.0599282 .0912973 .1329355 .0446762 .0263848 .0452329 .0503152 .0463288 .0494071 .0286642 .0603081 .0563563 .0463133 .0488147
.0431859 .0531098 .0635469 .0474853 .0681075 .0562914 .0637767 .05972 .0297574 .0298096 .0353418 .0369765 .0590285 .0696145
.0794935 .0462846 .041853 .0691276 .050207 .0390542 .0665498 .0465792 .0738802 .0536729 .0493138 .0409266 .0515339 .0545889
.0473192 .061943 .0616706 .0471485 .0568088 .05272 .0627445 .0805637 .0930627 .0324248 .0548271 .0915583 .0601335 .0647437
.0665733 .0465174 .0525106 .0513821 .042283 .0452385 .0531281 .0550469 .0668925 .0849754 .0658471 .0682741 .0666382
Belgium .0597333 .0650457 .0611368 .0588109 .0474732 .0588973 .0568473 .0593479 .0613056 .0589465 .0568686 .0565497 .0556538
.0565561 .055509 .0540566 .0573803 .0545333 .0564122 .0574863 .0556009 .0572995 .0568411 .0620325 .0576937 .0571674 .0516614
.0527555 .0591031 .0515136 .055092 .0510121 .0489625 .0524045 .056114 .0534108 .0548084 .054186 .0539248 .054679 .0520714 .0523957
.0539878 .0552784 .0527656 .0534601 .0551628 .0552478 .0562874 .0537985 .0544945 .059075 .0559902 .0557945 .0538802 .0537079
.0512458 .0549679 .0508063 .0535517 .0521957 .0531236 .0495923 .0512597 .0543946 .0535887 .0517445 .054935 .0539475 .0514131
.0558324 .0572861 .0588961 .0535772 .0578144 .0537592 .0593281 .0600885 .0536527 .0525221 .0586585 .0563826 .0531886 .0542172
.0521522 .0524584 .0517613 .0520175 .0498609 .0522153 .0537973 .0544047 .0523023 .0517962 .0554848 .0551519 .0564798 .0587605
.0615649 .0583065 .0551114 .0562738 .0552732 .0536027 .0524945 .0504633 .0541789 .0496928 .0551952 .052239 .05364 .0527988
.0536338 .0542387 .0538641 .0543299 .0533486 .0567052 .0545893 .0590012 .0548938 .0519726 .0586413 .0602194 .0486925 .0511819
.0616333 .056442 .0520104 .0566448 .0553573 .0558598 .0537731 .0554457 .0543721 .0553443 .0582012 .0551204 .0571369 .0570446
.05767 .0545252 .0568783 .0571688 .0597225 .0619659 .0653818 .0598719 .0488731 .0724579 .0512479 .0610891 .0560735 .06273 .0539618
.0605771 .0561721 .0579706 .0549662 .0567314 .0543307 .0600024 .0547547 .0594876 .0611391 .0608351 .0606657 .0621062
Bolivia .0540011 .0563318 .0596695 .0587853 .0521107 .0562441 .041244 .0621546 .0513072 .0493225 .0524461 .0636872 .0574229
.0637923 .0585304 .0633523 .051552 .0525856 .0471916 .0587995 .0563704 .0663977 .062167 .0737105 .0582813 .0554498 .0605176
.0507766 .0515259 .054655 .0493564 .0631898 .0502653 .0480692 .0539313 .0474801 .0489914 .0514445 .0439445 .0525097 .0579145
.0611477 .0528593 .0522695 .0423561 .0632341 .0620134 .0488983 .0620941 .0680452 .0464305 .0641692 .0475091 .0539387 .0486946
.0610508 .0489517 .0531051 .0457985 .0509471 .0553918 .0570482 .0460213 .0554473 .07062 .0555116 .0478446 .0524163 .048559
.0625639 .0615928 .0675259 .0487815 .0646769 .0644892 .0488553 .0579799 .0553883 .046631 .0630096 .067847 .0677248 .0568402
.0507176 .0506801 .0500864 .0476421 .0569153 .0447562 .0493681 .0507386 .0524915 .0459616 .0538426 .0585844 .0628219 .0576327
.0624694 .0703263 .053316 .029488 .0336426 .0529776 .0620813 .0594787 .0601793 .0432946 .0453595 .0553097 .052552 .0556559 .047245
.0542845 .0581031 .0614047 .042158 .0547763 .0607486 .0570217 .0564921 .062849 .0626132 .07204 .0403629 .0665175 .0365064 .0521854
.055118 .0505332 .0545635 .0506481 .0559817 .0467468 .0493336 .0563734 .054053 .0512456 .0581047 .0434904 .0570159 .0473972
.0648404 .0631546 .0526421 .0574779 .0576753 .060698 .0531492 .0808145 .055181 .0394732 .0574809 .0612315 .050808 .0511271
.0647191 .0582935 .0534131 .0552599 .0500959 .0698326 .0553193 .0574554 .0619513 .0488358 .0534087 .0437815 .0654999
Bosnia and Herzegovina .0691916 .0632137 .0352185 .0493795 .0215829 .0671886 .0284455 .0239791 .0409138 .0671756 .0695201 .0656092
.1000349 .0721162 .0793978 .059053 .0566618 .0429519 .0367489 .0536357 .0472243 .0670657 .0955819 .0744841 .0432616 .1227434
.0465105 .076809 .0298789 .0176392 .0272501 .0562616 .0402729 .0525832 .1155541 .0477539 .0365433 .0450268 .0902183 .0356196
.0498026 .0308632 .0357574 .0303153 .0461452 .0465954 .0305198 .0454879 .0576883 .0814857 .0372058 .0746012 .0243982 .1421723
.0959705 .0537302 .0531085 .0669286 .0543912 .0609162 .0545614 .0407242 .0426666 .0546247 .0580876 .0769268 .0694089 .0689728
.043824 .0635734 .0410694 .0594302 .0517963 .0850145 .0533076 .0364005 .0301216 .038443 .0251218 .1046591 .0482069 .0606968

.0741527 .0416991 .0429961 .042661 .0548958 .0680376 .0380136 .0392577 .0525185 .0467352 .0252167 .0809583 .0584665 .033364
.0380418 .0879711 .108 .0606318 .0429506 .0447246 .0410975 .049661 .0577846 .0564921 .0398774 .0543065 .0479713 .0492535 .0416108
.0459326 .0378906 .0571861 .0321557 .0517835 .0603365 .0508087 .0434809 .036443 .0357225 .0682624 .0455654 .0356358 .0418965
.0554284 .0189969 .0717858 .0629723 .041356 .0426156 .045343 .0477684 .0436494 .0583635 .0701845 .0574105 .0522565 .0579806
.0543985 .0485012 .0627616 .0559421 .080928 .059506 .0544124 .0216845 .039057 .0316561 .0276999 .0403662 .0131019 .0606039
.0757921 .1101774 .0383716 .0628324 .0672527 .0741627 .0674138 .0480829 .0348731 .0794301 .0563191 .0975529 .0716033 .0334241
.0715335
Brazil .0571634 .0545379 .0593118 .0659707 .059144 .0591493 .047333 .0588344 .0624681 .060525 .0601838 .0598103 .0516584 .0576018
.0554828 .0518936 .0593181 .0600411 .0564411 .0539852 .0542218 .0550376 .0638469 .0596805 .0640114 .0536326 .0593879 .0622742
.0580562 .0612383 .0524 .0556198 .0569086 .0564675 .0570924 .0565338 .0548443 .0487003 .0566629 .0507176 .0517719 .0503884
.0525066 .0540773 .048252 .0592429 .0559113 .0536851 .0494269 .0533834 .0451911 .0561766 .0631383 .0596061 .0548073 .0540708
.0497342 .0482275 .055468 .0554571 .0521992 .0565344 .0576082 .0510791 .0538213 .0510971 .0517688 .0537165 .0484034 .0563964
.0582457 .0582157 .0626614 .0516154 .0552259 .064415 .0491229 .0577085 .0563327 .0529089 .052455 .0545598 .0527114 .057577
.0527313 .0509323 .0525668 .048065 .0544072 .0516737 .0538927 .0523372 .0524509 .0541567 .0528508 .0512578 .0584567 .0531653
.0615537 .0524529 .0473152 .0575811 .0481318 .0538495 .0519841 .0536057 .0574603 .051891 .0567966 .058609 .0542566 .0498039
.0526186 .0552906 .0520799 .056444 .0543178 .0544007 .0601953 .0627141 .0551891 .0663535 .0623109 .0497275 .0476512 .0626893
.0533919 .0567652 .0536904 .0558744 .0584395 .0532756 .0570043 .0546192 .0533327 .0513668 .0534926 .053968 .0518601 .0548423
.0645174 .05857 .0538027 .0574504 .0537051 .0541324 .0488051 .0579384 .0624162 .0571113 .0578324 .05875 .0573455 .0597287 .0592528
.0598334 .0576015 .0560944 .0604817 .0514861 .0544067 .0549179 .0604181 .058424 .0578039 .055856 .0576811 .0594876
Bulgaria .0565392 .065763 .0630837 .050935 .0445953 .1116263 .0708079 .0498236 .0541644 .0500023 .0636097 .0522475 .0556648
.0520319 .0491323 .0490911 .0476765 .0464125 .081868 .0571393 .0585651 .0519906 .0606459 .058102 .0575163 .0478548 .0533352
.0416395 .0629875 .0606078 .0527846 .0542186 .0626447 .0539082 .0578651 .0496331 .049924 .0577499 .0512064 .0556032 .0602379
.0420373 .0540727 .0495194 .0642105 .0555872 .0542412 .0543266 .04833 .0551158 .0545378 .0670692 .0599741 .0794407 .0835234
.0453224 .0536291 .0490029 .0500288 .0539541 .0552614 .0517549 .0524755 .0514937 .0522289 .0520118 .051553 .0544518 .0485456
.0625038 .059492 .0587465 .0461284 .0585596 .0478048 .0593965 .0436766 .0607302 .054307 .0524748 .0576415 .0519121 .0468042
.0644715 .0508817 .0636785 .0536302 .0622995 .0451818 .0574804 .0522528 .0524609 .062607 .059113 .0487567 .0473618 .0578967
.0516999 .0466008 .0713516 .0472847 .0632904 .0592274 .0485725 .0523609 .068157 .0556367 .0560595 .0662763 .05057 .052029 .0489977
.0531866 .0633744 .0598548 .0680594 .0634241 .0529796 .0537353 .0510499 .0538028 .0489473 .0620564 .0483248 .05977 .0589455
.0475766 .0439637 .0647171 .0562455 .0517249 .0496468 .0622987 .0530934 .0519198 .0541186 .053999 .0512706 .0607523 .055048
.0510176 .0653438 .0535901 .0585932 .0663576 .0535589 .0518152 .0729107 .0566099 .0449847 .0398785 .0504412 .0766167 .0670428
.0589453 .0545403 .0654887 .0456396 .0608693 .0414379 .0439007 .045597 .0599081 .0588239 .0497225 .0469895 .0557207 .0582507
Burma .0504302 .0859954 .0413938 .0320856 .0840256 .1704357 .0669721 .0522142 .0657204 .0497387 .0507008 .0688588 .0876569
.0652793 .0645152 .0234114 .0156182 .0415196 .0273816 .0594775 .0434475 .0373182 .0716233 .051976 .0430739 .0774887 .0570269
.0177509 .069985 .0706152 .0538496 .0396637 .0813855 .0282576 .0786154 .0378407 .0401712 .0460209 .0259287 .0571793 .0462389
.0768245 .0390912 .0732165 .032371 .05525 .0244087 .0879084 .0335359 .0602185 .045351 .0534863 .0588154 .0273082 .0641856 .0630574
.035055 .0470321 .0687712 .0544524 .0562401 .0263272 .070127 .0347624 .0566043 .0252269 .0495301 .0288648 .0573735 .0604022
.0734353 .055279 .0354107 .0578018 .025031 .0182484 .1106933 .0463226 .0393329 .0371497 .0426572 .0454746 .0580967 .0641244
.0720836 .0541316 .0590211 .0391247 .0315867 .0461193 .0556729 .0465118 .0445929 .0504498 .0629033 .0527824 .0388703 .0619724
.0191111 .0407123 .0589832 .0755138 .0907722 .0648747 .0501478 .0507249 .0496752 .0619396 .0661152 .0377983 .0666159 .1124627
.0474147 .0369593 .0649497 .0437701 .0751434 .0446507 .0320858 .0601852 .0728474 .0462139 .0918614 .0360467 .079834 .0467205
.0726553 .0574674 .0551929 .1034965 .0759199 .0433414 .0853824 .0593787 .1080616 .0517949 .0506918 .0324255 .0247545 .0566398
.0868342 .0353924 .0568837 .0435822 .0495288 .030385 .0397741 .0732506 .0551102 .0513463 .1098115 .0939532 .0456953 .0487363
.0449477 .0975447 .0457163 .0529005 .0821241 .0543836 .0866688 .0450496 .0383115 .0373138 .0243049 .08059 .0763493 .0469039
Canada .0609189 .0627991 .0615706 .0623745 .0559102 .0552432 .0522009 .0572387 .0576434 .0610408 .0596199 .0593271 .0565735
.058126 .0576857 .0569427 .0563973 .0574723 .0599544 .0582002 .0561054 .0564822 .0605448 .0598037 .0586476 .0569197 .0571838
.0592922 .0513806 .0513098 .0531893 .055816 .0527802 .0525687 .0534765 .0529134 .0525754 .0520197 .0537664 .0512841 .0523568
.0520442 .0523858 .0535276 .053869 .0535243 .0559487 .0572972 .056118 .0558655 .0541923 .0566652 .0530701 .0482205 .0525004
.0475277 .0517789 .0513869 .0511386 .0524522 .0527193 .0514649 .0529488 .0516494 .0528153 .0528216 .0504423 .052469 .0529309
.0544774 .0558891 .0562804 .060236 .0592249 .0581695 .0528858 .0530347 .051841 .0524427 .0537732 .0533253 .052394 .0528558
.0537463 .0514747 .0545912 .0530989 .0526523 .052457 .0533235 .0530672 .0552793 .0539059 .054225 .0560453 .0582123 .0572952
.0597253 .0543442 .0549861 .0557497 .0522696 .051482 .0577444 .0542641 .0541761 .0545632 .0533887 .0518044 .0547701 .0536746
.0526418 .0519747 .0532028 .0518931 .0518437 .0528849 .055157 .0561648 .0564257 .0557024 .0566351 .0557213 .054003 .0529396
.0523452 .0553192 .0571293 .0544107 .0531636 .0552791 .0555054 .0559517 .0547279 .0545192 .0540776 .0540495 .0546621 .0548625
.0548144 .0560321 .0571887 .0578967 .0603302 .0601263 .0616135 .059046 .0585895 .0514293 .0549405 .0542328 .0533768 .0550186
.0557761 .0571509 .0568882 .0575408 .0554433 .055041 .0583703 .0569368 .0566518 .0574229 .0556719 .0581661 .0585763 .0595025
.059651
Cape Verde .071187 .0351599 .0371972 .055525 .0305423 .0365552 .0747599 .0338337 .0487663 .0233098 .0210397 .0525898 .0646359
.0439193 .074315 .0589705 .0451862 .0663625 .059083 .0655809 .0410318 .0564535 .0891461 .0509294 .0812563 .0386854 .0683986
.078417 .0501617 .0562979 .018738 .0711014 .0455902 .0456683 .0336048 .0484405 .0560492 .0489398 .048685 .0403929 .0732039
.0805852 .0546804 .0635253 .1114628 .0556 .0489089 .0692663 .1130345 .0561293 .0239377 .0452876 .0460945 .034438 .0645712 .0435249
.0416489 .0532517 .0511373 .0381685 .0374243 .0404757 .0614377 .0660439 .071601 .0462972 .0352549 .0440497 .05631 .0380502
.0524662 .0538697 .0772749 .0593511 .0743505 .0530164 .0442052 .0475607 .0473164 .0543013 .0431394 .0720437 .0533796 .0550717
.0695423 .0295828 .0430052 .0590756 .0476204 .0492987 .041795 .0565632 .0285306 .0781448 .1249713 .0192378 .0727467 .0381733
.045523 .037202 .0638986 .0399653 .0416203 .0416327 .053474 .03162 .0538436 .0421778 .048107 .054108 .0637833 .0885763 .045184
.0694297 .0616902 .0900232 .0406298 .0513004 .0636943 .045002 .0843071 .0321069 .0773257 .0780803 .0282797 .045434 .038956

.0617295 .0255311 .1139017 .0453253 .058194 .045913 .0515789 .0870972 .0654096 .0543619 .0754414 .0889598 .0500091 .0250941
.0544323 .0303088 .0377193 .0252725 .0914239 .0239564 .1248358 .0433778 .076263 .0915826 .032601 .0636229 .0403023 .0450313
.0332319 .0633368 .0647471 .0263141 .0598896 .0475401 .0604746 .0733523 .0665118 .0698009 .0348128 .0463797 .0606235
Central America .0569049 .0676827 .0518302 .0515644 .0561527 .0469727 .0655885 .0563324 .0635476 .0535841 .0626494 .0628422
.0578483 .057256 .0548552 .0608615 .0578667 .0488257 .0548228 .0551709 .0566894 .0605869 .0616518 .0602724 .0563005 .0562967
.0555865 .0521973 .0450854 .0572558 .0564333 .0540291 .0529823 .0544026 .0541361 .0541501 .0513591 .0525959 .0511496 .0502087
.0486869 .0490164 .0528923 .0525482 .0554045 .0529198 .0531544 .0561576 .0580928 .067104 .0540297 .0498315 .0464845 .0522651
.0551882 .0568379 .0554329 .0492172 .0541755 .050742 .0575564 .0532363 .0519789 .0511795 .0573823 .0520455 .0530978 .0545971
.0531025 .0527347 .048815 .0552492 .0600867 .0480392 .0501842 .0541398 .0610625 .0575656 .0538698 .0513043 .0551287 .0614354
.0508849 .0516014 .0540354 .0523983 .0537671 .0537127 .0537585 .0530842 .0478089 .0551153 .0533868 .0511995 .0547398 .0571784
.0560548 .0503677 .052227 .0565674 .055975 .0616523 .0566721 .0537815 .0626323 .0571571 .0535196 .0565365 .0581394 .048129
.0513853 .0566669 .0543224 .0521408 .0546568 .0529485 .0583876 .0558925 .0541633 .055949 .0667844 .0560637 .0511028 .0552999
.0464226 .0563252 .0585804 .0551903 .0551544 .0604554 .055197 .058265 .0535117 .0529421 .0517725 .0548837 .0570639 .0606485
.0552283 .0584615 .0535708 .0597546 .0607752 .0588783 .0633851 .0514101 .0648125 .0650535 .0538148 .0531236 .0513372 .0520938
.0600193 .0527552 .0565579 .0544074 .0521975 .0511492 .0557046 .0533541 .0551156 .0598995 .0538856 .0621614 .0564154 .0580909
.0615024 .0598089
Chile .0655192 .0629342 .0599807 .0610913 .0553537 .0602324 .0552087 .050892 .0553509 .0564545 .0548335 .0593185 .0576935 .0588322
.0555818 .0563072 .0556848 .0540206 .0550436 .0575426 .0554315 .0583224 .0585126 .057358 .0602706 .056588 .0586517 .058406
.0505449 .0501419 .0542081 .050585 .0515362 .0550875 .0538414 .0535713 .0553324 .0537949 .0524861 .0535937 .0529618 .0516776
.048581 .0540178 .050402 .0537178 .0513995 .0538104 .0563714 .0525707 .0561639 .0560725 .0535851 .0536355 .0548305 .0527011
.0542325 .0532083 .0518437 .0531576 .0541704 .0520811 .0512684 .052436 .0525451 .0548949 .0541285 .05491 .053963 .0552518 .0547611
.0619992 .0568732 .0542892 .0555772 .0596965 .0535544 .05232 .0565706 .0536937 .0530578 .0530056 .0533003 .0560776 .0520845
.0519103 .0531602 .0516818 .0525377 .0544114 .0540447 .056306 .0573646 .0523675 .0520933 .053739 .0546281 .0574483 .0564595
.0564951 .0536681 .053338 .0554818 .0525309 .0575266 .0535517 .0518487 .0556877 .0528758 .0533354 .0515742 .0530962 .0531621
.0540177 .0557373 .0577707 .0542256 .0557387 .0519436 .0559757 .0556223 .0558283 .0583168 .0511659 .0542384 .0573543 .0511008
.0557003 .0554506 .057051 .0567735 .0576173 .0571135 .0554205 .0568204 .0526802 .0549879 .0578925 .0559588 .0562509 .0579221
.0596871 .0560734 .0571923 .0549499 .0628689 .0565937 .0586039 .0543388 .055478 .0533556 .0525067 .0548839 .0535481 .0588639
.0561898 .055879 .0599968 .0576128 .0589686 .0555039 .0611448 .0565316 .0576081 .0563127 .0666843 .0573386 .0603391
China .0632478 .0585747 .062721 .0616009 .0566787 .0570321 .0592609 .0626164 .0592308 .0619349 .0581112 .0575377 .0569415 .0564405
.0551646 .0547319 .0549268 .0527909 .0538366 .0533217 .0567402 .055788 .0563154 .0575917 .0599781 .0607475 .0546244 .0557503
.0534383 .0562906 .0574329 .0583204 .0574599 .0553846 .0548838 .0545553 .0538046 .055392 .0546277 .0513673 .0520286 .0523437
.050645 .0515363 .0545284 .0533639 .055803 .0557645 .0578697 .0570314 .0507669 .0539191 .0508386 .0535516 .0555959 .0559557
.0592442 .0552022 .0529618 .0524036 .0530197 .0541478 .0518891 .0525929 .0525443 .0508389 .0518644 .0520485 .0534828 .0536854
.0539839 .0549807 .0589026 .054687 .0551269 .0523625 .0509203 .0539882 .0584637 .0572103 .0550941 .0580006 .0528031 .0535597
.0514932 .0534921 .0521633 .0509 .0536135 .053809 .0511845 .0534387 .0538136 .0549347 .0538776 .0558655 .0579749 .05694 .054846
.0513552 .0518015 .0554299 .060537 .0553213 .0579601 .0559794 .0552962 .054373 .0524193 .0545823 .0547367 .0535962 .0566744
.0536066 .0536716 .0537763 .0576157 .0548806 .0551502 .0582603 .0594532 .0588967 .0600673 .0514715 .0570797 .052925 .0560464
.0547717 .0576315 .0577006 .0537583 .0513799 .0532732 .0548623 .0525551 .054645 .054663 .056249 .0550327 .0555581 .0568826
.0557162 .0570224 .0562886 .0583561 .0609973 .0590541 .0568713 .0612564 .0552949 .0566952 .0592458 .0555591 .0551538 .0563021
.0570468 .052326 .055437 .0540781 .0558367 .05317 .0536969 .0555305 .0542337 .0557635 .0561372 .0569415 .0576549
Colombia .0556848 .0665322 .0534163 .0542092 .0576616 .0564248 .0603103 .0509246 .0564193 .0591905 .0631883 .0525795 .0529815
.0565683 .0551379 .0576102 .0504951 .059498 .0583125 .0614844 .0563484 .0579568 .0588066 .0555365 .0547944 .063512 .0553038
.0597816 .0567774 .0535286 .0493289 .0552049 .0554998 .0543654 .0545307 .0486415 .0458115 .0520205 .0525585 .0532382 .0487438
.0490554 .0604191 .0572452 .0510317 .052727 .0580184 .0558553 .0535037 .059861 .06243 .0477666 .0567316 .0470268 .0460589 .0494475
.0527389 .0522971 .0519044 .0507482 .0556456 .0569945 .0528082 .0542627 .047992 .0536597 .0484689 .0541493 .054333 .0589992
.0582035 .0593916 .0556522 .060935 .0426569 .0522933 .0426794 .0502921 .0612157 .0557083 .0518774 .0551572 .0566957 .0552885
.0571592 .0523748 .0474169 .0533219 .0509776 .0543063 .0543155 .0499857 .0552464 .0534858 .0502501 .0568095 .0593651 .0644631
.0586521 .0404299 .0506225 .0547203 .0522296 .0534279 .0531682 .0573184 .0549811 .0532909 .0529259 .0512656 .0579859 .0580522
.0486593 .0558293 .049423 .0614253 .0584546 .0577583 .0530141 .0577685 .0598857 .0547161 .0557434 .0656103 .0547437 .0608111
.0630334 .0470075 .0508465 .058155 .0554539 .0580963 .0521658 .0535793 .0522589 .0547659 .0536748 .0516021 .0656127 .0530703
.0519103 .0568995 .0589965 .0582328 .0600207 .0632538 .0641592 .0593663 .0543828 .0643559 .0507824 .0583774 .0629283 .0552576
.060199 .0592411 .0588638 .0531507 .0584038 .0545468 .0577104 .05666 .0535009 .0525349 .0600462 .054006 .0644853 .0632916
Croatia .0536911 .0498047 .064933 .0889865 .0614097 .0894076 .0438376 .0669499 .106763 .0466358 .064103 .0617687 .05485 .0606297
.0580612 .0607989 .0634954 .049731 .0604046 .0626784 .0671134 .0504986 .0442005 .0533155 .0584337 .0606843 .0487157 .0737291
.0664795 .052545 .0373094 .0482855 .0556818 .052352 .0613074 .0511181 .045131 .0564332 .054105 .0580577 .0541764 .0512609 .0591992
.0523714 .0495703 .0514513 .0570196 .0478074 .0596769 .0436661 .0717809 .0535125 .0576107 .0460171 .0292642 .0612292 .0612059
.0528464 .0581998 .0506693 .0604642 .0538206 .0510859 .0532696 .0522892 .0455238 .0411176 .0521955 .0452622 .0520142 .0568939
.0463311 .0660183 .0645751 .0314089 .0672575 .0927902 .0414068 .0539976 .05424 .0614026 .0513673 .0584302 .0427304 .0505803
.0368916 .0544797 .0534567 .0540482 .0477741 .0546648 .0574593 .0517418 .0522383 .0569876 .0503301 .0493601 .0589898 .0539682
.0675931 .0495538 .057259 .0514671 .0600173 .0510862 .0567886 .0541477 .0578924 .0518307 .0520327 .0599484 .0476703 .0556131
.0566236 .0565784 .049821 .0534523 .0528849 .0511963 .0570215 .0533307 .0468142 .0488613 .0473303 .0850527 .0667638 .0464015
.0707881 .049765 .0550111 .0521917 .0549114 .0605217 .0665356 .0511318 .0574213 .0509824 .0557318 .0557166 .056909 .0547542
.0519769 .0553341 .0506231 .0638611 .0600581 .0462098 .0389521 .118429 .0799906 .0530176 .0539866 .0569963 .07358 .0491712 .067714
.0496518 .0495486 .0570954 .0574809 .0626918 .0589965 .0612459 .0507214 .0527022 .0619036 .0662425 .0657623
Czech Republic .0542187 .0668421 .0752464 .058399 .0535252 .0615884 .0564798 .0598724 .0598053 .0553336 .0582769 .0516067 .0592457

.0593355 .0519002 .0557143 .0513611 .0548781 .0465599 .059188 .0623643 .0511417 .0543935 .0593112 .0509533 .0487971 .0798567
.0628564 .0407915 .0650241 .0480751 .0622215 .0429243 .0625771 .0498533 .0499073 .0480525 .0449906 .0575103 .051423 .047817
.0605148 .0498085 .0550547 .0544761 .0532787 .0534847 .0559689 .0601084 .0499383 .055119 .0440139 .0506387 .0465635 .0402135
.0542877 .0467963 .0524234 .0526154 .0526863 .0470364 .0526384 .0558036 .0501345 .0517205 .0545058 .0527417 .0548565 .0564263
.0555956 .0577927 .055676 .0595204 .0551951 .0537563 .0548228 .0378621 .0428141 .0451487 .0572356 .0583057 .0486002 .051297
.0511927 .053962 .0481147 .0513705 .051212 .0549552 .0521149 .0588025 .0499 .0650447 .053931 .0610685 .0608554 .0613383 .0557817
.0608803 .0521917 .0697357 .0338743 .0646705 .0613542 .0581088 .051433 .0620073 .0463657 .050253 .0484171 .0489322 .0582497
.0537556 .0497287 .0578645 .0479877 .0550595 .0583544 .0577162 .0575881 .0576046 .0532078 .0558032 .0549338 .0601441 .0542371
.0639731 .0516869 .0516216 .057731 .0550191 .0519781 .0531349 .0498818 .0556214 .0565618 .0556194 .0564005 .0552934 .0681154
.061811 .0541819 .0545072 .0665415 .0692468 .0659107 .0603924 .0616758 .0607954 .0520211 .059298 .0494115 .0599365 .053144
.0544323 .0470388 .0571928 .0542067 .052207 .0523908 .0595869 .0640447 .0670369 .0668476 .053214 .0604873 .0503483 .0732373
Denmark .0613562 .0578804 .0603609 .0594135 .0569136 .0578907 .0489629 .0602084 .057968 .0581529 .0580538 .0554108 .0546407
.0567104 .0560717 .0569782 .0575549 .0586699 .0576326 .0562184 .054375 .057225 .0577079 .0564292 .0557703 .054366 .0557797
.0486377 .0526274 .0635382 .0543309 .0539983 .055041 .0533729 .0496055 .0517202 .0513246 .0527273 .0510858 .0508764 .0542572
.053793 .05603 .0522157 .0527833 .0537443 .0540438 .0522529 .0570171 .0530001 .0551844 .0550928 .0487502 .0631523 .0516977 .054147
.0502338 .0547523 .0521244 .0523622 .0551469 .0516435 .050146 .0532192 .0528099 .0547702 .052089 .0533213 .0539726 .0566 .0545339
.0569605 .05697 .0544033 .0570604 .0531443 .0535791 .0531555 .0531245 .0566203 .0532782 .0541236 .0516773 .0526175 .0524014
.0503404 .0525193 .0521345 .0522029 .0529321 .055889 .0538306 .057356 .0522903 .054793 .0557674 .0608461 .0551035 .0519156
.0583983 .0644736 .0515494 .0542496 .0507226 .0558128 .0537764 .0527246 .0529495 .0537323 .0527445 .0525663 .0538105 .0518302
.0564672 .054238 .0582992 .054481 .0574759 .0562865 .0570231 .0600038 .0546253 .0528968 .0489713 .0512792 .053695 .0521366
.0523822 .05606 .0550943 .052477 .0541199 .0562433 .0570264 .0556745 .0553052 .0548068 .0585481 .0575876 .0583207 .0567245
.0573015 .0586658 .0579704 .0591717 .0597743 .0606914 .0615153 .0553994 .0533477 .0578367 .0568148 .0612999 .0577445 .0577227
.0583313 .0559665 .05592 .0551179 .0581062 .0605404 .0599807 .0569541 .0565654 .0595146 .0595828 .0571394 .0589777
Egypt .0663502 .0526782 .0511543 .0583781 .0565861 .0652463 .0548589 .0601278 .0560419 .0499416 .0684617 .0532764 .0560127
.0541537 .0508571 .0523194 .0503558 .0535339 .053168 .0505975 .0526537 .0531256 .0559862 .0555318 .0574579 .0529675 .0561486
.051795 .0587181 .0624249 .0615846 .0631909 .0625103 .0630258 .0581387 .0581935 .0540355 .0474302 .0457356 .0593997 .0510761
.0483493 .0482898 .0517078 .0420916 .052546 .0523595 .0571211 .0534159 .0531907 .0506372 .0511982 .0502652 .0550019 .0606535
.0443615 .051386 .0553567 .0599354 .0581787 .0520073 .0526583 .0561353 .0554059 .0501602 .0531004 .0582532 .0480758 .0548033
.0558996 .0558556 .0564089 .0644351 .0494919 .054826 .0425608 .0477448 .0300734 .0540379 .0606917 .0602482 .0536929 .0606239
.053522 .0517026 .0537501 .056759 .0521579 .0514437 .0550546 .0550212 .0541923 .0512034 .0526049 .0596149 .0517526 .0482949
.0548652 .0489833 .0604722 .0639815 .0520048 .0537333 .059032 .0568064 .0542644 .0590782 .0514067 .0574117 .0550284 .0510321
.0546847 .0565385 .0535376 .0565877 .0599926 .05425 .0568458 .0617382 .0590815 .059941 .0587995 .0636015 .0472042 .0456656
.0500076 .0608902 .0764354 .049727 .0601952 .0559899 .0506529 .0552272 .0525475 .0548773 .0598385 .0539003 .0527255 .053185
.0571208 .0503652 .0573708 .0619216 .052461 .0619325 .0597846 .0496915 .0577114 .0558463 .053288 .0577069 .0575355 .0584249
.0550178 .0596888 .0557724 .0661525 .0573317 .0504959 .0575576 .0570933 .0492903 .0601822 .0601144 .0550778 .0610992 .0672317
.0597931
Estonia .0581567 .0648732 .0468505 .0601985 .0736199 .0560519 .0578902 .0612989 .0587205 .0479594 .0504342 .0648085 .0592422
.0525356 .0653216 .0570521 .053334 .0637378 .0480179 .0491928 .054144 .0506275 .0490997 .0533517 .0624569 .0625054 .0525753
.0588459 .0404535 .0526285 .0526813 .0585815 .0350989 .0675437 .0489203 .0543493 .04368 .0615182 .0541215 .0603364 .0445896
.0551139 .0390203 .0488056 .0549174 .0607135 .0499406 .0549851 .0704852 .0633781 .0493277 .0413984 .0818333 .0592912 .0650749
.0596069 .0524022 .0499491 .0489549 .0490334 .0505932 .0485176 .0539702 .0527671 .0532639 .0450248 .0556935 .0555118 .0557096
.052677 .0620558 .0604772 .0614915 .0531713 .0575298 .062257 .0459769 .0506376 .0424735 .0461945 .0466072 .0632395 .0548493
.0586391 .0542552 .054094 .0514987 .0513211 .0515294 .0470243 .0449166 .0526629 .0534243 .0555619 .0643627 .0507753 .06547
.0542368 .0473286 .0510453 .0651599 .0549103 .0570106 .047998 .0419164 .0604232 .0521618 .0702839 .0587737 .0450889 .0558026
.0492392 .0442381 .0610335 .0561768 .0456381 .0552181 .0554531 .0503246 .0557026 .0545536 .0602185 .0482468 .0648915 .0479608
.1144003 .0766511 .0516866 .0433838 .0529571 .0510812 .0450884 .0493857 .0596408 .0473421 .0530331 .0598645 .0650849 .0538091
.0508765 .0664204 .0581813 .0560212 .0585676 .0772899 .0662979 .0592828 .0695088 .0389776 .0442092 .0378577 .0277399 .0515713
.0651249 .0609369 .0509186 .0613302 .0562714 .0566375 .0595382 .0566867 .0541672 .0694543 .0570299 .0585499 .0579251 .0636772
.0592834
Fiji .0627816 .0404459 .0467871 .0750723 .0622534 .0594695 .0409665 .0508698 .0348809 .0541375 .0491463 .0564967 .0569468 .048002
.0487787 .0533037 .0423351 .0580143 .0534652 .0486569 .050803 .0662599 .0584618 .0740305 .0610459 .0605053 .0595284 .0568987
.0629539 .0648952 .064843 .0832993 .0445685 .0465769 .052364 .0567522 .0644579 .0432613 .0484654 .0626001 .0453852 .0513867
.0535749 .0687995 .0828554 .0343523 .0462162 .0464178 .0636223 .0730091 .0451905 .0641758 .0491323 .0699895 .0643206 .0491761
.05546 .0534994 .0403906 .0480466 .0495922 .069411 .0507445 .0508634 .0518363 .0476113 .0438252 .0458211 .060219 .0459832 .0571611
.0534661 .0681519 .0466605 .0389959 .0568402 .0604056 .0611313 .0805568 .0641209 .0628124 .0672401 .0550155 .0571584 .0482226
.0565978 .0525113 .0681898 .0507084 .0486286 .0442535 .0798932 .0486294 .0614383 .0743515 .0599144 .0400177 .0473242 .0625381
.0565873 .0510768 .0512943 .0594666 .0602081 .0635411 .0484972 .0451099 .0696647 .0462167 .0531616 .0647643 .0789478 .0619944
.0541717 .0482375 .0604302 .0577823 .062241 .0500035 .058026 .0579241 .0660028 .0391922 .0483423 .053018 .0613988 .0590732
.0463711 .056562 .0518931 .0483322 .0614972 .0486621 .0853906 .0585304 .0472406 .0495691 .0412269 .0370649 .0572247 .0680315
.043221 .0641487 .0441799 .0547388 .0546405 .0527425 .0589995 .0607396 .0551793 .0401346 .0429287 .0473099 .0482686 .0531765
.0537163 .0459625 .0548849 .0559751 .0455334 .0547334 .0423885 .0748328 .0511175 .0549082 .0473853 .0506595 .0776526
Finland .0639447 .0663412 .0643817 .052983 .0587792 .0558336 .0529718 .0603406 .058524 .0576586 .0579327 .0610516 .0573531 .0547987
.0569993 .0553568 .0571539 .0554474 .056154 .0575029 .058721 .0555086 .0549439 .0576285 .0608283 .054017 .054678 .0540563 .0514329
.0490953 .0447499 .0566544 .0529129 .0501364 .0537526 .0486154 .0515845 .0526454 .0503144 .0513711 .053249 .0517944 .0548477
.0486072 .0541727 .0528969 .0534261 .0580029 .0529419 .0573551 .0544336 .055106 .0516066 .0578929 .0482092 .0543584 .0518312

.0516707 .0522553 .0570455 .0542595 .0496966 .0484478 .0518088 .0531172 .0510796 .0483006 .0538806 .0524665 .053512 .0575477
.0555219 .0562873 .0534778 .0551794 .0557721 .0539481 .0466967 .0500852 .0556255 .0528671 .0504897 .0498521 .0529123 .0533032
.0491374 .0540285 .0546233 .0528043 .0535057 .0526839 .0513767 .0507786 .0560077 .0576001 .0588337 .0579774 .0564115 .0593061
.0541877 .0515896 .0496092 .0538827 .0526084 .053798 .0531449 .0545539 .0550195 .0553832 .05609 .0508788 .0534001 .0529098
.0517279 .0565612 .0516194 .0572649 .0586183 .0527737 .0600449 .0571621 .0608481 .0607089 .0567611 .0585226 .0709467 .0494061
.0582067 .0612377 .0544397 .0552152 .0547709 .0548041 .0540693 .0541755 .055417 .0576274 .0544857 .05437 .0599121 .0603419
.0618785 .0577131 .0583371 .0591459 .0630533 .0671017 .0515997 .0575004 .0469327 .0557617 .049032 .0527812 .0596164 .0588441
.0618578 .0523248 .0576884 .0595599 .0588659 .0585501 .0593549 .0580536 .0631224 .0576464 .056605 .0592282 .058311
France .064293 .0593636 .0618903 .0591292 .0619586 .0651887 .0568682 .0590259 .0592975 .0561011 .0557506 .0578142 .0580702
.0538653 .0529374 .0568477 .0568545 .0566062 .0561765 .05671 .0558613 .0569862 .0553876 .0584647 .0593334 .0555395 .056069
.0579784 .0531188 .0566512 .0546964 .0559267 .0513519 .0553861 .0538086 .0518107 .0524443 .0527553 .0511946 .0539781 .05358
.0524444 .051759 .053187 .0538166 .0556894 .0552053 .0555687 .0546515 .0559242 .0568234 .053431 .0505019 .0496192 .0535043
.0532328 .0523389 .0521839 .0518915 .0528695 .0529816 .0532332 .0538195 .0517743 .0539182 .048641 .0533681 .0526526 .0524524
.0530051 .0559398 .0561477 .0590864 .0569951 .0572618 .0571998 .0550397 .052278 .0502996 .0539468 .0526644 .0540388 .0516888
.0494545 .0509835 .053909 .0523502 .0519473 .0550669 .055868 .0539396 .0538322 .0546082 .0542969 .055378 .0585976 .060973 .0530513
.0589415 .0555463 .0558237 .0525195 .0572474 .0531336 .0533301 .0532517 .0518583 .0503484 .0546954 .0563072 .0556768 .0532711
.0534903 .054123 .0530057 .0563616 .056848 .056923 .05575 .0578375 .0607241 .059799 .0569183 .058433 .0545222 .0544284 .0562124
.0530514 .0508676 .054674 .0568868 .0540185 .0540116 .0534907 .0550819 .0535737 .0544498 .0555171 .0540828 .0564097 .0566695
.055026 .0579392 .0556562 .0589895 .0583793 .0555444 .0520964 .0605259 .0571528 .0566979 .056564 .0602324 .0597178 .0572662
.057107 .0541884 .0574722 .0567051 .0552574 .0537118 .0598238 .0593173 .0586105 .0588226 .0591848 .0608116 .0582357
Georgia .0584875 .0216288 .0655085 .0447693 .059062 .0362378 .1519637 .0699687 .0974584 .0398955 .1383772 .0717665 .0426293
.0224174 .0449693 .0637369 .0500613 .044361 .0415436 .1120825 .0397905 .0419839 .0591147 .0451041 .0645221 .0596645 .0316106
.1405891 .0475896 .0413663 .0722015 .0331639 .0689715 .0786224 .0769141 .0366076 .0477473 .0392197 .04601 .0672666 .0404816
.0381074 .0622282 .0553976 .0374063 .092174 .0580161 .0420428 .0469908 .0725773 .0350864 .038517 .0656866 .046161 .1005959
.0795637 .1850327 .0768805 .0563668 .0725342 .056743 .0440483 .037405 .0491554 .0473988 .0459185 .0401732 .0681005 .0482587
.0411986 .0428838 .056093 .0518787 .0524599 .0666619 .0647715 .0425197 .0162089 .0296032 .0365656 .0342831 .0642472 .0809279
.056891 .0368117 .0415881 .0421678 .0867123 .0462459 .0412095 .0375913 .0398629 .0372289 .0757496 .0534401 .0585035 .0383106
.0508143 .0645273 .0611264 .0452527 .0297506 .0397984 .0686919 .0828302 .0627258 .0532889 .0516038 .0638003 .0412134 .0327148
.0538245 .0638973 .0547712 .051462 .0445402 .055227 .0460773 .0544765 .0519524 .0321899 .058365 .0588942 .036652 .0341455 .0261741
.0305195 .0646346 .0563977 .0364778 .072918 .0690798 .0717114 .0983625 .0570786 .0792527 .0723774 .0681636 .0403679 .0831708
.0703293 .0420797 .0776948 .0610568 .0418927 .0578942 .0458855 .0346791 .0050883 .0083386 .0456361 .0408961 .0788921 .0712374
.0273642 .0639977 .0606707 .0741715 .0515432 .0480745 .0616246 .0530551 .0825105 .0616394 .0379554 .1009135 .0641594 .0464713
Germany .0634088 .0643393 .0615284 .059649 .0561716 .0560516 .0621587 .0544912 .0605391 .0595419 .0585833 .057885 .059122 .057277
.0556789 .0542965 .0568935 .0550454 .0542526 .0563074 .0565588 .0578526 .057729 .0596278 .0599088 .0597867 .060577 .055081
.0553145 .0542748 .0563032 .05948 .0576275 .0522234 .0523635 .0540039 .0524841 .0530351 .0508217 .0502603 .050004 .0527055
.0526211 .0523695 .0538817 .0538141 .0555098 .0570331 .0566213 .0571884 .0547001 .057269 .0540493 .0492493 .0535103 .0569295
.0551453 .0516703 .0541014 .0491837 .0522096 .0519012 .050858 .0517142 .0509056 .0496009 .0529746 .0500294 .0510114 .0543768
.0562867 .0578924 .0586454 .0596637 .0556907 .0550341 .0522187 .0582018 .0553484 .0575062 .054504 .0543019 .0553684 .0523654
.0520036 .0519871 .0529367 .0510728 .0521873 .0488614 .0510931 .0536509 .0523259 .0531071 .0576091 .0565756 .0594262 .0571907
.0596142 .0590199 .0553823 .054344 .0576586 .0558803 .0561387 .0553662 .056026 .0520983 .0512982 .0536415 .0520245 .0515908
.0522839 .0544021 .05141 .0547861 .0543649 .0557869 .0567027 .0594904 .0583867 .0583261 .0554007 .0567058 .0526496 .0612575
.0565576 .0545457 .0551131 .0574024 .055936 .0544033 .0538822 .0530285 .0506167 .0552101 .0529855 .0547386 .0560637 .0565267
.0564234 .0556139 .0595356 .0602312 .0630161 .0616478 .0596007 .0583348 .0581163 .0564431 .0579675 .0561431 .0588288 .0577425
.0598126 .0578928 .0570278 .0558166 .0551426 .0546489 .0575624 .0556731 .057157 .0590154 .0567682 .0593786 .0592872 .0593039
Greece .0595054 .0550887 .0505379 .0585313 .0528068 .0552725 .064942 .0720302 .0551238 .0506541 .064303 .0578744 .057464 .0587954
.0523751 .0550321 .0492872 .0539179 .0565467 .0512569 .0564258 .0513893 .055689 .058179 .0590627 .0582278 .0572896 .0557793
.0568815 .0603206 .0676274 .0615238 .0646404 .0665864 .0585642 .0544918 .050246 .0507028 .0502966 .053349 .0489699 .0540188
.0491817 .0502903 .0519219 .0488714 .0573508 .0547974 .0492229 .0531209 .0516112 .0485028 .0526422 .0436151 .0422433 .0633299
.0569867 .0573873 .0577152 .0527506 .0516544 .0488182 .0548707 .0518038 .0536852 .0558692 .0545926 .0526842 .0557106 .0505531
.0514173 .0519428 .057705 .0589369 .0535415 .0623846 .0624891 .049628 .0512508 .0621857 .0578418 .056381 .0550908 .0541277
.0554868 .0533496 .0572287 .0494271 .0477375 .0522995 .0522987 .0553386 .0521506 .0556706 .0499501 .0551315 .0514676 .0571335
.0545992 .0531944 .0542134 .0560209 .0474227 .0508612 .0490728 .0557017 .0564664 .0578866 .0549898 .0518933 .0544238 .0529291
.0549652 .0546454 .0555535 .0537377 .0516597 .0613353 .0538082 .0599822 .0556279 .0538318 .0587245 .0528909 .0442696 .0552123
.0552269 .0623924 .0558172 .057883 .0558465 .0515256 .0564827 .055341 .055106 .0558186 .0511225 .0620319 .0571717 .0536704
.0589203 .0580317 .059924 .0555954 .0614073 .0594062 .0503594 .0483322 .0719191 .055106 .0725978 .0530774 .060424 .057917 .0603852
.0627746 .0582285 .0535076 .058405 .0576534 .0517989 .0533865 .0585851 .0612079 .0610166 .0557384 .0603156 .0631887
Hungary .0515405 .0570829 .0523122 .0670659 .0571092 .0596892 .0480748 .0598879 .0596334 .0571213 .0517466 .0557072 .0524701
.0476231 .0632703 .0608297 .0652678 .0498996 .0586192 .0577195 .052059 .0593827 .0553469 .0535767 .0540644 .0514845 .0596412
.0695075 .0679451 .0578942 .0452949 .0458031 .0592267 .0513708 .058849 .0563603 .0528133 .0601873 .0428117 .0511541 .0466038
.0523792 .0582265 .0485898 .0496304 .0608258 .0509033 .0488009 .0604794 .0432114 .0581788 .0452771 .0490078 .0459197 .0620824
.0553149 .0622361 .0556537 .0495043 .0597774 .0476932 .0486008 .0454079 .0476531 .062883 .0506527 .0459549 .0466363 .0552005
.0647063 .0552899 .0559952 .0570291 .0678211 .0472706 .0571437 .0520246 .0466141 .0410205 .0459048 .0607678 .0572088 .0603965
.0462373 .0605342 .0535457 .0489983 .0574075 .050145 .0469429 .0567146 .0576553 .0534014 .04746 .0531375 .0575446 .0600241
.0523511 .0407648 .0502694 .0515534 .0309708 .0573729 .0537777 .0456656 .048511 .0503985 .0631533 .0463724 .0523431 .0581329
.0587912 .0577544 .0538895 .0559466 .0542198 .0474227 .0568851 .0683881 .0665441 .058481 .0628411 .039091 .0654689 .0728528

.0371031 .0462701 .049587 .0541921 .0533018 .0575988 .0477911 .0501488 .0574426 .0615618 .0641182 .050548 .0522762 .0598275
.0604814 .0489874 .0600365 .0636743 .0550397 .0684038 .0538543 .0465074 .0648329 .0458239 .0637551 .0861764 .0591842 .0654955
.054018 .0523722 .0549238 .0613121 .0535468 .0630352 .0546428 .0556676 .0582816 .0596365 .0556133 .0627796 .0737618 .0620407
.0565959
India .0621208 .0589332 .0604189 .0565331 .0556809 .0549981 .0594972 .0628708 .059234 .0586119 .0614133 .0576269 .0564951 .0569052
.057565 .0563146 .0555424 .0572907 .0573168 .055857 .0555231 .0595604 .0587358 .0600893 .0599677 .0574061 .0561806 .0516754
.0574681 .0596164 .0599063 .0588463 .0590015 .0572539 .0571117 .0554969 .053045 .0522332 .0534623 .0506012 .0532537 .0537279
.0536019 .0522569 .051285 .0536409 .0567219 .0576525 .0561851 .0561176 .057334 .0540325 .0527354 .0515581 .0584351 .0572621
.055111 .0565729 .0538378 .0518032 .0516516 .0526326 .053098 .051837 .0552278 .0514081 .0523359 .0515227 .0544921 .0544173
.0536553 .0542613 .0563896 .0552997 .0545159 .054882 .0533121 .0535719 .0593521 .0600907 .0582623 .0567933 .0547345 .0533747
.0528965 .0532084 .0538447 .0520135 .052503 .0517685 .0517523 .0524843 .0528654 .0538688 .05323 .0550115 .0549452 .0548795
.0529961 .057984 .0537829 .0551584 .0565709 .0564634 .0570739 .0554972 .0538665 .0534138 .0523584 .0530365 .0522649 .0525432
.0527984 .0527614 .0542735 .0535557 .0533071 .0532614 .0542426 .0542338 .0575551 .0565048 .0546883 .0537894 .0538663 .053969
.0566948 .0597984 .0555571 .0556962 .0535172 .0534143 .0551765 .0526052 .0556582 .0558667 .054559 .0562908 .0540382 .0554449
.0582629 .0565765 .0579588 .0564641 .0596215 .056799 .0587909 .0596283 .0551179 .0511544 .0589437 .0594956 .0570241 .0594853
.058422 .0582409 .0573581 .0555238 .0532093 .0551294 .0524628 .0544361 .0559453 .0555327 .0560421 .0576073 .0604983 .0575771
Indonesia .0581925 .0591482 .0548021 .0571628 .0519848 .0591552 .0552073 .060972 .061329 .0534554 .0568393 .05572 .0522474 .0548441
.0544652 .0575005 .0515248 .0546089 .06008 .0595741 .054802 .0565967 .0582835 .0515335 .0580781 .0535997 .056245 .0617152 .0551053
.0565656 .0576078 .0493747 .0622938 .0577701 .0566255 .0569567 .0505007 .0580712 .0498254 .0524162 .0478608 .0549256 .0578637
.052515 .0556068 .0549882 .0581629 .0563088 .0637954 .0567889 .0603269 .0565363 .0487831 .0510845 .0590006 .0530852 .0549146
.0515813 .0534677 .056228 .0508233 .0503621 .0522619 .0564198 .054386 .0522128 .0529367 .0545307 .0532164 .0541671 .052082
.0603887 .0553335 .0600971 .0462545 .0542658 .0536014 .056678 .0613648 .0593404 .0556172 .0556442 .0507319 .0500277 .055594
.0494871 .0518561 .0499212 .0483923 .0547852 .0490722 .0556744 .0557876 .0594999 .0586317 .0570336 .0589955 .0500285 .054277
.0527083 .0666001 .0614204 .0661339 .0607529 .0521744 .0593851 .0516082 .0527872 .0563958 .0565535 .055253 .058181 .0504221
.0506579 .0531556 .0511019 .0635966 .0520531 .0539229 .0618754 .0540089 .052008 .0493749 .0496927 .0426249 .0564188 .0594469
.0546644 .0529973 .0549391 .0558983 .0528289 .0574541 .0496386 .0523829 .0514024 .0591517 .0464208 .0572607 .0620863 .0590559
.0572474 .0622847 .057001 .0582123 .0534034 .0553942 .0520416 .0513783 .0538419 .055504 .0547446 .0549475 .0558436 .0576404
.0592966 .0509125 .0552179 .0561643 .0551091 .0521478 .0602102 .0506369 .0573579 .0549303 .0549608 .0580106 .0536014
Ireland .0594128 .0584485 .0598936 .056994 .0604884 .0556452 .0572391 .055761 .053929 .0612803 .055043 .0571996 .0566547 .0550309
.0562467 .0571593 .0584704 .0558389 .0566595 .05536 .058777 .059991 .0592056 .0587125 .0595679 .0560031 .0570917 .0557043 .055744
.0535072 .0542775 .0519325 .0509077 .0551284 .0538388 .0528407 .0548323 .0524481 .0536832 .0535391 .0523285 .0533031 .0547177
.053824 .0545546 .0535765 .0547571 .0550808 .0568849 .055099 .055915 .0543968 .0527359 .0496845 .0518825 .052956 .051117 .0519529
.0507007 .0522472 .0516797 .0534186 .0534087 .052338 .0522347 .0536583 .0532815 .0536411 .053629 .0552857 .0572427 .056567
.0570714 .0557871 .0552196 .0491367 .0513596 .0520988 .0558671 .0527387 .0515876 .0515292 .0525343 .0519585 .0530711 .0519388
.0521129 .0516684 .0520976 .0532195 .0531244 .0550844 .0538796 .0555272 .053451 .0561391 .0577141 .0591953 .0564374 .0581543
.0519265 .051216 .0521522 .0572895 .0545917 .0541532 .0533153 .0536034 .0532493 .0531187 .0530417 .052778 .0527255 .0526944
.0540784 .0541285 .0556305 .0550056 .0542493 .0547819 .0572735 .0537825 .0558796 .0559329 .0483838 .0468617 .0574468 .0520413
.0552484 .0545017 .0544725 .0539138 .0544158 .055473 .055279 .054901 .0553993 .0561832 .0556397 .0556371 .0556829 .0566497
.0575371 .0590254 .0573754 .057929 .0583367 .0577598 .0511345 .0524553 .0554196 .0573882 .0575631 .0556704 .0563757 .0559179
.0573049 .0542429 .0576656 .0560784 .0575308 .0592381 .057132 .0612129 .0615274 .0615004 .0617377 .060747
Israel .0587546 .0557152 .0577451 .0579753 .0633053 .0510401 .0567838 .0651097 .0664156 .0563932 .0539143 .0530048 .0545295
.0540963 .0545068 .0550201 .0496379 .0555596 .0593555 .0543931 .0510972 .0523255 .0520341 .0559808 .0594323 .0645353 .0568769
.0474804 .0524383 .0584828 .0620279 .0623102 .0588973 .053121 .0484916 .0528358 .0541683 .0520823 .0512558 .0536431 .0499447
.0519045 .051598 .0525369 .0532284 .0557836 .0537234 .0552106 .0581936 .051389 .0560494 .0544359 .0555066 .0575861 .054563
.0507845 .0584301 .0543178 .0515858 .0554032 .0528105 .0499124 .0510786 .0551287 .051342 .0473569 .0527157 .0546528 .0522389
.0538805 .0537186 .0533221 .0574469 .0568545 .0568827 .0590913 .0519416 .0644319 .0557273 .060054 .0574774 .0542082 .0576409
.0539809 .0525085 .0555094 .0524286 .0538575 .0524416 .0519298 .0509264 .0506592 .0503989 .0537174 .0553487 .0569616 .0587242
.0603576 .0574734 .0608036 .0546663 .0541769 .0705712 .0607881 .057397 .0555201 .057405 .0554441 .0577831 .0553027 .0514619
.0540757 .0496275 .0576624 .0524394 .05379 .0527995 .0552748 .0594669 .0589949 .05764 .0552178 .0609383 .0577727 .0519916 .0587351
.051958 .0598583 .0591291 .0550206 .0541068 .059994 .0592043 .0559047 .0600073 .0523957 .0587676 .052748 .0539329 .0589155 .058593
.0579404 .057478 .0571078 .0596937 .0622928 .0554216 .0613462 .0553053 .0665655 .0553954 .0569893 .0569824 .0540201 .0625864
.0590388 .0559371 .0524293 .0592582 .0538111 .0529065 .0513377 .0529092 .0556386 .0581892 .0535161 .0590139 .0572763
Italy .0598045 .0598214 .0611348 .0575927 .069512 .0603234 .0584793 .0672657 .058704 .0666145 .0610182 .0611806 .0578156 .0562691
.0588818 .0562236 .0574733 .0599114 .0581396 .0556319 .0588956 .0572993 .0601533 .0551864 .0558503 .0550545 .0529327 .0605343
.0570595 .0584525 .064971 .0561424 .0503436 .0517011 .0521393 .0530543 .052071 .0547557 .0523926 .0524116 .0496923 .0500936
.0551711 .0524504 .0558774 .0543863 .0518312 .0581006 .0541992 .0588036 .0547633 .0565469 .0537201 .0498296 .0554374 .0572834
.0584621 .0562022 .0515701 .0490981 .0520938 .05336 .0509142 .0544906 .0513528 .0519565 .0534697 .0518457 .0488386 .0531815
.0559706 .0546325 .0605833 .0579039 .0525485 .0544856 .0579102 .0576089 .0531918 .0598049 .05716 .053237 .0544838 .053284 .0514935
.0506094 .0558799 .0533068 .0523188 .0512062 .0510732 .0520033 .0518715 .0544491 .0544826 .0559197 .0571943 .0620738 .0627655
.0593832 .0540326 .0503151 .0522007 .0527572 .0569348 .0529124 .051535 .0550034 .0534421 .0518274 .0529416 .0517677 .0522208
.0547633 .0538415 .0532414 .0535811 .0564433 .0510848 .0593987 .0558068 .0600494 .0588422 .0529432 .0537186 .0564544 .0508781
.057845 .0592292 .0516849 .0539383 .057159 .0553577 .0540444 .0544128 .0521683 .0537677 .0539587 .0571905 .0573171 .0554167
.0592286 .0606945 .0548022 .0597616 .0637204 .0563266 .0528359 .0518394 .0495464 .0550241 .0560538 .0580198 .0621797 .057435
.0558093 .0529536 .0560133 .0578186 .0578072 .0576938 .0521101 .0553023 .0584713 .0564552 .0578866 .0607658 .0632512
Japan .0612897 .0565317 .0573888 .055636 .0571303 .0573519 .0568239 .0591636 .0588717 .0573948 .0556545 .0560546 .0552006 .0539877

.0568473 .0562102 .0553674 .0568639 .0571722 .055613 .0544687 .0585632 .0579131 .0580469 .0577257 .0596137 .0570407 .0563821
.059004 .0586185 .0570386 .0608179 .0574045 .0584089 .0581535 .0537636 .0525766 .0573658 .0508577 .0528594 .0510648 .0514461
.0534332 .0490571 .0558721 .0542259 .0546623 .0539287 .0575416 .0558494 .0522684 .0520654 .0525434 .0541783 .0567626 .0581473
.0551358 .0554945 .0554344 .0520108 .0502501 .0540971 .0558759 .0511176 .0515445 .0505651 .0516216 .0521649 .0557867 .0562852
.0541779 .0561509 .058152 .0540322 .0542859 .0561698 .0539009 .0510212 .0583401 .0625233 .0518445 .0515816 .0533757 .0521986
.0540974 .051239 .0526254 .0526505 .0542477 .0499862 .051044 .0522419 .0529316 .0513093 .0559588 .0559154 .0606111 .0602488
.0579985 .0589951 .0562935 .0561516 .0617208 .0541032 .061419 .0539709 .0553803 .0544078 .0558578 .0535961 .0536599 .0558411
.0539314 .0542174 .051768 .0505113 .0557017 .0552802 .0549956 .0550574 .0544972 .0582104 .0563378 .0587939 .0554034 .0480343
.0531805 .0554723 .0556277 .0559538 .053489 .0515533 .0512981 .0524728 .0525568 .0538709 .0514541 .0507958 .0560809 .05456
.0560286 .057417 .0552721 .0554896 .0593041 .0598088 .057318 .0567578 .0585836 .0589045 .0579756 .05829 .0553447 .0567724 .0559222
.0579518 .052723 .0531266 .0556221 .053461 .0544003 .0556473 .0565032 .0574665 .0588676 .0596019 .0583123 .0601008
Kazakhstan .0511692 .0391127 .0401023 .0428624 .042574 .0242532 .0260474 .047542 .0482332 .0539469 .0554246 .1016034 .0437515
.0665601 .0617727 .042796 .0579388 .057077 .0479211 .0631498 .0685225 .0621255 .0321124 .0739669 .0655764 .0456571 .05157 .0444915
.0346044 .1100403 .0553302 .0501887 .0512052 .0836657 .048228 .0501981 .0595696 .0440378 .0606494 .0480363 .0753814 .0332714
.0573216 .0710936 .0409213 .0468512 .0565135 .0443421 .0744428 .0384105 .0367796 .0485518 .0597959 .0380772 .0583666 .0712524
.050013 .0469159 .0386564 .0656041 .0361712 .0596952 .0616806 .0415412 .0588769 .0500533 .0388884 .0613806 .0575877 .0570835
.0345757 .0435929 .0544602 .0487827 .0586226 .0396918 .0559794 .0407458 .0733709 .0491411 .0478723 .0562493 .0198288 .0487429
.0444718 .0609584 .0448559 .0653809 .0470884 .0520092 .047956 .0562778 .0610539 .0509473 .0565861 .0635096 .0486009 .0683353
.0654323 .0582839 .020423 .0864651 .05116 .046337 .0925721 .106489 .067903 .0494657 .0357582 .048656 .0330868 .0486924 .0350366
.0502998 .058315 .0489355 .0475294 .0423619 .0314893 .0498404 .0787441 .0936981 .0377034 .0682847 .047154 .0700629 .0379149
.0474556 .0403225 .0741139 .080239 .0433409 .0506508 .0426281 .0422419 .0445291 .0915841 .0860639 .0537926 .069977 .0607725
.0602424 .0557506 .0591025 .0650509 .0719852 .0309869 .0888033 .0886697 .0400904 .1017975 .0565674 .0340803 .0695576 .1092282
.043538 .0536018 .0511932 .0556765 .0526453 .0728272 .0614307 .0465549 .0981807 .0688119 .0377783 .0658853 .0452399
Kenya .0642786 .0680415 .0860065 .0573044 .0514162 .0420637 .0518282 .0623641 .0522725 .080828 .0514239 .0608079 .0604959 .0554841
.0638967 .057989 .053773 .0488574 .0509395 .0471484 .0522083 .0652687 .0546436 .062484 .0585355 .052722 .0820613 .0616925 .0701543
.0551789 .045619 .0634508 .0592303 .0684215 .0559129 .0516789 .053123 .054321 .0489996 .0457458 .0589559 .0576315 .0525468
.0550914 .056669 .0573231 .0571824 .0581909 .0584765 .0488102 .0590888 .0509992 .0593062 .0502463 .0629467 .0583428 .0524558
.0527026 .0551305 .0487602 .0474412 .05941 .0523347 .0489325 .0436454 .0531187 .0436973 .0561876 .0472645 .0657594 .059211
.0550235 .0684628 .0633551 .0594588 .0494277 .0630053 .0487021 .0597832 .0518581 .0604238 .0552078 .0510588 .052041 .0487029
.0519635 .0572048 .0466336 .0541645 .0537558 .0495626 .0584245 .0481926 .0473628 .0511145 .062828 .0539394 .0515678 .0565362
.0476024 .0488794 .0510978 .0536296 .0579605 .0630841 .0554829 .0517437 .0496416 .0545996 .0526161 .0541959 .0617824 .0597547
.052108 .0511214 .0493387 .048732 .0609394 .0485281 .0505823 .0485639 .0644729 .0443891 .0441492 .0499541 .0584636 .0565816
.0742121 .0592106 .0564423 .053795 .0523559 .0553296 .0489481 .0597213 .0569457 .0575853 .0595242 .0550589 .0548798 .0571613
.0530469 .0566492 .0594866 .0589321 .0593537 .0490895 .0476714 .0879071 .0565401 .0516545 .0575556 .0627035 .0589114 .0523734
.0611253 .0543663 .0580869 .0550722 .0466322 .0521989 .0523768 .0537635 .0565431 .0560522 .0577543 .052595 .0506252
Korea .0562102 .0559093 .0594966 .061636 .0559834 .0614727 .0687321 .0509831 .0584824 .0585346 .0574986 .0664407 .0465462 .0554686
.0600121 .0611542 .0529225 .0581981 .0572096 .0518066 .0571207 .0590714 .0573351 .0556292 .0570588 .0594259 .0565265 .0551307
.0498439 .0526288 .0560959 .0539635 .0569945 .0530738 .0538302 .0497454 .0561599 .055247 .0572722 .0554815 .0525312 .0455169
.0535926 .0561358 .0547206 .0536919 .0567884 .0572619 .0500908 .0569248 .0621713 .0634344 .0460398 .0610088 .0541081 .0485859
.0603133 .0588176 .0507567 .0592408 .0572447 .0521519 .051812 .0570066 .0541433 .0541341 .0542338 .0484818 .0466864 .0508779
.0554665 .058966 .0573034 .0540455 .0609844 .0513986 .0503764 .0520865 .0568416 .0488534 .0509439 .0508375 .053084 .0534582
.0561051 .0554509 .0579865 .0580717 .0528506 .0478761 .0543219 .050095 .0525217 .0571083 .0538171 .0575363 .0547777 .0582501
.0547057 .0522128 .0532689 .0626803 .0641509 .0530646 .0584098 .0615441 .0526542 .0488095 .0470229 .0577795 .0564351 .0499069
.0513566 .0542344 .0543427 .0473826 .0547112 .0626996 .0546207 .0561511 .0535956 .0561822 .0603141 .0568486 .0524106 .0490499
.0504332 .055219 .057671 .0587479 .0552322 .0522003 .0522947 .0596957 .0534655 .0531488 .047516 .0551832 .0503841 .0552459
.0515553 .0540286 .0514316 .0565913 .0508802 .0484111 .0544365 .0565335 .054313 .0479583 .0516831 .0546412 .0607561 .0601186
.0521616 .0543317 .0561715 .0674007 .059635 .0591287 .0558067 .0541427 .0576156 .0630526 .0537628 .0568347 .0575493 .0726894
Kuwait .0591367 .0551769 .0506455 .0488058 .0485993 .0576876 .0752523 .0569134 .0485621 .0519893 .059114 .0552793 .0525164
.0579529 .0545887 .0559458 .0568633 .0445167 .0606884 .0624619 .0562079 .0631428 .0577979 .0517335 .0526575 .0569858 .0555253
.0574388 .0510588 .0592806 .0415874 .0628879 .0599299 .0584607 .0473443 .0590055 .0507347 .052654 .0506834 .0478699 .0520064
.0486291 .0514124 .0476873 .0541196 .0452115 .0547796 .0447289 .0619427 .0549493 .06252 .0505158 .0521564 .0548198 .0662685
.0611461 .0475031 .0584358 .0532407 .0491055 .0430399 .0475423 .0466228 .0519387 .0498312 .0539541 .0512915 .0610701 .0512515
.052248 .0552514 .0514374 .0547164 .0541628 .0544556 .0454991 .0535065 .0597774 .0644232 .0565181 .0588508 .0675262 .0519386
.0565389 .0557377 .0544265 .0432581 .0547678 .0549974 .055935 .0549575 .0512054 .0596395 .0509477 .053706 .0621335 .0563514
.0491167 .0662552 .0374226 .054692 .0676946 .0588519 .0662003 .0457743 .0571292 .0527362 .0552378 .056029 .0663998 .0594724
.0580206 .0572893 .0539766 .0607195 .0577261 .0554797 .0553382 .0566424 .0557317 .052203 .0597462 .0472087 .0589859 .0727546
.0503271 .0523151 .0505756 .0504425 .0641574 .0535473 .0529894 .0499391 .0702904 .0631296 .0594872 .0527275 .0445952 .0509033
.0557357 .0577434 .0550037 .0635333 .0602029 .0552873 .0615882 .053548 .0678329 .0473632 .0581157 .0577127 .0643806 .0707037
.0506307 .0589223 .0486652 .0576863 .0495216 .0468129 .0548962 .0481091 .055917 .059626 .0570672 .0568066 .0499773 .0605295
.0657985
Latvia .0675638 .0635467 .0816389 .0896802 .0592958 .0534358 .0353846 .067929 .0509184 .0779059 .0586857 .0415609 .06808 .0778857
.0536994 .0523451 .0421585 .0583059 .0522614 .0513621 .0522305 .0425063 .0538051 .0579612 .0557341 .0473946 .0721833 .06154
.0521956 .0352348 .0529449 .0520206 .0802096 .0664045 .0560013 .0466895 .057165 .0445351 .0540095 .0557299 .0507979 .036855
.0549878 .0594938 .0611858 .0635557 .0454569 .0693098 .0602357 .0631358 .0574867 .0552161 .0476968 .0489726 .0422147 .0296873
.0615143 .0407142 .0611959 .0533023 .0568612 .0494036 .0590209 .0472852 .0499653 .053603 .0500069 .0534465 .047702 .0441616

.0613533 .059007 .0535325 .0611085 .0575697 .0607345 .0608616 .0524906 .0576591 .0449237 .0684122 .0498457 .0502685 .0475358
.0563489 .0477093 .0516483 .0545744 .0474292 .0492842 .0480406 .059731 .062751 .0578949 .0611798 .0537652 .0588427 .0552424
.0473402 .0386494 .0605019 .052505 .0521113 .0679983 .0560275 .0592125 .0565055 .0603861 .0514648 .0550762 .0529982 .0579059
.0468241 .0606499 .0533621 .0565636 .0495239 .0603965 .0650709 .0604469 .0607553 .0559683 .0523066 .0621053 .0536378 .0480135
.0429302 .0569162 .0612398 .0423138 .0498588 .0471797 .0650245 .0521135 .0524164 .0465606 .047604 .0621197 .0494534 .0538815
.060667 .0524282 .0527496 .0531379 .042783 .0677501 .0546712 .0466288 .0330122 .0555347 .110855 .063731 .07576 .0635886 .0473658
.0455746 .0565668 .0547915 .0554444 .0551482 .0436573 .0603472 .0636194 .0607993 .0511984 .0631176 .0484438 .0561886
Liberia .0636555 .0469254 .0351243 .044486 .1061664 .0722982 .0435139 .0516333 .0390005 .0565753 .0475537 .0410741 .0460798
.0482305 .0478062 .0363903 .0622444 .0694075 .0510364 .0605472 .0459796 .049314 .0650943 .0603513 .0744042 .0431543 .0595732
.0493457 .0502771 .0672527 .0789603 .0433498 .0573023 .0676978 .0556739 .0484013 .0627164 .0643234 .0526516 .0498486 .0544955
.0627677 .0568211 .056826 .0500878 .0515305 .0630483 .0420869 .0607706 .0685199 .0493088 .0503908 .0518264 .0827198 .0992799
.0542671 .0527023 .0556188 .0486372 .0577183 .04629 .0513046 .0575432 .0481316 .0533802 .0406642 .0495987 .0545865 .0545284
.0588756 .058773 .0530693 .055292 .0461066 .0795356 .0487823 .0167164 .0303781 .0825835 .0377849 .0627116 .0529743 .0507676
.0477521 .0621035 .0494349 .0512113 .0605313 .0507209 .0531548 .0535147 .0594261 .0556797 .0499914 .0650801 .0430356 .0757187
.0431161 .0707968 .1052124 .0516353 .0610145 .0311731 .0493311 .0657764 .0476561 .0636326 .0597403 .0558532 .0465679 .0568372
.0557319 .0591705 .04587 .0433809 .0588086 .0750624 .0483626 .04826 .0561749 .0626097 .0493524 .0560196 .062781 .0399469 .044814
.0770784 .0625921 .0469979 .0515533 .0729109 .0571388 .048733 .0517702 .0569342 .0527674 .0443184 .0450925 .0619579 .0573081
.0628756 .0550043 .0681279 .0587481 .0540704 .0589542 .0562413 .0476624 .0345531 .0373389 .0943419 .0584457 .0643779 .0721191
.0494231 .0508113 .0558592 .0536954 .0536899 .0532851 .051201 .0435594 .0711691 .0624693 .066114 .0653631 .0478373 .0556234
Lithuania .0858725 .0594496 .0527632 .0501265 .053676 .0673205 .0346524 .083553 .0344014 .0479636 .0561876 .0532074 .0458767
.0492202 .0574173 .0574285 .0443306 .0495799 .0662639 .0563893 .0612681 .0492211 .0454239 .0700339 .0583708 .0507737 .0532616
.0358484 .1430647 .0846114 .0596307 .0673811 .0764256 .0811023 .0562907 .0507544 .0423629 .0450541 .062482 .056573 .0542502
.0648235 .0525032 .0544146 .0388887 .0587763 .0443532 .0450894 .0484459 .0566041 .0293072 .0452324 .0333655 .0686277 .05234
.0655365 .0797715 .0463437 .0701767 .0596013 .0474963 .0597448 .0612671 .0391496 .0531405 .0587029 .059361 .0605057 .0511725
.051911 .0513907 .0553967 .0582985 .0617498 .0421392 .0449052 .0761153 .0496843 .0588707 .0623586 .0591103 .0621748 .0725738
.0595987 .0459707 .0513068 .0653986 .0511054 .0444455 .0474183 .0580737 .0512365 .0402596 .0538189 .0473335 .0501442 .0562841
.0557485 .0789729 .057551 .0840786 .0656881 .0507209 .0571378 .0592819 .064478 .0493225 .0509284 .0532518 .056639 .0465449 .053691
.046978 .056461 .0476619 .0446962 .0574148 .0636862 .0592115 .0665754 .0657485 .0616774 .0503255 .0471191 .0502833 .0531915
.0430844 .0762242 .0473048 .0672235 .0588284 .0480358 .0509748 .0461888 .0359462 .0468623 .0511647 .0529161 .0550419 .0726197
.0721889 .0545098 .04809 .0517681 .061342 .0571643 .0558477 .081346 .0321302 .0720914 .0655815 .0556756 .1119554 .0654719 .0483901
.0574315 .0478807 .0366168 .0603188 .0589695 .0567421 .0525783 .055384 .0651709 .0489328 .0450707 .0583187 .0456317
Macedonia .0581787 .0550821 .0659785 .0445152 .0524185 .064462 .0214923 .0312749 .0546723 .066109 .0717445 .0630035 .0603846
.0562445 .0542086 .0466949 .048302 .0636877 .0479643 .0604867 .0562735 .0537914 .0507083 .0750185 .0666696 .0506691 .0343811
.0837006 .024562 .0645364 .0427023 .1180951 .0390535 .0574684 .0520969 .059263 .0433849 .0505099 .0523118 .0580513 .0551886
.0544379 .0576074 .0526833 .0494678 .0573271 .0483335 .0527351 .0810017 .0471308 .0605268 .0439851 .039698 .0462998 .0356429
.036122 .0474251 .0463201 .0512171 .0560918 .0454869 .0772562 .0627851 .0476825 .0484856 .0470832 .040552 .047878 .0363723
.0439572 .0521062 .0457209 .0454604 .0634593 .0741615 .0492841 .0388979 .0849165 .0483563 .0425703 .0818374 .0447977 .0464128
.0545362 .0553507 .0570225 .0574213 .0515143 .0511551 .0614154 .0475328 .0383822 .0499734 .0657212 .0508115 .0444997 .0475071
.0760446 .0493784 .0329128 .0690654 .096207 .0346013 .0739637 .059714 .0568804 .0547518 .0580191 .0477696 .0539228 .0533632
.0516785 .0649069 .0442317 .0512919 .0563496 .0444881 .0587602 .052042 .0566645 .0612078 .0757537 .0497895 .0525573 .0474366
.0643572 .088893 .0701332 .0382024 .0727494 .0692554 .0775698 .08329 .0506365 .0584509 .0383164 .088364 .037638 .0482852 .0751095
.0496547 .0545251 .0595378 .0423818 .0564044 .0342063 .0985207 .0769304 .0227574 .0467773 .0838766 .0410815 .0584893 .0462394
.0572031 .0502278 .0562961 .0691826 .0496136 .0687961 .0463455 .0518977 .051895 .0539788 .0485146 .0513451 .0866358 .0518176
Malaysia .0592637 .0593851 .060267 .0569687 .0563456 .0613576 .0592802 .0594429 .0559639 .0592923 .0580554 .054064 .0545169
.0547975 .0567791 .0526477 .0546259 .0572012 .0554707 .0565949 .0553451 .0559889 .058939 .0576988 .0597719 .0631181 .0568027
.0531983 .0463177 .0543735 .0574741 .0570692 .055788 .0560586 .0547983 .054219 .0503377 .052965 .0513761 .0520802 .053561 .052388
.0531563 .0543017 .0528337 .0516673 .0542892 .0551472 .0579734 .0539211 .0534766 .0534373 .0528287 .0503733 .054218 .0592198
.0568707 .0565727 .0531071 .0508908 .0514471 .0528286 .051062 .0533749 .054854 .053351 .0530033 .0531343 .0529945 .0537282
.0544109 .057014 .0568819 .0564112 .0580377 .0564076 .0566476 .060332 .05578 .0596384 .0561319 .0541174 .0528555 .0557358 .0515444
.0517427 .0552213 .0515038 .0526234 .0513815 .0533148 .0520887 .0524023 .0545283 .05794 .0574152 .0578555 .0566485 .0581388
.052798 .0506718 .0529499 .058135 .0608578 .0541361 .0576962 .055297 .0538372 .0549981 .0527139 .0518444 .0528824 .0525924 .055096
.0545354 .0530696 .0560129 .0559099 .0544653 .0562268 .0595339 .0569721 .0563243 .0568486 .05566 .0536029 .0599037 .060047
.0564004 .0560456 .0532553 .0550228 .0533437 .054113 .0535595 .0573952 .0527028 .0529754 .0555214 .0551909 .0544785 .054138
.0555891 .0568242 .059726 .0604759 .0590549 .0590564 .0590764 .0591964 .0559051 .0594383 .0587127 .0572013 .0606675 .0552108
.0517479 .0535401 .0547966 .0526479 .0540428 .0560104 .0566549 .0586811 .0551874 .0570501 .0563724 .0575169
Marshall Islands .0470803 .048448 .0410523 .0687208 .0654382 .0373701 .0349242 .0605877 .0721562 .0425647 .0870974 .0390986 .0142619
.0343393 .0664821 .0358223 .0730348 .0303424 .0096146 .0407568 .0895263 .1036612 .1002463 .0878211 .0750851 .0468383 .0569933
.0422794 .0672125 .0300148 .0434187 .0576642 .0865571 .0613202 .0427987 .0444232 .0626205 .0711575 .1088806 .0319222 .0618419
.0541891 .0052145 .0541727 .1263739 .0627428 .0454133 .0565191 .0754502 .0760135 .0412037 .0477921 .0489874 .0384654 .0478833
.065661 .040743 .0577393 .059971 .0431416 .0454996 .0456608 .0570533 .051375 .0188307 .0272242 .0794839 .0847714 .0484846 .0857077
.0295008 .0221437 .0336175 .0373824 .032544 .051116 .0598702 .0602684 .0337592 .070186 .0612008 .0606017 .0487483 .0637135
.0600316 .0550188 .0484668 .0718371 .0568037 .0579878 .0571479 .0736804 .0385827 .0469655 .0528843 .0481114 .0618384 .097467
.045079 .0470696 .0486389 .118264 .0272151 .0440674 .0662197 .0548756 .0674402 .0877327 .0820312 .0269427 .0120477 .033528
.0930556 .0325613 .0382716 .0508437 .0912954 .0592727 .0424658 .0638105 .1054736 .0660712 .0837795 .043209 .0539455 .0292706
.0673609 .0537939 .0573787 .0567583 .046365 .0261373 .082195 .0236985 .0546887 .0287856 .0135406 .03393 .0664738 .0414241 .0418908

.065707 .0344837 .0848109 .068021 .0711626 .0432858 .0334733 .1060056 .049679 .0535428 .0403726 .0241524 .043879 .0520422 .0582518
.0600365 .0482699 .0838179 .0835873 .0383537 .0323518 .0081484 .0481328 .0479935 .0569446 .0445318 .0576177
Mexico .0604054 .0655251 .0654698 .0545779 .0507148 .0493815 .0551261 .0631358 .0608414 .0545738 .0568112 .0634747 .0581396
.0510967 .0578149 .0558276 .058805 .0568853 .0582514 .055168 .0558676 .0558967 .0590262 .0630057 .0588529 .0514427 .0638876
.0540357 .0527784 .0523075 .0564306 .0551058 .0526495 .0555086 .0543544 .0534406 .0523386 .0519175 .0502562 .0494284 .0507294
.0534445 .0542571 .0534636 .0533634 .0562993 .0539522 .0545937 .0562459 .0546252 .0587371 .0459724 .0636928 .053807 .0538602
.052662 .0515111 .0526187 .0523772 .0519577 .0558509 .0523406 .0526703 .0527301 .0522337 .0486147 .0484364 .0531789 .0536584
.0516542 .0535003 .0545129 .0530166 .0580448 .0571943 .0447055 .0432633 .0495028 .0514861 .0576447 .0554832 .055265 .0543744
.0546331 .0566881 .0533467 .0534533 .0537606 .050909 .0529005 .0545663 .0569659 .0527724 .0592093 .0541245 .0562931 .0596808
.0631945 .0509285 .0582284 .0556436 .0522632 .0551117 .0544498 .057733 .0539779 .0537846 .0552032 .0558448 .0540303 .0546136
.0545551 .0544321 .0531951 .0499286 .0517442 .0538968 .0567585 .0578384 .0543713 .0556762 .0605515 .0606657 .056914 .0558307
.0567939 .054473 .0557138 .0578385 .0516068 .0540959 .0585149 .0529718 .0546508 .0534371 .0562235 .0523052 .0550628 .0578857
.0550072 .055813 .0606168 .0577555 .0587488 .0583173 .0711325 .0538242 .04761 .050894 .0466401 .0558262 .0536737 .053474 .0555451
.0525896 .0562497 .0590382 .058022 .0559356 .0555214 .0588989 .0583083 .056038 .0562954 .0599604 .0603064 .053052 .0633071
Mongolia .1432938 .0775475 .0967297 .0297008 .0678755 .1048345 .046981 .036561 .0263091 .0434839 .0442822 .0938608 .0226261
.0821406 .0505944 .0623428 .0617025 .0674673 .0238863 .0765403 .0576835 .0596851 .0241407 .0749851 .0792074 .0142901 .057172
.0355989 .1120773 .0171169 .0644426 .0712087 .0602636 .0350634 .0480927 .0777543 .0387906 .1106194 .0583064 .0648086 .0451305
.0511035 .029401 .0505258 .0491811 .0421676 .0643112 .0424379 .0252954 .0318746 .0188198 .0531094 .0600954 .0075702 .060777
.1506454 .0344285 .0355311 .0825234 .0453788 .0558923 .0504926 .0609757 .0421711 .0457641 .0337959 .0461861 .0333583 .0568512
.0756254 .0624098 .0314573 .0532298 .054597 .1056146 .0282778 .043962 .1060327 .0446955 .0428348 .0703633 .0488396 .0781629
.0693402 .0627998 .0419005 .0267373 .0600427 .0686379 .077356 .0464399 .0324235 .0285117 .0438097 .0516067 .0672376 .0379318
.0464149 .0428226 .04554 .0603934 .0609056 .0586792 .0441012 .0459786 .1092083 .0324678 .0395691 .0399407 .0491899 .0460295
.0480723 .0904158 .0511707 .0708914 .0588908 .0694129 .0659906 .0433941 .0600001 .0673518 .0941678 .0426291 .014718 .0793937
.0534373 .0692649 .0686127 .0418898 .0331485 .0512533 .017857 .0911422 .1007102 .0690763 .0409279 .0397904 .050708 .04087 .063606
.0569423 .0755865 .036938 .0384319 .0381154 .0512189 .0690324 .0219503 .0144975 .0914159 .0345505 .0448076 .0556621 .0575418
.0434836 .0319293 .0260082 .0730259 .0883428 .0675706 .0641856 .0580869 .03499 .0386733 .0446397 .0888126 .0401846 .0622944
Morocco .0590078 .0669199 .0777977 .0679391 .0388832 .0662003 .0623376 .0517146 .0497998 .0589127 .0603253 .0598032 .069493
.0686955 .0532436 .0585605 .0579759 .0601763 .0534001 .0634827 .0627268 .0620289 .0625209 .0549749 .0584108 .0435387 .056427
.0405701 .0445477 .0485692 .0785274 .0639797 .052649 .0516725 .0574507 .0575607 .0495531 .0519353 .048708 .0576438 .0516093
.0505582 .0491065 .0504462 .0494478 .0495403 .0525601 .0483567 .0660691 .0568432 .060341 .0590935 .0496745 .0722557 .0623282
.0654598 .0498384 .0539997 .0513996 .0494388 .0587762 .0453887 .0498622 .0543634 .0445794 .0472251 .0598786 .0561336 .0556142
.051388 .0529038 .0621525 .0469022 .0485334 .0505344 .0514665 .0451876 .0699176 .046824 .0585607 .0630885 .0523711 .0579825
.0565471 .0521129 .0496976 .0549633 .0479594 .0560387 .0606418 .0499414 .0506004 .050276 .0546375 .0584163 .0565443 .053751
.060899 .0626394 .0463639 .0538774 .0455756 .0510376 .0663039 .0589931 .0555647 .0570846 .0643509 .0486817 .0539414 .0589157
.0527655 .0519384 .0522731 .0535468 .0590868 .0492176 .0492204 .0490297 .0461708 .0566369 .0499273 .0510359 .073702 .0468813
.0574236 .0506517 .05771 .055698 .0513425 .0538879 .0491255 .0668103 .0595449 .0513883 .0641923 .055854 .0622038 .053721 .0552231
.0549507 .0490186 .0571423 .0510021 .0647225 .0546429 .052886 .0718463 .051188 .0491196 .0513883 .0749882 .0578698 .0524863
.052309 .0603687 .0481066 .0524622 .0452917 .052731 .0609294 .051839 .0620536 .0543133 .0594413 .0576117 .0539756 .0586378
Nepal .0671715 .0534906 .100857 .0683752 .0508542 .0458254 .1043535 .0704312 .0483615 .0394643 .0470264 .0609203 .0577458 .0522351
.0686531 .0479859 .0581991 .0744894 .0624212 .0412669 .0483956 .05129 .0536617 .0511418 .0616165 .0541731 .0833932 .0514385
.0368607 .0508698 .0812014 .0868213 .0550832 .0559357 .0627892 .0778501 .0557157 .0478835 .0618752 .0547167 .044687 .0591626
.0471769 .040092 .0490713 .046357 .0674437 .0602774 .0782511 .0480116 .0373026 .0534101 .0521579 .0539581 .0528746 .044292
.0582457 .0637824 .0571754 .0598545 .0541639 .0550605 .0477854 .0625287 .0598728 .0534772 .065606 .058997 .0455084 .0437293
.063673 .0399778 .0582289 .0483619 .0552109 .0430722 .0653361 .0430629 .0357947 .0474688 .0710622 .053752 .05807 .0517106 .0438096
.0413877 .0524122 .0579951 .0438861 .0678324 .0540132 .0518698 .0561955 .0491762 .053467 .037117 .053014 .0727122 .056817 .0398064
.0570239 .0468823 .0354995 .0424715 .0658891 .0618727 .0620227 .0643709 .042019 .0530928 .0460053 .0585582 .0424617 .0690739
.0609899 .066495 .0519871 .0608731 .0570005 .0789769 .0687045 .0696792 .0721808 .0450947 .0768765 .0608831 .0458558 .0472707
.0527533 .0506045 .0439624 .0564992 .0495677 .0453217 .0435882 .0536332 .0611011 .06891 .0504053 .0400085 .0447601 .0515215
.0543573 .0503105 .058352 .0479862 .0600276 .0471571 .0685143 .0507992 .0478552 .049615 .0639068 .0557987 .0609353 .056299
.0580513 .0744351 .0587197 .049993 .0403299 .0507131 .0434883 .0416799 .0570809 .0569226 .0489571 .0530189
Netherlands .0646289 .0602556 .0616007 .0616012 .0573412 .06774 .0554697 .0561084 .0604078 .0583603 .0613796 .0593419 .0576553
.0563244 .0570998 .0580027 .0595608 .0574117 .0581747 .0589532 .0568021 .0577911 .0587947 .0572587 .0610553 .0581736 .0524947
.0552478 .0530395 .0544087 .0507434 .0535039 .0535843 .0501669 .0524428 .0511927 .0527807 .0518956 .0532844 .0539419 .0511959
.052981 .052019 .0546128 .0534673 .0553861 .056291 .0558841 .0553004 .0577653 .0550516 .0493123 .0488456 .0561378 .054234 .0495398
.0531922 .0509072 .0520451 .0509194 .0526741 .0499986 .0527091 .0509971 .0530066 .0525588 .0525998 .0527365 .0548455 .0554599
.0552443 .0579561 .060428 .0551632 .0530169 .0537803 .0546477 .049326 .0572138 .0527747 .0539974 .0526971 .0508137 .0520018
.0520514 .0522814 .0535464 .0510619 .0505428 .0510385 .0536211 .0545691 .052889 .0547895 .0566038 .0579855 .0590603 .0613592
.0571914 .0566132 .0546649 .0551005 .0568664 .0551104 .0541227 .0534421 .054556 .0512611 .0525789 .0515972 .0510263 .0533443
.0529512 .0524416 .0529479 .0549493 .0538523 .0546254 .0567533 .0565936 .0556734 .0542838 .0570099 .0536275 .0547318 .0537932
.0540299 .0557296 .0536616 .0532854 .0541024 .0527757 .0545781 .0526385 .0545721 .0538453 .0559413 .0544703 .0557981 .0545749
.0572646 .0587467 .058515 .0603625 .0612479 .060871 .0587642 .056198 .0586751 .0562741 .0548913 .0538053 .0591948 .0585843
.0566214 .0586193 .0575139 .0558129 .0567424 .056749 .0570499 .0571947 .0590929 .0605135 .057669 .0614374 .0619358 .0627037
New Zealand .0593684 .0562774 .0576194 .0608154 .050648 .0500963 .0540092 .0587168 .0597442 .0566378 .0578086 .0575147 .0583492
.0580461 .0564923 .0572041 .0546227 .0556078 .0556574 .0580227 .0569547 .0574411 .0583325 .0557623 .0558653 .0552628 .0533416
.051211 .0584109 .053193 .0538393 .0551239 .0537779 .0541542 .0537432 .053569 .0531497 .0539593 .0538828 .052362 .0538093 .0528886

.0540792 .0554644 .0558067 .0551071 .0534535 .0539203 .0568334 .0524974 .0521195 .0500045 .0524515 .0472752 .0557383 .0529068
.0520978 .0527437 .0535508 .0525167 .0518644 .0535757 .0526271 .0526699 .0515011 .0533084 .052985 .0527603 .0550031 .0561803
.0558669 .0576822 .0543121 .0557252 .055466 .0506821 .0561532 .0459019 .0526838 .0538383 .0542881 .0525191 .0531645 .0534091
.0532105 .0533991 .0528741 .0528942 .0520283 .0547556 .0559344 .0551907 .0566078 .0543184 .0550819 .0555806 .0552923 .0537602
.0565882 .0510131 .0531838 .0539898 .0532041 .0537291 .052992 .0529244 .056437 .0542746 .0527298 .0535355 .0530948 .0551316
.0539187 .0540105 .0546764 .0582316 .0560112 .0557931 .0570804 .0588476 .0582836 .054113 .0510483 .0583719 .0553815 .0514194
.0559298 .0569132 .056061 .0545199 .053309 .0543691 .0534833 .0530219 .0553704 .0548195 .0535181 .0554091 .0563718 .0561207 .05741
.0605804 .0603894 .0606151 .0599944 .0586122 .0578853 .0512087 .0590624 .0472666 .0521356 .057499 .0595809 .05829 .0548823
.0564409 .0571599 .0556506 .0591723 .0563832 .0557325 .0569972 .0577632 .0549116 .0572482 .0586716 .0600501 .0599886
Oman .0513503 .0542137 .0543943 .1412738 .0367385 .1005447 .0383822 .0359588 .053072 .0521959 .058286 .050014 .0659915 .0602167
.0443384 .0531247 .0715888 .0585306 .0594434 .0386908 .0458966 .0544807 .0556705 .0809327 .049351 .0571115 .0591748 .0425489
.0735941 .0337489 .0662123 .0596864 .0437286 .0603522 .0501326 .0536161 .0514975 .0429671 .0460081 .0581264 .0524215 .0488304
.0561619 .0551172 .0455711 .0509546 .0654037 .0595315 .0250831 .0556027 .0885769 .0281068 .0520365 .0592681 .0697635 .0489601
.0356064 .0726252 .0560862 .035806 .0559767 .0395119 .0449363 .0542948 .043535 .0562215 .049847 .0477709 .0581034 .0539976
.0614741 .0531028 .0538507 .0444196 .043585 .0683991 .0363604 .0552153 .0617171 .074797 .0677949 .0450838 .0397013 .0517896
.0484663 .0526668 .0588371 .0734297 .058202 .0454034 .0598209 .0491223 .0496643 .0555752 .05041 .0485744 .0486097 .069348 .0961947
.0442159 .0618496 .0855714 .0469337 .0481591 .0599863 .0508764 .0831177 .051066 .0702056 .0492203 .0699689 .0683251 .0511259
.0652532 .0605834 .0622847 .0668835 .0475401 .061913 .0476966 .0562253 .0710726 .0730406 .0352349 .0900647 .0488125 .0402462
.0575929 .071222 .050736 .0471145 .0465438 .0373531 .0601385 .0493219 .0525527 .0701444 .066611 .0455266 .072742 .0506864 .0515824
.0632481 .0410486 .0554983 .0464826 .0683675 .0407945 .0517161 .0555804 .0474675 .0574226 .050503 .047281 .0509336 .0430269
.0553775 .0672594 .0509418 .0514075 .050244 .050475 .0678432 .0535095 .0578307 .0850242 .0459831 .0548396
Pakistan .0512579 .0632642 .0596906 .0649572 .0465222 .0644696 .0720142 .0417093 .0523692 .0440705 .0607276 .0619632 .0558545
.0649736 .0662994 .0595457 .0541309 .0506754 .0509602 .0627172 .053402 .0510655 .0555253 .0563369 .0563652 .0545655 .0526734
.0613932 .0501959 .0638837 .0630415 .0717378 .0550934 .0562921 .0660241 .0599096 .061836 .0435342 .056227 .0496895 .0535432
.0510723 .0549258 .0468719 .0568637 .054524 .0474092 .0512967 .0567057 .0618177 .0495625 .0520221 .0727983 .0477675 .0706994
.0696962 .0503255 .0539226 .0572604 .0509747 .0606083 .0455285 .0513336 .0496921 .0530558 .0572667 .0540727 .0582833 .0625474
.0568892 .0481645 .0605963 .0580114 .0483293 .0569711 .0645959 .0451104 .0486962 .035138 .0443569 .0714922 .0509667 .0532092
.0563885 .0496783 .0581106 .0565651 .0484147 .0540976 .0483061 .0497576 .053158 .05319 .0504969 .053976 .0630973 .0616441 .0480681
.0565532 .0576371 .0699951 .0418642 .064513 .0704166 .0549201 .0579826 .0592518 .057732 .0477214 .0516221 .0511061 .0593437
.0521732 .0519176 .0546677 .0463094 .071707 .052323 .0500979 .0547973 .0572525 .0544694 .0610607 .0477191 .0615897 .0578529
.0657576 .0536592 .0443415 .0504187 .0561164 .0585974 .0540733 .0440766 .0552226 .0545164 .0528366 .0552077 .0553606 .0477052
.0516717 .0568353 .0547207 .0583425 .0612143 .0559132 .0550685 .0528692 .0468692 .0788797 .0545984 .058953 .0549088 .0482857
.0632889 .05301 .0507441 .0506708 .0596885 .0565791 .0508117 .0491834 .0503887 .0553292 .0604503 .0634157 .0458291 .0561847
Papua New Guinea .0795153 .0486455 .0134614 .0066009 .0545352 .061191 .0389477 .0741198 .0369865 .0384521 .0671088 .0508073
.0438845 .1093745 .0444107 .050617 .0417465 .0251619 .0434776 .0857514 .0506304 .0545727 .0620532 .0762363 .0529356 .0285871
.1026618 .1062366 .0562845 .0741613 .0760078 .0424095 .0666896 .0554529 .0428849 .0485477 .0536719 .0846295 .0650516 .0759092
.0467463 .033171 .0376373 .0400032 .0602767 .0507813 .0531339 .0338439 .0493894 .0444583 .0665232 .0335791 .0551473 .0265417
.0619395 .0459189 .0310627 .0432429 .0739311 .045804 .0271796 .0530561 .0190065 .031963 .0428885 .032173 .0321914 .0246894 .075922
.0621544 .0501979 .0684618 .025146 .0265262 .0312402 .0465601 .0645894 .0622825 .0407815 .0746418 .1472188 .0596213 .0565852
.05327 .0601826 .059298 .0332852 .0334969 .0514171 .0899949 .1395421 .052553 .0313771 .0555087 .0548827 .0698127 .0309029 .0518316
.06233 .046061 .0580699 .0210906 .0603196 .0352974 .0512585 .0530121 .0735305 .0469139 .0446995 .0503754 .0317873 .0764233
.0494988 .0765511 .0678117 .0320516 .1003536 .0349194 .0957697 .0684612 .0564997 .0607242 .0478254 .1578423 .0471182 .0391595
.037489 .0398009 .0571701 .0564931 .0503545 .0593601 .0525139 .0758024 .0399158 .0558541 .0662925 .0631516 .0873734 .0606749
.0481598 .056005 .0630031 .0509978 .0659963 .0552777 .0370196 .0828333 .0950124 .0304736 .1209445 .0352139 .0494283 .0571128
.0475639 .0491758 .0614964 .0360709 .0469823 .0909253 .0388367 .0492493 .0269568 .0297635 .0495149 .0358485 .0597612 .0570505
Peru .0540067 .0606039 .0611566 .0646844 .0526737 .0539045 .0588832 .0651463 .0594879 .0522893 .0650101 .0497029 .0568311 .0598597
.0579597 .0570899 .0567447 .0548554 .0572684 .0527911 .0534559 .0621513 .0600826 .0580333 .0589658 .0586597 .0581121 .0613216
.0700919 .0615936 .0522354 .0570919 .0597146 .058021 .046924 .0543656 .055407 .0554712 .0536253 .0518057 .0513551 .0476978
.0517433 .0556945 .0542311 .0552016 .0551101 .0576884 .0548509 .0496516 .0495485 .049314 .0515705 .0558842 .0496452 .0491036
.0540924 .0516655 .0485634 .0574362 .0558374 .0582138 .0538302 .0496292 .0485879 .0534575 .0485777 .0513002 .0570864 .0551143
.0586745 .0576714 .0528703 .0506449 .0481941 .0466475 .0449929 .0429949 .0526308 .0499391 .0513674 .0555859 .0559281 .0536437
.0502996 .0506489 .0588548 .0513865 .0512347 .0605113 .0556209 .0545959 .0553226 .0591809 .0538297 .0651203 .05925 .0502992
.0469694 .0500075 .0475852 .0475385 .0505686 .0628907 .052711 .0492451 .053213 .0509378 .0488311 .0590347 .0541648 .0522606
.0558572 .0532303 .0457366 .0495514 .0561924 .0560456 .0590927 .0589217 .0593618 .059683 .0531012 .0517791 .0531575 .0495589
.0543006 .0545435 .05981 .0582882 .0537923 .0544034 .0529771 .0592355 .0473332 .0556539 .0572418 .061244 .0572142 .052049 .0551953
.0561955 .0584041 .0562561 .0608083 .0631725 .0482918 .0642028 .0454477 .0562096 .0462447 .0560998 .0535953 .0521804 .0587567
.0572691 .0549498 .0574992 .0542545 .0596482 .0518314 .0594934 .0511027 .058983 .064571 .062233 .0616785 .0652193
Poland .0629443 .0671261 .0590902 .0561853 .0443054 .0459967 .0658775 .0549248 .0601996 .0575687 .0531948 .0574197 .0554457
.0454966 .0579579 .0549649 .0542164 .0539411 .0537395 .0605663 .0587293 .0582366 .054219 .0569084 .0641838 .0657697 .0660667
.0561304 .0540364 .0664182 .0479495 .0578307 .051823 .0504736 .0548558 .0514796 .0470605 .0500086 .0497325 .051879 .0550058
.0548824 .0523033 .0501158 .0532454 .0534861 .0570547 .0617056 .0612172 .0508851 .0485059 .047875 .0453291 .0606171 .0488374
.0604533 .0543856 .0504732 .0535369 .051584 .0522528 .0492447 .054305 .0526892 .0469731 .0521266 .0495581 .0530394 .0515945
.052128 .056833 .0595404 .0587923 .0555563 .0666507 .0421481 .0471894 .0574277 .0524102 .0455576 .049718 .0547665 .0570253
.0566898 .051131 .054318 .0524477 .0497966 .0564164 .0479093 .051368 .0610165 .054883 .0571495 .0520101 .0500416 .0568178 .0548095
.0708522 .0651727 .0658562 .0608081 .0535449 .059349 .0491613 .0576909 .0525508 .0554865 .0499066 .0503901 .0560417 .0513828

.055074 .0533376 .0497896 .0574766 .0605544 .0587701 .0610545 .0530137 .0530895 .0549168 .063906 .0704174 .0434687 .0609391
.0571856 .0511167 .0648284 .0540156 .05249 .0560699 .0554279 .0589914 .0554234 .0515005 .054224 .0570382 .0571421 .0569553
.0612707 .0511743 .0510183 .0572312 .0604944 .0557339 .0598393 .0418021 .0563221 .0697012 .0637727 .0546637 .0473014 .0667574
.0562847 .0539246 .0565208 .0633224 .0554459 .0562016 .05982 .0595374 .0547578 .0623965 .0600941 .0558321 .0622624 .0554272
Portugal .0618201 .0564367 .0559659 .0601399 .0569289 .0692234 .0693471 .0484319 .0570157 .0602789 .0546636 .0592601 .0574787
.0539605 .0595603 .0575868 .0548988 .054445 .055975 .0561478 .0546979 .050888 .0571939 .0597559 .059165 .0588565 .0549596 .0425673
.0541505 .053273 .0536698 .0534774 .0579232 .0535827 .0542103 .0563581 .0530567 .053896 .0519766 .0506343 .0511544 .0554376
.0561014 .0528128 .0539318 .0569407 .0531754 .0500396 .0545418 .0515402 .0483122 .0497295 .0624828 .0523163 .0524298 .0589725
.0535268 .0584613 .0533526 .055159 .0520332 .0511807 .0500313 .0540872 .0497926 .0533743 .0536887 .0540649 .054828 .0571472
.0559183 .053541 .0556841 .0586166 .0528468 .0562432 .060469 .0530273 .0629523 .0569638 .0586732 .0553001 .0519128 .0522636
.0550621 .0549363 .0538185 .0493556 .0494299 .0531332 .0538002 .0544074 .0534932 .0573598 .0528217 .060702 .0590424 .0594443
.0507534 .0566554 .0560426 .06909 .0551357 .0591816 .0559738 .0580939 .0532707 .0540175 .0583905 .0491793 .0552406 .0536186
.0521987 .0547937 .0498869 .0533421 .0542821 .052038 .0541153 .0518872 .05918 .0554076 .0513904 .0597501 .0524485 .0552321
.0475241 .0572808 .0579888 .0529398 .0537283 .0542387 .0583253 .05391 .0537639 .0528653 .0526561 .0528521 .0613964 .0571809
.0638009 .0569964 .0577705 .0576379 .0644498 .056268 .0570097 .0569237 .0582978 .0591075 .0571679 .0601545 .0548444 .0630236
.0526722 .0597784 .0544588 .0551254 .0595991 .0551753 .0560851 .0570171 .0552475 .054564 .0567316 .0585007 .0565196 .0615389
Romania .0564617 .0552489 .0586548 .0734701 .0582174 .0544795 .0533052 .0469286 .0565398 .0597781 .0602522 .0520987 .0556414
.0535083 .0564147 .0595902 .0526485 .0600585 .0544309 .0583787 .0624261 .0560608 .0612005 .0560604 .0577555 .0551497 .0530276
.0520781 .0603142 .0560049 .0725507 .0669517 .0534847 .0619151 .0494657 .0545192 .0553617 .0542223 .0503218 .0598787 .0495562
.0602374 .0637058 .0528816 .0526746 .0606536 .0505286 .056271 .0491573 .0649341 .0595949 .0572782 .0519969 .0550372 .0561118
.0688175 .0566417 .0586242 .0556236 .0507659 .0578435 .0528979 .0474695 .0528085 .0487205 .049978 .0514163 .0531721 .0570707
.0514567 .0522807 .0477973 .0588394 .0518994 .0525296 .0586648 .0533984 .0502066 .0414761 .0529976 .0566287 .0570107 .0508449
.0551255 .0525077 .055039 .0522456 .0583257 .0552922 .050697 .0576904 .0560226 .053496 .0540596 .0580107 .0554185 .0556905
.0528009 .0564304 .0597287 .0457591 .0633451 .0583649 .0656379 .0636735 .0571814 .0602193 .0507389 .0513372 .0534232 .0471576
.0519655 .0510668 .0525767 .0557783 .0536947 .0555943 .0509923 .0561643 .052075 .0511604 .054252 .0586689 .0553789 .0563838
.0503545 .0567793 .0553777 .0599327 .0631373 .0508981 .0519895 .0521173 .0536425 .0483522 .0545679 .0543931 .0528651 .0541336
.0524825 .0601069 .0550705 .0560992 .0561469 .0534466 .0558001 .0586684 .06629 .0500388 .0628333 .0739674 .055697 .054928 .061774
.0635863 .0667125 .0531907 .0520926 .0503013 .0563758 .0563548 .0539312 .0531909 .057835 .0514144 .0637282 .056423 .0593361
Russia .0567126 .0632322 .0606097 .0596595 .0561152 .0570898 .0567668 .0591154 .0612628 .0632104 .0565106 .0607049 .0547248
.0673341 .0589798 .056436 .0523163 .0531016 .0581318 .0519678 .0558688 .0546148 .0525364 .0606235 .0561038 .0580916 .0664226
.0633101 .051061 .0566562 .0676794 .0677714 .0507269 .0549134 .0539356 .0509467 .0558855 .0573377 .0509279 .0531315 .0530641
.0493826 .0498457 .0507748 .0502386 .0508704 .049934 .0530099 .0577133 .053968 .0554549 .049818 .0546295 .0560071 .0685911
.0529869 .0546669 .0533877 .0516768 .0495355 .055346 .0567314 .0487986 .054424 .0474716 .0497329 .0550633 .0497015 .0531948
.0581372 .0565759 .0576021 .0651 .0531969 .0542084 .0538418 .0530848 .0521083 .0521444 .0580731 .0517007 .0571613 .0494627
.0488191 .0547714 .0551343 .0498665 .0557598 .0561877 .0493649 .0601688 .048922 .0542274 .0552891 .0562407 .0524421 .0598696
.0610217 .0592028 .0607385 .0536419 .0482107 .0638073 .0563008 .0577293 .0622138 .0550892 .0538405 .0484317 .0536615 .0539499
.0524765 .0575696 .0546648 .0549442 .0555625 .0519742 .0551103 .0532219 .054864 .0559674 .0585233 .0547389 .0537479 .0583528
.052048 .05138 .0543041 .0492365 .0526863 .0545283 .0600315 .0560473 .049042 .0550668 .0525327 .0545667 .0494461 .0534777 .0599694
.0564476 .0583388 .0568291 .0565143 .0601591 .0643277 .0560364 .0527364 .054285 .0645385 .0537094 .0659194 .0469844 .0616447
.0554736 .0595298 .0515127 .0540797 .0508413 .0489945 .0558622 .0537759 .0636728 .0563088 .0586858 .0521969 .0576751 .0595264
Samoa .0443048 .038477 .0494972 .0358941 .0522522 .0442983 .0702983 .0437532 .0605031 .0453518 .0696442 .0391338 .0391043
.0468482 .0386911 .0626807 .0372253 .0508437 .0538575 .0487412 .0905977 .0379338 .0775338 .0530234 .0482752 .0487167 .0567065
.0511618 .0510006 .0399821 .0654501 .0589348 .0457082 .0500403 .0490713 .0766696 .0503114 .0911016 .060551 .0335033 .0499777
.0599241 .0463942 .0581385 .0769938 .0459739 .0457999 .0631815 .048814 .0708998 .0713321 .0451524 .0498939 .0481769 .0703356
.0396677 .0354359 .0743245 .0660662 .0558678 .041611 .0576816 .057626 .0747137 .0549603 .0916051 .0355699 .0496815 .0884489
.0410116 .0657599 .0597443 .0625994 .0501892 .0350371 .0529646 .0575978 .0913056 .0340757 .0445083 .0454425 .0629117 .0603571
.0472472 .0556379 .0454021 .0326404 .0470012 .0608126 .0527415 .0771917 .0432254 .0559516 .040247 .0342279 .0503256 .0392965
.0495519 .0369023 .0377233 .0523531 .0592235 .0442275 .0556914 .0402233 .0410918 .0505243 .0653375 .0631949 .0639495 .0485763
.0624117 .0654039 .0417462 .0546933 .0697398 .0637455 .0857071 .034374 .0432918 .0405963 .0658305 .0606708 .0391482 .0464862
.0666309 .094408 .0412231 .0317681 .046332 .0612075 .0405422 .0751552 .0570809 .0491871 .0479747 .0877387 .05408 .0739577 .0490583
.0835064 .0758109 .0381371 .0611767 .0579865 .0839384 .0502518 .0589184 .0731419 .0522002 .0469563 .063213 .065393 .047032
.0542358 .0814374 .0711782 .0624779 .0607341 .0541256 .0603808 .0346278 .0620697 .0610347 .0438174 .0484647 .0509483 .1168734
Saudi Arabia .0655586 .0568734 .0458551 .0458688 .0569172 .0574268 .061603 .0596893 .0539297 .0546559 .051091 .0526367 .0600261
.052149 .0634632 .058446 .055351 .0538312 .0506318 .0565617 .0477262 .0524471 .0591411 .0582864 .0655173 .0610433 .0474862
.0594612 .0622305 .0596099 .0587624 .0539246 .0520068 .060118 .0614293 .0529039 .0525913 .0451082 .0621037 .0515801 .0530128
.0552592 .0549474 .0579243 .0523671 .0563111 .0498744 .0567684 .0510008 .0508118 .0514256 .053757 .0711647 .0559057 .0570523
.0542625 .0575879 .0625142 .0514637 .0545898 .0469508 .0421149 .0485088 .0581222 .0559889 .0452055 .0538525 .0470307 .0482244
.0556576 .0518849 .0481934 .0566307 .0488714 .0526776 .0596303 .0516972 .0571617 .0581604 .0594416 .0541738 .0502115 .0611634
.0505677 .0433591 .0549177 .0471023 .054734 .0501449 .0556393 .0533421 .0600085 .0545638 .0524986 .059773 .0586277 .0579023
.0557075 .0557635 .0539361 .0536252 .068633 .0635313 .0656571 .0526171 .0567378 .0556704 .0564095 .0527078 .0502625 .0576015
.0574496 .0594863 .0494567 .056 .0642111 .0551286 .0546853 .0530383 .0535117 .0569132 .0603535 .0559999 .0645484 .061399 .0653845
.0467316 .0598412 .0535468 .0509068 .0607718 .0545853 .053922 .0557876 .0543414 .0519614 .0537539 .055422 .0564597 .0576746
.0570505 .0601172 .0530329 .0597026 .0540271 .0552302 .0577532 .0484073 .0599323 .0578788 .0632878 .0637584 .0591816 .0603637
.0576785 .0551445 .0569182 .0453175 .0528313 .0481053 .0490642 .0632599 .0564821 .0570877 .0578927 .0486949 .0582449 .0571983
Serbia .0416479 .060195 .0742512 .0692685 .0502337 .050604 .0613031 .079803 .0584386 .060035 .056374 .0432838 .0820461 .0580698

.0494503 .0516484 .06626 .0525372 .0756218 .0527018 .0594787 .0689233 .0558904 .0682997 .0577536 .0603067 .0611685 .0555457
.0643245 .0590751 .0442275 .0543907 .0491671 .0426795 .0599641 .0489875 .05236 .0553954 .0516702 .0455638 .0656956 .0514042
.0565273 .0499302 .0554894 .0616314 .0524656 .0505754 .0537194 .0558661 .0547745 .0849428 .0325154 .0431101 .0700672 .0434186
.0502226 .0500314 .055949 .0500911 .0587749 .0516905 .0524583 .0536559 .054474 .050251 .0418499 .051853 .0381862 .0544156 .0458197
.0579937 .0530052 .0426442 .037124 .0416737 .0717416 .044679 .0453036 .0680851 .0456842 .044649 .0538386 .0493962 .0463891
.0439557 .0445313 .0540578 .0499617 .0567961 .0474002 .0488413 .0476732 .0574516 .0488626 .0593648 .0562975 .0462168 .0626836
.0487042 .0607518 .076852 .0509532 .0509256 .0718716 .0590051 .0549674 .0508381 .0527075 .057456 .0545527 .0509096 .0555911
.071998 .0469359 .0595125 .0600942 .0518431 .0621946 .0571563 .0658307 .0466104 .0455762 .0629815 .0617168 .0615937 .0541916
.0660938 .0528063 .0524498 .0562115 .0467181 .057353 .0499239 .059979 .0534774 .0636857 .0566194 .065268 .0471531 .0580372
.0490765 .0512864 .0577864 .0574524 .0523384 .0560218 .063793 .073738 .053386 .1090358 .0567264 .0556737 .0597336 .0420333
.0619991 .0570846 .0603663 .0598255 .0663607 .061903 .0521398 .0595852 .0574732 .0676671 .0537353 .0660337 .0532914
Singapore .0620829 .060302 .0580112 .0595876 .0585995 .0566391 .0576169 .0597319 .058233 .058111 .0591184 .056392 .0557028 .057631
.0547553 .0560983 .0540355 .055096 .0548407 .0534697 .056411 .0565852 .0586028 .0596247 .0585494 .0594291 .0581452 .0521658
.0548416 .0576804 .0578566 .053787 .0541958 .0552385 .0541436 .0542802 .0533151 .0516105 .0515878 .0518013 .0535508 .0528576
.0527267 .053218 .051913 .0561138 .055853 .0569424 .0579656 .0570361 .0549712 .054769 .0512374 .0550907 .0535226 .0540378 .0521607
.0533239 .0524789 .0535792 .0541355 .0529017 .0535434 .0530931 .0521802 .0538483 .0531008 .0518639 .0542971 .0539219 .0548171
.0560347 .0572939 .05428 .0570605 .0528852 .0556917 .0520929 .0564995 .0536248 .0530452 .0532707 .0532719 .0528341 .0534082
.0522809 .0542902 .0533051 .0524007 .0510865 .0520599 .0510695 .0541137 .0541455 .0562016 .0557698 .05836 .0571749 .0577699
.0536393 .0522717 .0562468 .0554816 .0554383 .0566238 .0550763 .052829 .0530195 .0546291 .0549815 .0536129 .054237 .0533902
.0542579 .0541601 .0539536 .0551666 .0563911 .0567676 .0573706 .0592378 .0590131 .0569284 .0531557 .0511388 .0541011 .0555855
.0544079 .0557232 .0544301 .0552056 .0542421 .0541712 .0547367 .0544 .0538311 .0534327 .053749 .0535775 .0555997 .0564007 .0555676
.0586009 .0588025 .0614075 .0592668 .0559276 .0572437 .057204 .0541653 .0536707 .0542283 .0570086 .0563767 .0566729 .0567163
.0553653 .0545168 .0541506 .0543818 .05392 .0553968 .0559318 .0537694 .0555441 .0565125 .0583716 .0605611
Slovakia .0591864 .0566599 .0451869 .0345887 .0619201 .0374942 .0639076 .095433 .1017001 .0486505 .0518464 .0495428 .0575808
.0544259 .0519207 .0531324 .0558283 .0538072 .0463146 .0573327 .0584334 .0548795 .0623514 .0496899 .0635679 .0434009 .0356596
.0510865 .0388996 .0577041 .063881 .0572095 .070021 .0351722 .0493625 .0510288 .0563091 .0422546 .043906 .0520469 .066131 .0486054
.0636186 .0504896 .0422606 .056153 .0614759 .063782 .0604858 .066577 .0574776 .0401896 .0513177 .0685197 .0926945 .0661291
.0665003 .0612119 .0522631 .0451705 .0454292 .0572046 .0528517 .0535685 .0559849 .0521015 .049701 .0431806 .0553948 .0559295
.0488097 .0587321 .0539944 .048519 .0592902 .0636208 .0238668 .0293978 .0399251 .0464705 .0458199 .0539232 .0631722 .0470399
.0419114 .0449776 .0579276 .0421714 .0508822 .0506119 .0629598 .0482398 .0513519 .0553047 .0671958 .0657527 .0650094 .0329069
.0779518 .1117703 .0430729 .0922765 .0582282 .0841015 .0517324 .0629766 .0536515 .0595298 .0418757 .0575266 .0539481 .0577869
.0525615 .0463634 .0562855 .0645763 .0513827 .0705967 .0781507 .073955 .0707434 .0683253 .0670197 .0523083 .0617749 .0561861
.0494544 .0382917 .0475916 .0435562 .0480555 .0565851 .0509513 .0610107 .0481113 .0472671 .0610228 .045204 .0470672 .056523
.060006 .0656083 .0489608 .058065 .0545278 .0640671 .0672922 .0558005 .052547 .0541923 .0507467 .0590681 .0511056 .0662158
.0657448 .0533913 .0495868 .0685408 .0605512 .051465 .0655886 .0509803 .0461153 .0498239 .0530338 .050449 .0590406 .0510344
Slovenia .0634623 .0546807 .0675181 .0562773 .052414 .0644817 .0432039 .0494732 .0377799 .0620257 .0593244 .0580753 .0542915
.0562452 .050666 .0645175 .0534715 .0564374 .055258 .066307 .0649867 .0596055 .0580522 .0563474 .0554584 .0650242 .065557 .055325
.0657489 .0633818 .0701069 .0491787 .0667731 .044523 .0534236 .0458271 .0485069 .0517898 .0543551 .0455936 .0492647 .0495184
.0545763 .0559228 .0536342 .0527422 .0591986 .0610203 .0609306 .0471862 .0464638 .0495173 .0373722 .0582393 .0437499 .0571733
.0581628 .0446536 .0520858 .0551156 .0442535 .0444882 .0420392 .0591948 .048332 .0503849 .0443812 .0505029 .056907 .0527208
.0607422 .0541211 .0556238 .0533155 .0702506 .0757433 .0551552 .0696037 .0510132 .051871 .0657486 .0566776 .0485123 .0420207
.0523216 .0503182 .0530371 .0590034 .0649594 .0538469 .0477073 .0488405 .0486006 .0608348 .0568566 .0520389 .0535665 .0556419
.0451883 .058578 .0489179 .0727335 .0572369 .0434282 .0627749 .054161 .0505955 .0591283 .0514136 .0561206 .0518032 .0513767
.0508118 .0517186 .0495903 .0533576 .0583146 .0594531 .0589411 .0642653 .0675702 .0689015 .0543695 .0569691 .0449814 .0657744
.0479947 .0603362 .0475245 .0601041 .0558294 .0479774 .0510633 .0454148 .0590973 .0605905 .0574514 .052541 .0549684 .0563829
.0724988 .0659269 .0499208 .0638366 .057799 .0664459 .0565967 .0578783 .0360398 .0424969 .03295 .0540245 .0395953 .0805038
.0698151 .0571901 .0506211 .0563967 .0538443 .051496 .0608566 .0590333 .0513239 .0567057 .0605911 .0529357 .0713434 .0589584
Solomon Islands .06573 .1713462 .079245 .0393244 .0401944 .0528808 .0562943 .0707891 .0859797 .0541428 .0634847 .0532541 .0271298
.0798521 .076051 .0361949 .0760458 .1057974 .0314538 .0627149 .023391 .0477772 .0478745 .0716404 .1045671 .0832369 .030283
.0167192 .0426344 .061859 .0538071 .0736021 .0553834 .0598741 .032443 .0327252 .0443382 .0426744 .0406849 .0742886 .0855629
.0505446 .0411854 .0105134 .0325254 .0440741 .1040098 .0156443 .0726426 .0804574 .0648347 .0325666 .08549 .082448 .0645126
.0605069 .0435994 .0469331 .0397955 .0382223 .0800484 .0575695 .0527832 .0422377 .0756351 .0465578 .0343041 .0330736 .0673333
.0666109 .0112951 .0633332 .1070292 .0264284 .0374714 .0378296 .0575044 .0549508 .0340552 .0508209 .0876484 .0558733 .0080916
.0417907 .0603382 .0892754 .0433627 .055237 .0593873 .0631161 .0350705 .0709669 .1070984 .0430692 .0245524 .0272305 .0262084
.0326179 .0178014 .0592295 .0903506 .0402571 .0252032 .037343 .0506761 .068194 .1296733 .0228346 .0328171 .034589 .006732 .142882
.0548552 .051647 .0388767 .0666378 .0641824 .0146667 .0742799 .0723505 .025531 .1183683 .0290114 .0459429 .0482344 .0573198
.0777304 .0319352 .0350962 .0526371 .0446403 .0502773 .0415831 .0737089 .0704352 .029933 .0948418 .0583852 .1185607 .0381951
.0378715 .021016 .0561164 .0065883 .0188099 .0457135 .0467388 .0488824 .0984306 .0923998 .057507 .0178342 .0212364 .0717146
.0574127 .0898276 .0873473 .0291361 .0736922 .066097 .1198613 .0651156 .0436696 .0983783 .0791862 .0570127 .0622372 .0236716
South Africa .0567575 .0603215 .0592939 .0525388 .0535888 .0488671 .0608018 .0601161 .0569876 .057947 .0587863 .0591629 .0606675
.0567919 .0580853 .062781 .0547272 .0613344 .0628618 .0584521 .0608762 .0609191 .0562097 .060018 .0585377 .0549385 .0491826
.0553323 .0595581 .0542495 .0543836 .0565112 .0580721 .0539075 .0537539 .0519659 .0538691 .0517642 .0494702 .0525595 .0507869
.0542945 .0500112 .056018 .0537923 .0542135 .0548892 .056248 .0506677 .0569902 .0532361 .0602378 .0468407 .057223 .0508314
.0504914 .0542065 .0555 .0507655 .0514994 .0493057 .0527943 .0513735 .0526889 .0514852 .0509575 .0538568 .053758 .0549926 .0572592
.0581316 .0554694 .0573394 .0471415 .0507018 .0547196 .0569206 .0508267 .0554835 .0549021 .054752 .0523097 .054096 .0525502

.0501192 .049985 .0530103 .0505182 .0532658 .0526073 .0510606 .0527748 .0546759 .0552485 .0590683 .0578877 .0559735 .053261
.0514648 .0568834 .0493031 .0574067 .0531217 .0571479 .0537026 .055549 .0530252 .053247 .0520549 .0522514 .0516757 .0544864
.0544117 .0535325 .0516999 .0542962 .0600478 .0576679 .0578393 .0544564 .0556762 .0525774 .0565944 .0477945 .0501627 .0566254
.0566987 .0557284 .0570405 .0546016 .0543125 .0565178 .053592 .053691 .0545106 .0562335 .0583172 .0551625 .0576663 .0576756
.0556882 .0597443 .0574973 .0595302 .0650778 .0637464 .0600729 .0492791 .0548689 .0556489 .0538742 .0582547 .0551137 .0576069
.058794 .0565552 .056474 .0608021 .0555946 .0604955 .0590292 .0599955 .057877 .0672926 .063767 .0581114 .0583859 .0632698
Spain .0625097 .0571577 .0650052 .0592801 .0596325 .0559557 .0666825 .0592317 .0619717 .0564035 .0649142 .0597543 .0574685
.0573236 .0576243 .0596266 .0547021 .0545116 .0562924 .0564979 .055213 .0577623 .0534627 .0566511 .058373 .0606747 .0538141
.0545351 .052316 .0555922 .0525629 .0540029 .0534626 .0568932 .0542149 .0530299 .0520801 .0497864 .0503145 .0523438 .0518773
.0522649 .0535884 .0487509 .0523362 .0484452 .0570787 .0534156 .053611 .0544483 .0565901 .0476505 .0549669 .0531239 .0673821
.0535454 .0492442 .0547503 .0543915 .0539325 .0517263 .0525899 .0515297 .0512675 .0546454 .0517072 .0525557 .0533449 .0516294
.0523053 .0541381 .0557775 .0511365 .0535909 .0555812 .0546908 .0590218 .0474674 .0582699 .0544029 .0538138 .0552744 .0515519
.0539544 .052514 .0529993 .0527291 .056406 .0562635 .0520657 .0509685 .0537485 .0544647 .0555675 .0543733 .0545454 .0577222
.0583912 .0569719 .0514855 .0530797 .0567275 .0519568 .0518988 .0537676 .0550147 .0576026 .05436 .0533448 .0526925 .0551567
.0560775 .0520901 .0548282 .0538471 .0529111 .0536608 .058697 .054235 .0543878 .0547219 .0554185 .0511308 .0568945 .0514598
.0494237 .0677445 .05315 .0592512 .0571119 .0539114 .0544939 .0535751 .0552135 .055831 .0575717 .0582247 .0571896 .0524803
.0576936 .0534501 .0568248 .0609686 .0633191 .0631422 .0599458 .0635269 .0539983 .060673 .0505622 .0521203 .0595495 .0540527
.0590761 .0577791 .0599016 .0560541 .0579217 .0612212 .0538965 .0559023 .053774 .0541104 .0569206 .0570412 .0620609 .0591911
.0608275
Sri Lanka .0635102 .058492 .0434077 .0606968 .0494696 .0576255 .0980614 .0628134 .0527296 .0638996 .0568066 .0520121 .0621957
.0547009 .0609179 .037353 .0561234 .0625644 .0533444 .0643043 .0616748 .0602225 .0577118 .046688 .0731107 .0440162 .0405511
.0430036 .0689855 .0653483 .0462604 .0542788 .0452948 .0453385 .0538809 .0544972 .0446547 .0503242 .0469778 .0556176 .0618597
.0460955 .0478707 .0537365 .0599541 .0589679 .0505917 .047509 .042745 .0723177 .0495548 .0507704 .0720539 .0601042 .0501707
.0665463 .0445592 .0451663 .0569946 .0463925 .0494241 .0625751 .0586967 .0559538 .0598125 .0616628 .0416839 .0459466 .0625446
.0605562 .0491083 .0553992 .0486574 .0543558 .0411751 .0608838 .0536887 .0617619 .052709 .0720325 .0510735 .0478042 .0536565
.050304 .0523671 .0693251 .0473859 .0410374 .0619619 .046799 .0475581 .0407012 .0531411 .0492317 .0501649 .0485518 .0463461
.0757245 .039219 .0527843 .0793824 .0759826 .0328971 .0777976 .0639183 .0482494 .0512188 .0508744 .0504997 .0582931 .06881
.0566813 .0652924 .0661069 .0566612 .0460221 .0571511 .0530967 .0565674 .0623709 .0566327 .0449485 .0544995 .044804 .0484984
.0652849 .0599351 .0666488 .061706 .049191 .0507225 .0511869 .0551602 .0453149 .058378 .0681183 .0552192 .0475794 .0578077
.0627273 .0697933 .0523863 .0467193 .0652092 .0608133 .0533594 .0593994 .0427419 .0553425 .0704698 .0526289 .0484199 .0703104
.0537996 .0546004 .0532489 .0405581 .0674204 .0596767 .0565306 .0520585 .0855711 .0484149 .0533517 .0636379 .0583511 .0455808
.0641663
Sweden .0621429 .0586007 .0640839 .055994 .0593456 .0571166 .0517906 .0584771 .0539189 .0565573 .0557146 .0597261 .0542164
.0558517 .0545972 .0559537 .053225 .0565 .0543398 .0563144 .0569919 .0555554 .0581673 .0559535 .0582485 .0564672 .055364 .0595137
.0601854 .0591387 .0516153 .0551941 .0536586 .0535251 .0529002 .0498047 .0531495 .0528158 .0517551 .0521762 .0522899 .0510484
.0504308 .0517747 .0541745 .0538654 .0562939 .0595459 .0573886 .0547972 .0511201 .0553225 .0601671 .0527884 .0466756 .0513143
.0523679 .0506373 .0513743 .0516985 .0508661 .051735 .0519737 .0515362 .0548399 .0486033 .0520941 .0545353 .0533254 .0537217
.0568521 .0566053 .0569547 .0578228 .0528442 .0637225 .0584452 .0549347 .0559457 .0535028 .0531951 .0523173 .0553269 .0516227
.052553 .0521133 .0526543 .0517935 .0525291 .054436 .0532622 .0530975 .0536 .0563848 .056146 .0561769 .0591955 .0584507 .0590567
.0496044 .0556828 .0511559 .0576138 .0558935 .0530344 .0568508 .0526716 .0565194 .0536627 .0541882 .0538084 .05271 .0515275
.0518987 .0543851 .0526127 .0537864 .0579275 .055911 .0567093 .057811 .060232 .0562852 .058201 .0544341 .0482615 .0477115 .0540483
.0552892 .0562349 .0547272 .0539562 .054571 .0539249 .0535527 .0563017 .0541639 .056504 .0555458 .0568105 .0556532 .058109
.0571226 .0608508 .0615094 .0579287 .0648299 .057448 .0565729 .0545723 .0580737 .0561338 .0560517 .0594639 .0575251 .0610841
.0569901 .0576511 .0580705 .0577343 .0562007 .0591787 .0576044 .0587985 .0598273 .0596206 .0613118 .0607155
Switzerland .0637331 .0556218 .0567147 .068869 .0502225 .0581231 .056315 .0574903 .0527277 .0651304 .0610596 .0569168 .050723
.0514279 .0564458 .0583714 .0605499 .0542468 .0580175 .0580291 .0552752 .0584357 .0575726 .060572 .0549739 .0603113 .0578056
.0541666 .0605501 .0481302 .0534365 .0593943 .051773 .0544833 .0482767 .0524927 .0522848 .0548603 .0481766 .0495281 .0492218
.050841 .049873 .0514294 .0516769 .0559451 .0559601 .0523487 .05044 .0527107 .0517145 .0621995 .0510608 .0489729 .0475472 .0569256
.0586598 .0538005 .0499817 .0529844 .0536488 .0556278 .0505527 .0499286 .0509166 .0524686 .0514955 .0538706 .0540633 .0537006
.0541912 .0583215 .0625442 .0604289 .0475451 .0536012 .0524985 .0523059 .0639518 .0536466 .0525839 .0514845 .0533007 .0471465
.0522242 .0560694 .0576997 .0525552 .0506478 .0520461 .059061 .0551172 .0529103 .0536243 .0586473 .053018 .06592 .0516082 .0577084
.0583458 .0498995 .0526259 .05934 .06053 .0551167 .0560274 .0544184 .0507998 .0523131 .0557313 .0526599 .0562301 .0494337 .0521824
.055839 .0583405 .0553534 .0542123 .0559293 .0554069 .0621107 .052868 .0535494 .0592543 .0557833 .0622376 .0441403 .0473342
.0563633 .0577272 .0536104 .0552852 .0547932 .0578327 .0532608 .0514201 .0572488 .0541376 .0563925 .0550624 .0601618 .0598819
.0587405 .0584796 .0629558 .0562826 .0523565 .0674403 .0462244 .064657 .0616739 .0562228 .0668012 .0595237 .0552655 .0548849
.0607763 .0599337 .056239 .0515394 .055283 .0554698 .0617602 .0621453 .0538605 .0643427 .0574752 .0616629
Taiwan .062467 .0559607 .0516392 .0612294 .0596981 .0710404 .059246 .0587493 .0561505 .0607893 .0533417 .0520017 .0545702 .0594726
.0530802 .0586402 .0559676 .054035 .0507373 .0536583 .0607039 .055831 .0598216 .0566537 .0581919 .0559376 .0519405 .0550485
.0510568 .0517213 .0644095 .062029 .057395 .0551495 .0570677 .0531091 .0559137 .0520998 .0561296 .055035 .0549083 .0477082
.0526443 .055931 .0523247 .0567592 .0544419 .0560572 .0530578 .0528326 .0534425 .0543997 .0527286 .073142 .0665228 .057065
.0586823 .0584652 .0548204 .0516873 .0541155 .0492451 .0564818 .0546667 .0555223 .0522075 .0480032 .0583895 .0543481 .0510905
.0501248 .0545498 .0525033 .0584347 .0611745 .0541508 .0547087 .0535897 .04676 .0513559 .0544125 .0510782 .0540089 .0555886
.0531006 .0590623 .0526496 .0518057 .0531857 .0499202 .0566529 .0521035 .0543296 .0507419 .059508 .0563061 .0541649 .0648285
.0526646 .064994 .0479612 .0605634 .0561023 .0605414 .0512585 .0495904 .0555434 .0475444 .0533004 .055608 .0553905 .0529543
.0492821 .0521898 .0483347 .0506029 .0632369 .0528661 .0574594 .0544904 .0560628 .0595007 .0534763 .0572957 .0506477 .0560064

.0580384 .054404 .0567882 .0556495 .0562536 .0536324 .0554109 .0553111 .0603147 .0558393 .0605028 .0503657 .0601746 .05359
.0548981 .0525295 .0563936 .0604258 .0552466 .0622929 .051468 .0537926 .0637437 .0630521 .0517868 .0602023 .0579015 .0588115
.0530109 .0610731 .0576936 .0525094 .0557793 .0534321 .0534318 .0550485 .0574413 .0511206 .0524565 .0539782 .0541093 .0582203
Thailand .0582289 .06358 .0606009 .0590224 .0594027 .0585726 .0589979 .0625827 .0591137 .0567676 .0556671 .060037 .0552824 .058294
.05926 .0573722 .055012 .0573586 .0532065 .0568294 .0549022 .0573136 .0549193 .0577276 .055175 .0624394 .0593327 .0563007 .0550498
.0620349 .0605837 .0608549 .0560974 .0561852 .0498336 .0515335 .0536135 .0492484 .0546373 .0538707 .0541058 .0466075 .0499905
.0462443 .0522032 .0538792 .0551269 .0551966 .0593248 .0595904 .057504 .0533321 .0600175 .0567078 .0657684 .0601607 .0552784
.0539304 .0522455 .052218 .055517 .0516224 .0525901 .0479903 .0507677 .0512794 .0522672 .0535798 .0497621 .0511589 .051817
.0547558 .0579198 .0549241 .0532969 .0545761 .0526801 .0489157 .0530118 .0593532 .058485 .058992 .0551266 .0511857 .0518101
.050097 .0520272 .0526094 .055353 .0541747 .0528858 .0549115 .0523963 .0582628 .0579615 .0565491 .0588744 .0573145 .0545618
.0570284 .0586315 .0572503 .0644514 .0616228 .0531794 .0564731 .0514992 .0496404 .051458 .0538397 .0567601 .0517123 .0511024
.0514749 .0538391 .0510094 .0533517 .0560897 .0556989 .0562666 .0616977 .0563534 .0620841 .0612345 .0475597 .0605036 .0630836
.0644262 .0623899 .0566329 .0536195 .0546427 .0528141 .0573563 .0494788 .0516551 .0529185 .0555919 .0564802 .0541224 .0510615
.055562 .0590776 .0584738 .0606296 .0673953 .0610555 .0499737 .0595533 .0605708 .0581875 .0586315 .0617168 .05757 .0572311
.0575683 .057112 .0492967 .0512168 .0536926 .053627 .056781 .054632 .0531893 .055989 .0549997 .0603741 .0588724
Tonga .0595162 .0578565 .0566282 .0588526 .0490234 .063128 .054395 .0730245 .0994572 .0489617 .0442248 .0686146 .0485912 .0512114
.0505706 .0989343 .0322658 .0490809 .051906 .0809806 .0691468 .0396682 .0673298 .0380972 .07837 .0556729 .0720803 .0562922 .051269
.0570776 .0595516 .0620963 .0526878 .0461884 .052615 .041519 .060136 .0680408 .038277 .0646993 .0670002 .0377052 .0737399 .0537088
.0557445 .0571282 .0530911 .0521173 .054758 .0519337 .0569658 .0531965 .0653527 .0572043 .0680412 .0442399 .0594797 .044067
.0393505 .0424484 .0382712 .0471054 .0489351 .0330339 .0780519 .047028 .0621386 .0696372 .0571709 .0471464 .0622841 .0580001
.0821288 .1027732 .0430903 .0346388 .0577911 .0513833 .0390732 .0512951 .0394752 .0519838 .0380135 .0483502 .0406481 .0530335
.0529943 .047817 .0315544 .0489376 .0719603 .0711359 .0391603 .0647535 .0672629 .0496179 .0521237 .0517217 .0382322 .0538421
.0394216 .0614667 .0587352 .0575615 .0448338 .0445742 .0434303 .0754456 .0460204 .0585853 .0519045 .0454135 .0367166 .0584378
.0665359 .073309 .0656302 .0653967 .0592524 .0484462 .0523406 .0435139 .0506314 .0465044 .0671021 .052333 .0602119 .0468287
.0487936 .0454853 .0545923 .0576172 .0590794 .0420621 .0548121 .0449108 .0561205 .0636303 .0858042 .0734671 .0865856 .0617453
.0562689 .0527452 .0543546 .0546614 .0562971 .0546136 .0633702 .0613466 .0473078 .0679796 .0732679 .0495398 .0394502 .0439271
.0594927 .0650536 .0408172 .0604514 .0419887 .0530763 .052622 .0637147 .0467941 .0896324 .0456427 .0473272
Turkey .052953 .0558379 .0586046 .0570346 .0443668 .0597239 .0435825 .040212 .0586647 .059989 .0545773 .0553976 .057203 .0525821
.0714957 .0537352 .0580851 .0557815 .0587083 .0536286 .0499157 .0603421 .0621839 .0661859 .0594234 .0523388 .053559 .0423028
.0699296 .0579905 .0598069 .0505817 .0533498 .0502619 .0517011 .0599853 .0486238 .0487516 .0550479 .0537392 .0496302 .0525261
.0497824 .0484354 .0561269 .0646995 .0544979 .0555748 .053474 .0598095 .06287 .0519424 .0557114 .0449667 .0493846 .044711 .0520813
.0509559 .0600741 .0598095 .0502057 .0473998 .0439556 .0513729 .0476212 .0569062 .0538328 .0430827 .0517905 .0566612 .0579562
.049522 .0526078 .058173 .052428 .049176 .0518759 .0475328 .050752 .0837388 .0494876 .0539121 .0580382 .0581514 .0501243 .0517855
.0517557 .0568861 .0528129 .0513419 .0548885 .0541693 .0533606 .0523077 .0495249 .0524166 .0573614 .0563265 .0638787 .0546962
.0665401 .045277 .0380762 .0631751 .053435 .0541076 .0589626 .0563002 .0517796 .0533959 .0541678 .0596285 .0537128 .0541108
.0552687 .054449 .0594094 .0563888 .0573257 .0539204 .0688214 .0474046 .0518267 .041831 .0646468 .0666514 .0641732 .0554373
.0597014 .0526638 .0570869 .05727 .0542773 .0586131 .0489569 .0518402 .0568297 .0624438 .0572355 .0540279 .0610443 .0562698
.0529388 .0578997 .0575069 .0576604 .0593003 .0536976 .052594 .0581538 .0495356 .0484842 .0489131 .0591043 .0561145 .048891
.0547823 .0590218 .0594886 .0567092 .0589844 .06276 .0549522 .0595068 .0571964 .0543412 .0614805 .0613434
UK .0605807 .0590415 .0576505 .0578314 .0556364 .0535798 .0536823 .0554789 .0562535 .0568605 .05669 .0561344 .0559919 .0561536
.0563956 .0563648 .0563476 .0565296 .0587077 .0580407 .0578333 .058764 .0588342 .0582287 .058017 .0562377 .0547134 .0535866
.0537352 .0506531 .0531388 .0530604 .0527433 .0532643 .0533414 .0533961 .0535548 .0526746 .0526779 .0525311 .0526321 .0531779
.0533636 .0540425 .0551974 .0557971 .0562476 .0567725 .0558586 .0550569 .0534383 .0528887 .0514453 .0516918 .0510878 .0525857
.0519179 .0519396 .0520578 .0521292 .0526968 .052584 .0528618 .0527639 .0526623 .0532844 .0531741 .0534208 .0547874 .0553025
.0563035 .0568624 .0572089 .0552253 .0551284 .0524945 .0530893 .0515224 .051164 .0521765 .0523936 .0526625 .0526998 .0520822
.0528395 .0528959 .052497 .0526891 .0529775 .0531955 .0537497 .0537147 .0549727 .0568038 .057469 .0577177 .0586594 .0564929
.0562264 .0542321 .0524516 .0535383 .0521418 .0534847 .0532772 .053363 .0529798 .0533524 .053496 .0534283 .0534979 .0533611
.0534315 .0533969 .0538407 .0543867 .0549072 .0568182 .0570036 .0561973 .0575338 .0562546 .0561518 .0545575 .0526088 .051301
.0532816 .0542561 .0546198 .0540148 .0543147 .0541998 .0545361 .0540639 .0546328 .0543867 .0546891 .0554331 .0562244 .0564617
.0574272 .058502 .0593096 .0603309 .0603691 .0594049 .0576637 .0556004 .0547908 .0529924 .0531627 .0538746 .0550172 .055509
.0559508 .0562167 .0550862 .0555051 .0559478 .0562063 .0567911 .057839 .057743 .0590038 .0595218 .0602043 .0615276 .061413
USA .0624867 .0614174 .0601663 .0580635 .0553711 .0546741 .056021 .0583553 .0595378 .059096 .0583774 .0575535 .0569619 .0564298
.0560525 .0561476 .0564008 .0563376 .0566701 .0575843 .0583657 .0589743 .059322 .0593575 .0589464 .0568359 .0551574 .0526433
.051593 .0521382 .0538839 .0542543 .0539939 .0535885 .0532039 .0526787 .052452 .0522082 .0518932 .0518845 .0521259 .052071
.0524698 .0534531 .0543687 .0552992 .0558553 .0564358 .0567095 .0553029 .0539353 .0515166 .0505428 .0515975 .0530575 .0533928
.0528655 .0525436 .0522433 .0521852 .0521549 .0521153 .0520199 .0518865 .0520262 .0520989 .0524276 .0534176 .0542246 .0554111
.0562277 .0568071 .0569358 .0558682 .0546622 .0533616 .0517969 .0522304 .0542517 .0544573 .0538243 .0532636 .052847 .0526526
.0527278 .0527269 .0523762 .0523161 .0526124 .0527992 .0530113 .0538295 .0550073 .0565234 .057416 .0579086 .0598263 .0577279
.0560518 .0540461 .052795 .053402 .0551927 .0556795 .0555666 .0552641 .0549931 .0545558 .0539859 .053683 .0531786 .0528938 .052754
.0527886 .0530345 .0539719 .0552646 .0564658 .0570858 .0576628 .0582007 .0569804 .0570353 .0549284 .0524107 .0540417 .0556084
.0562214 .0557059 .055161 .0547253 .0544213 .0540525 .054287 .0540192 .0542957 .0548515 .0548539 .0549981 .0554474 .0565962
.0576855 .0592734 .0601137 .0612965 .0603529 .0596025 .056765 .0544354 .0532693 .0536269 .0552075 .0562767 .05663 .0565185
.0563779 .0560627 .0559915 .055876 .056104 .0562981 .056344 .0568739 .0571584 .0583779 .0594666 .0607385 .0615775
United Arab Emirates .0618751 .0637468 .0539994 .0585424 .062034 .0644784 .0653391 .0582356 .0583292 .0544915 .0549256 .0552345
.0560843 .0536275 .0504636 .0541137 .0536143 .0552434 .0514732 .0537326 .0564066 .0616811 .0559727 .0538778 .0513461 .0593671

.0582766 .0481514 .0500772 .0480586 .0568933 .0571684 .0592646 .0597032 .0560667 .0483364 .0508486 .0479241 .0556253 .0472251
.0514959 .0551636 .0523323 .049115 .0495717 .0567795 .0587297 .0557093 .0600326 .0581284 .0553195 .0551276 .0523526 .047262
.0539436 .0530858 .0591773 .0529566 .0540048 .0546295 .0502212 .0515566 .0550373 .0522716 .0496713 .053313 .0528636 .0537286
.0541141 .0540156 .0543628 .0577484 .0553236 .0482708 .0616171 .0582312 .0528521 .0543376 .060538 .0592442 .0573454 .0543305
.0516411 .0543514 .0530512 .0501257 .0542736 .054616 .0484975 .0517767 .0552068 .0531667 .054481 .0527361 .0567636 .0598345
.056619 .0555303 .053143 .060892 .0445375 .0630571 .0594263 .0543043 .0570989 .0571605 .057469 .0539458 .0519538 .0540715 .0566824
.0547303 .0551931 .0553777 .0529898 .0506113 .0540824 .0565783 .0615011 .0589341 .0617216 .0582215 .0620185 .0613115 .0537182
.0623568 .0539155 .0573054 .0542944 .0578409 .0582954 .0573946 .0517566 .0589596 .0524633 .0606442 .056002 .0563074 .0573488
.0553707 .0540734 .0571714 .0574018 .0593792 .0571038 .0676213 .0580631 .061827 .0514052 .0540722 .0600662 .0610594 .0589143
.0586292 .0567762 .0523129 .0507506 .055227 .0518642 .0542442 .0547758 .0536163 .0558835 .0556361 .0554521 .0568394 .0593178
.0600926
Uzbekistan .042749 .0636763 .0433646 .0605667 .0275279 .0244162 .0716512 .0242844 .0845474 .0556619 .0445194 .0879522 .0358995
.0440612 .053381 .1261135 .0565338 .071714 .0365773 .0434047 .0391193 .08822 .0380943 .0464295 .0639409 .0635419 .0472782 .0451372
.0696812 .0319175 .061989 .0633891 .0652009 .046941 .0461929 .0629998 .054168 .0777486 .0518197 .0574335 .0356423 .0598023
.0424601 .0682126 .0366907 .0558699 .0350117 .0484052 .0472042 .0747564 .0677217 .0569012 .0722974 .0484301 .0543727 .0362087
.0506012 .0520578 .0382077 .0458923 .0523752 .0396347 .0346766 .0454097 .0385036 .0765095 .0506937 .0389946 .0492989 .0676947
.0455363 .0511026 .0422064 .044747 .0680621 .0817475 .0498758 .077219 .0240028 .0402897 .0656818 .1287419 .0252658 .1140873
.0531552 .0513471 .04816 .048251 .0664314 .055781 .0407713 .0501746 .0811769 .0389678 .0950774 .0449826 .0351209 .098033 .0397188
.0452992 .0952154 .0861916 .024378 .0955614 .0290569 .0543802 .0407782 .0296027 .0452923 .0405751 .0587233 .0445209 .0494019
.0518102 .0834199 .0486642 .0416525 .0424743 .0472423 .0998674 .0958651 .0370863 .0336676 .1040597 .0281385 .0513791 .1000898
.0455728 .0301545 .0631315 .0620146 .0510306 .0435574 .0449372 .063614 .0304319 .057836 .0608672 .0537814 .0564489 .0410589
.0773129 .0800639 .057082 .0371855 .0309876 .0384842 .0687071 .0452522 .0540043 .0608712 .047536 .0576288 .0808831 .05006 .0642779
.0458058 .0567665 .0715909 .055366 .0600912 .0737105 .0570838 .0670128 .0607187 .0574783 .0316243 .0383254
Venezuela .0576602 .0568962 .063715 .0503902 .0544835 .058203 .0641805 .0496526 .0647367 .0631758 .0577453 .0643706 .063315
.0560118 .0487587 .0623522 .0602147 .0513763 .0518091 .0576745 .0547891 .0511882 .0543013 .0595702 .0588486 .0521446 .0549812
.045264 .0601171 .0409415 .0732245 .0641388 .0502712 .0543317 .0645697 .0666511 .0529907 .0548573 .0528667 .0479473 .0479458
.0567408 .0503325 .0564128 .0577916 .0531488 .0571793 .0592722 .0503667 .0640259 .0519483 .0539582 .0387203 .0545958 .0527586
.0503027 .0544844 .0539274 .052 .0587884 .0513393 .0490812 .0569356 .0475856 .0525644 .0488337 .055904 .0510365 .0524851 .053339
.0530141 .0610589 .0518885 .0500158 .0552239 .0453737 .0483196 .0476346 .0646914 .061234 .0554128 .046244 .0511012 .0568081
.0464115 .0527714 .0475471 .0489718 .0511414 .0531844 .0421316 .0566433 .0502925 .0564987 .0549781 .0588051 .0587795 .053595
.0580572 .0590115 .0570536 .0624919 .0561332 .0661211 .066339 .053931 .0549753 .0601898 .05596 .0601615 .0567605 .049643 .0558163
.0570802 .0481686 .0478151 .0572627 .0562588 .0560631 .058723 .0605817 .0674877 .0716089 .0572938 .04058 .0564671 .0597051
.0503038 .0565703 .0582733 .0482595 .0481633 .0513156 .0495998 .0643595 .0537184 .0513085 .0600905 .0563071 .0578689 .0504535
.0502808 .0667415 .0612679 .0493281 .0533473 .0516875 .0489678 .0448107 .0395084 .0536107 .0648221 .0472936 .0551924 .0588146
.0561813 .0517065 .0619744 .0552511 .0711224 .0544379 .0544413 .050175 .0623289 .0506327 .0543513 .0581847 .0599938
Vietnam .0613923 .0565828 .0608859 .0491055 .0701837 .0425228 .0548301 .0574996 .0590128 .0515991 .0579296 .0614025 .0606507
.0601031 .0576787 .0632401 .0513324 .0518551 .0481964 .0607442 .0542596 .0563293 .0547986 .0570284 .0575088 .0654572 .0598623
.0608973 .0493499 .0686389 .0535515 .0574186 .0577669 .0470837 .0591483 .0510568 .0505656 .0579006 .0586527 .0479187 .0518813
.0611422 .0524961 .0536097 .0452397 .0568501 .0559077 .0552268 .0542933 .0533619 .0477446 .0587253 .0528777 .0410084 .0497845
.0547224 .0466132 .0677531 .0548229 .0566106 .0469371 .0526737 .0471084 .0528888 .0514801 .0555357 .0499996 .0556621 .0542102
.0533924 .0557013 .0484661 .0639266 .0539443 .0677685 .0457987 .0619298 .059958 .0482832 .0534697 .0520896 .0568265 .046624
.0505037 .0551495 .0418109 .053852 .0574078 .0517147 .0550294 .043968 .046754 .0553297 .0548885 .0554628 .069255 .0488308 .0538594
.06653 .0547349 .0695853 .0513994 .0510993 .0532762 .0611865 .0507514 .0573537 .0517944 .0491032 .0459827 .0503811 .0561319
.0608941 .0606252 .0532891 .0595818 .0498575 .0537463 .0596371 .0598187 .068663 .0462802 .0483718 .0517334 .0582452 .0493129
.0581163 .0430788 .0476984 .054469 .0602186 .0534635 .0546501 .059295 .04993 .0569138 .0548182 .055503 .0577903 .044963 .0515856
.0557446 .0575264 .0563544 .0534554 .0472844 .0494687 .0501205 .0571189 .0509926 .0594493 .0533458 .0565298 .0726309 .0557548
.0613517 .0505168 .0580955 .0657231 .0511692 .0589982 .0663581 .0607339 .0657724 .0578834 .0549365 .0715463 .0543729

Table 3. Positive affect by country. Each row contains each of 84 countries’ mean within-individual PA
for each of 168 hours.

Hourly NA
Argentina .0229957 .0253795 .0222253 .0237562 .0230159 .0246939 .0228265 .0198186 .0220671 .0259354 .0159787 .0247712 .0237056
.0188573 .0235241 .0231025 .023671 .02219 .0269439 .0201933 .0200954 .0266124 .0216929 .0231196 .0201351 .0183627 .0298414
.0184437 .017724 .021325 .0209433 .0150261 .0233387 .0149773 .0163496 .0191357 .0175058 .0201038 .020286 .0229094 .0215127
.0198859 .0276054 .0256787 .0206568 .0229785 .019906 .0207802 .0241787 .0185647 .0257393 .0204149 .0281988 .015668 .0173703
.0210114 .0213666 .020625 .0227885 .0196456 .0235393 .022952 .0216832 .021695 .0264707 .0233336 .0191514 .0226198 .0231355
.0243126 .02291 .0188396 .0225458 .023308 .0209957 .0202847 .0146796 .0166341 .0175378 .0202091 .0203834 .0205037 .0240088
.0214301 .0254614 .0184966 .0214014 .0236144 .0237273 .0195155 .0203813 .0206328 .0273022 .0236283 .0236411 .0216319 .0222536
.0204176 .0214024 .0201083 .0175313 .0291874 .0162164 .0173978 .023517 .0182559 .0260044 .0204339 .0212289 .0225123 .0233019
.020834 .0233579 .0218594 .0215081 .0209431 .0218047 .0198391 .0209253 .0259551 .0223626 .021078 .021743 .0304502 .0222804
.0185161 .0132064 .0262998 .019357 .0222443 .020693 .0265617 .0188785 .0204575 .0207943 .0223819 .0195712 .0230275 .0206048
.0190943 .019614 .0231946 .0235653 .0221089 .0215095 .0212724 .0228934 .0232557 .020105 .0254954 .0163706 .0189826 .013021
.0197831 .0133489 .0182796 .0229783 .0193063 .0194333 .0240151 .0223152 .0197397 .0240761 .0234582 .0227026 .0199086 .0205527
.0225828
Armenia .0138086 .0170064 .0156917 .016268 .0215974 .0210315 .0079267 .054622 .0290229 .0226031 .0337178 .0228318 .0265782
.0124785 .0161858 .0089569 .0275422 .0997634 .0077869 .029209 .0157918 .012801 .0265184 .0150071 .0307615 .0174036 .0232087
.0291127 .0189908 .0212435 .0057183 .0197911 .0219731 .0138935 .0109951 .0178794 .0164655 .0134046 .0196995 .0195522 .0175324
.0216092 .0182231 .0139173 .0509108 .0577423 .0102835 .0168985 .025777 .0447867 .026817 .0367097 .0165539 .0238919 .0256019
.0157244 .0164747 .0201768 .0168558 .0221775 .0199928 .0117096 .0659207 .0236578 .0198363 .015995 .0174176 .016507 .0187169
.0133045 .0168182 .0241297 .0112377 .0121161 .0338588 .0754783 .0150355 .0144551 .0130482 .0182953 .0157591 .0436491 .010619
.0134595 .0132686 .0171557 .0158032 .0200141 .0284597 .0224877 .0208795 .0451683 .0300959 .021387 .0196935 .0235318 .0307339
.0261201 .0324743 .0176822 .0363749 .0138514 .0081342 .0187124 .0330621 .012138 .019453 .0181244 .0138817 .0258633 .0198308
.0156047 .0124621 .0159257 .0324376 .017988 .0189527 .0198574 .0193288 .0190747 .0119724 .0175442 .0201307 .0193115 .0269019
.0226175 .0388747 .0259374 .0278151 .0119831 .0330472 .0198792 .0097565 .0214011 .0199321 .0183185 .0062704 .0076797 .0213582
.0291908 .0282937 .0198146 .0190667 .0185431 .0188678 .0157927 .019317 .0377765 .0161877 .0185281 .0081273 .0102599 .0236357
.0236177 .0075011 .015775 .0081455 .0212114 .0236312 .0201747 .032515 .0224296 .0243484 .0194879 .0198286 .0323968 .0565935
.0219867
Australia .0223877 .0234572 .0229722 .0236959 .0217684 .0215757 .0206055 .0205902 .0206189 .0196437 .02015 .0207279 .0218147
.0214612 .0219402 .0212655 .0221643 .0217628 .0222372 .0233184 .0220882 .0221482 .0215376 .0223018 .0221145 .0220791 .021807
.0219978 .0218925 .0214649 .0228534 .0213592 .0217819 .0220324 .0218464 .022011 .0218143 .0224247 .0220748 .0225906 .0224087
.0223585 .0223098 .0224526 .0227717 .0227876 .0223181 .0220774 .0221045 .0223336 .0212536 .020109 .022561 .0215975 .0215202
.0219064 .0215358 .0215454 .0221341 .0223696 .0221628 .0225683 .022802 .0224617 .0223418 .0220298 .0221358 .0223889 .022485
.0228055 .0221633 .0221978 .0218279 .0213536 .0216282 .0211981 .021385 .0224911 .0218102 .0214651 .0209409 .0212604 .0215722
.0217729 .0214151 .0219999 .0219304 .0216671 .0216629 .0213465 .0218065 .0216677 .0219976 .0219416 .022487 .0219628 .0212232
.0217723 .0212439 .0221082 .0222946 .0213898 .020609 .0211937 .0209492 .021321 .021572 .0218038 .0216103 .0215791 .0218721
.0216444 .0216161 .0220028 .021716 .022208 .0225627 .0222865 .0219596 .0219812 .0217962 .0225173 .0222974 .0231547 .0225342
.0211641 .0212484 .0197407 .0206527 .0207294 .0208153 .0213258 .0215999 .0211951 .0218049 .0210395 .0207562 .0209511 .0209558
.0211036 .0216121 .0230734 .0221147 .0221826 .0216812 .0228409 .023155 .0218507 .022588 .0209789 .0202651 .0195256 .0198875
.0199888 .0200174 .0207253 .0200893 .0208338 .0213658 .0212522 .0211418 .0212113 .021614 .0219155 .02191 .0230823 .0231281
.0231946
Austria .0213316 .022891 .020843 .0310184 .027387 .0263166 .0183247 .0268151 .0245217 .022731 .023534 .0230941 .0239401 .0225741
.0213456 .0206888 .0200457 .0233896 .0244802 .0233008 .0194856 .0230855 .0196827 .021158 .0238471 .0210191 .0244916 .0231389
.0163881 .0148348 .0257341 .0235213 .0207106 .019805 .0214733 .0197133 .0203889 .0209762 .0226319 .0225932 .0200396 .020988
.0219308 .0217598 .0233302 .0218405 .0192096 .0221881 .0235781 .0242694 .0238897 .0242274 .0230041 .0215388 .0209445 .0181257
.023522 .022424 .0226053 .0195929 .021919 .024148 .0209819 .0227452 .0256633 .0218201 .0214662 .024716 .0214141 .020888 .0210183
.0225148 .0187479 .0240028 .0199028 .0256916 .0173951 .0194857 .0185864 .0218744 .0218691 .0215643 .023744 .0209115 .0207182
.0229145 .0260956 .0227085 .0218169 .0221457 .0214727 .0225305 .0228089 .0236631 .0200051 .0213953 .0198859 .0230408 .0210764
.0260364 .0324271 .0206826 .0220345 .0195064 .0222504 .0218708 .0221577 .0221648 .020715 .022805 .0254181 .0205305 .0210077
.0255638 .0241159 .0239591 .020899 .0224299 .0234819 .0199202 .0203437 .0197945 .0226174 .0168635 .0175284 .0195055 .0187004
.0141605 .0237677 .0217334 .0235656 .0236001 .0216434 .0199802 .0226854 .0210648 .020116 .0202731 .0201815 .0218961 .0210752
.0180623 .0221233 .0224526 .0217922 .0220021 .0218463 .0182782 .0199062 .0115866 .0215731 .0167965 .0212125 .0234422 .0193161
.0221672 .020556 .0191919 .0215324 .0200076 .0221716 .0193662 .0231958 .0201168 .0173436 .0200326 .0206201 .0235406
Azerbaijan .0238925 .0091411 .009382 .011173 .0198699 .0277572 .0560317 .0459114 .0074743 .0212149 .0242116 .0303315 .0295991
.0269261 .0421999 .0198279 .0136895 .012143 .0220267 .0231873 .0112125 .0062772 .0168176 .015893 .0144121 .0320997 .007634
.0116825 .0051283 .0123996 .0131992 .0857355 .0388958 .0348112 .0174854 .0283944 .0299011 .0141961 .0389903 .0121211 .0218145
.026625 .0411672 .0375375 .013687 .0154328 .016225 .0085714 .0366886 .0051456 .0069898 .0377321 .0186391 .0149507 .0171685
.0083843 .0153614 .0119016 .0494417 .0084814 .012582 .0185103 .012186 .0152855 .0338943 .0128601 .0305958 .0270509 .0087981
.0113488 .0238766 .0068633 .0262812 .0171101 .0094464 -.0002126 .0068181 .008206 .0033612 .0128483 .0262335 .021652 .0191733
.0143474 .0400921 .0223256 .0141227 .0098625 .0281096 .0266324 .0225329 .0103485 .0336999 .023998 .022367 .033915 .0334047
.0201785 .0385935 .0355059 .0337031 .0697935 .131567 .032078 .0417142 .0219345 .0224456 .0178806 .0227534 .0162083 .0216798
.0310994 .0195955 .0363087 .0379605 .0210044 .0186159 .0201714 .0199746 .0234429 .0161327 .0102222 .0101329 .0118421 .0082333
.1034639 .0243978 .0025617 .0146222 .0164576 .0174297 .0253136 .0196902 .0198502 .0235368 .0123157 .0209904 .0182973 .0203768
.0201822 .0342275 .0320018 .0164463 .0148466 .0382697 .0285932 .0245761 .0140335 -.0023089 .0113733 .0412925 .1156231 .0197564
.0355325 .0215047 .0259833 .0122654 .0135793 .0111776 .0220714 .0174379 .0211576 .0151013 .0229582 .0164163 .010603 .0200569

.0245297
Azores .0111059 .0357695 .0170563 .0313197 .0168342 .0157314 .0104276 .0365944 .011443 .0220412 .0363919 .0315458 .0269975
.0151556 .0163086 .0201807 .0290071 .0119067 .0337369 .0289076 .0201807 .0146649 .0269459 .0255685 .025115 .0302673 .0593097
.0253207 .005498 .0226495 .0129637 .0196916 .0225446 .028349 .0175939 .0102572 .0234526 .0126492 .0327279 .0203712 .016449
.0261081 .0146346 .0229773 .0183443 .0248314 .0199904 .0159214 .0266895 .0215306 .0484478 .0272342 .0106013 .0017682 .0275197
.0193194 .0126077 .0190683 .0371118 .0205082 .0462106 .0239941 .0254239 .0142287 .0299716 .0120609 .0160373 .0238719 .032086
.0204854 .0268655 .0155856 .0268652 .0263048 .0289408 .0265431 .023721 .014526 .0714508 .0183383 .0219281 .0220155 .012383
.0136318 .0203656 .0234653 .0369422 .0121031 .0169293 .0237739 .0138315 .0159736 .0131177 .0123419 .022219 .0272281 .026339
.0219197 .0247433 .0149315 .030235 .0277524 .0249229 .0055636 .0288172 .0221754 .0156264 .0211777 .018273 .0185607 .0128928 .03253
.0296886 .0320634 .0217721 .0230181 .0218251 .0170392 .0154511 .0217862 .0247732 .0365077 .0202198 .0183297 .0287666 .0161104
.0255847 .0109107 .012613 .025449 .0184712 .0235122 .01932 .0205192 .0228448 .0197264 .0164388 .0225695 .0148653 .0221959 .0153969
.0295629 .0096032 .0121903 .0195952 .0474011 .0303555 .0054086 .0095406 .029286 .0358212 .0115424 .0255808 .0235309 .0314687
.0134328 .0181732 .015645 .020317 .0294191 .0129242 .0168007 .0184761 .0217227 .0168399 .0162862 .0211346 .0182315
Bangladesh .0222818 .0203881 .0179075 .0287869 .0181644 .0178934 .0205449 .0167763 .0138645 .0297822 .0206283 .0236898 .0218574
.0231485 .0245621 .012472 .0228982 .0310425 .0232924 .0200177 .0187373 .0291242 .0212614 .0309889 .0190334 .0172032 .023963
.0240397 .0179258 .0178792 .0248405 .0182005 .0242223 .025603 .0165375 .0188617 .0133636 .0275482 .0260478 .0221324 .0260736
.0154171 .0248307 .0283367 .0190207 .0179609 .0207806 .015686 .027566 .0204164 .0168263 .0127335 .0206362 .0182488 .0205154
.0250665 .0217723 .0281688 .0210919 .0304232 .0203123 .0186127 .0202892 .0227232 .0206691 .0264355 .0195667 .0199857 .0261268
.0164981 .0209218 .0203711 .0201161 .0256927 .0137449 .0166237 .0195688 .0144754 .0148919 .0264072 .0188791 .0127784 .0260221
.0286896 .0300459 .028159 .019936 .0155936 .0195956 .0242658 .0163971 .0285714 .0197921 .029328 .0195495 .0293371 .0273135
.0152219 .0147896 .0118673 .0141982 .0142553 .0217084 .0363139 .0150369 .0170423 .0170931 .017597 .0213323 .0199749 .0372683
.0278755 .0208886 .0272397 .0148195 .0231744 .0170908 .0215817 .0252256 .0188297 .0174887 .0197292 .0139914 .0188094 .0170338
.0421126 .018152 .0120072 .0215465 .0220047 .0232776 .0191379 .0208891 .020865 .0154236 .0152341 .0231103 .0221497 .0211624
.0253581 .0376497 .024426 .0161335 .0308841 .0273866 .0277684 .0169097 .0198147 .0168648 .0297292 .0273954 .0220424 .0208505
.0192489 .0210429 .0195594 .021517 .0240745 .0339075 .0166634 .0242113 .017812 .0245097 .0167474 .0236452 .0179557 .0156494
.0280668
Belarus .0253669 .0122704 .0384099 .0242817 .0312704 .0257998 .0347118 .0157679 .021205 .0352839 .0293684 .0271262 .0187496
.0256247 .0469275 .0225687 .02459 .0240321 .018662 .0201136 .013086 .026687 .0316769 .0186989 .0240001 .0152659 .0108126 .002842
.0271159 .0257093 .0251382 .0253356 .0229002 .0203405 .0166595 .033315 .0340962 .0115947 .0157807 .0247688 .0250924 .0161278
.0178726 .0234198 .0329963 .0289111 .0196799 .0201022 .0264913 .0135976 .0195909 .029123 .0243059 .0083671 .0233036 .037709
.0165791 .020429 .0167453 .0337702 .023964 .018998 .0125248 .019048 .0294374 .0253536 .0326037 .0290593 .0336555 .017629 .0174759
.0153535 .0294153 .0194543 .009068 .0111408 .0007931 .013701 .0236995 .0238412 .0152956 .0142896 .013349 .0153127 .0221771
.0237991 .0308863 .0225295 .0197658 .0349012 .0227307 .0220917 .0179475 .037295 .0235127 .0203085 .0146703 .0175553 .0207867
.0273533 .0177443 .0310698 .025627 .0123492 .023757 .0308974 .0239748 .020657 .022026 .0295395 .0099279 .0130754 .0187122 .0299296
.023755 .0138907 .0159679 .0217123 .0192817 .0195828 .0194308 .0276284 .0296646 .0080651 .0203846 .0611762 .0178143 .0514776
.0163147 .0260238 .0201641 .0240239 .0213573 .0139752 .0202012 .0123185 .0139375 .0202038 .0160907 .0171444 .0155859 .0241994
.0163653 .019541 .0164192 .0143791 .0059827 .0241104 .0479364 .0064318 .0129877 .0180135 .016739 .0227457 .0169746 .0310371
.0221348 .0205907 .0367328 .0170681 .0235532 .0218601 .0292329 .0137906 .0165401 .0135134 .0152824 .0110859
Belgium .0226843 .0234381 .0167446 .0197381 .0246879 .0241779 .0174717 .0191947 .0226274 .0236444 .0218705 .0217541 .020639
.0210322 .0232534 .0234698 .0229293 .0218247 .0205265 .0206542 .0210873 .021417 .021942 .0196112 .0211715 .0207937 .0221821
.0205486 .0185485 .0208924 .025777 .019502 .0221339 .0218174 .0209004 .0232767 .0220713 .0224335 .0244891 .022742 .0214799
.0226184 .0229125 .0212892 .0216254 .0236208 .0232196 .0217334 .0214517 .0196705 .02349 .0186519 .0144741 .0216767 .016475
.0194587 .0231934 .0218692 .022933 .0208851 .0228693 .0247385 .0231486 .0203679 .0222628 .0210478 .0211782 .0235268 .0213579
.0233969 .0228329 .021404 .0230182 .0240758 .0221931 .0194637 .0143177 .017089 .020771 .0210792 .0195919 .0231533 .0228777
.0215264 .0202935 .0222928 .0225305 .0225365 .0204141 .021033 .020686 .0232182 .022346 .0222433 .0205487 .0212723 .024617 .0213708
.0237549 .0251589 .0268431 .0269248 .0218045 .0194399 .0215077 .0203776 .0223565 .0221743 .0218521 .0203272 .0223727 .023072
.0203295 .0194684 .0210581 .0227421 .0252828 .0232377 .0220061 .0229275 .0228672 .0253357 .0206337 .0202621 .0252258 .0247672
.0223183 .0208421 .0193717 .0219619 .021407 .0221155 .0218171 .020292 .0215273 .0210766 .0212089 .0212392 .0220878 .0215016
.0229063 .0228467 .0211746 .0205052 .0229444 .0189962 .0223835 .0225795 .0239077 .0209803 .0198492 .0179006 .0192651 .0205208
.0213812 .0205171 .0202468 .0213815 .0209347 .0202456 .0212111 .020624 .0221038 .02117 .0209726 .0208235 .0236869 .0197759
Bolivia .0197441 .0215781 .0147192 .021679 .0266933 .0110496 .032941 .0138216 .018744 .0206967 .0212415 .0222344 .0196904 .0218231
.0174283 .0164653 .0253174 .0204386 .0219661 .0216442 .0237652 .0258522 .0251563 .0260543 .0158387 .0252992 .0213147 .0356945
.0258623 .0108307 .0182377 .0230569 .0257567 .0236348 .0213292 .0184856 .0231839 .0288953 .0200167 .0253467 .015234 .0263595
.0264657 .0368115 .0205356 .0184583 .0261904 .0198929 .0251688 .0249164 .0184992 .0217038 .0489163 .0190303 .010589 .0230803
.0207655 .0209524 .0212829 .0220409 .0217313 .0197462 .0182639 .0238692 .0211438 .0174185 .018554 .0222322 .0208285 .0231658
.0238297 .0185834 .0244304 .0233557 .0269483 .0253217 .0141191 .0176881 .0266779 .0184458 .0294999 .0216204 .0228872 .0232748
.0263542 .0188491 .0183658 .0212601 .0231214 .0253629 .0164251 .0187588 .0157217 .0274581 .0219147 .0210408 .0172512 .0218955
.0272306 .0187373 .0183451 .0138644 .0173291 .0195003 .0147061 .0201804 .0305947 .0264362 .0209955 .0209304 .0185102 .0188364
.0269832 .0144589 .0172057 .0305633 .0197084 .0222059 .0240409 .0251367 .0151736 .019914 .0187627 .0439379 .0116767 .0272152
.0208138 .017404 .0215785 .0161576 .0244258 .021043 .0224293 .0239291 .0219184 .0217178 .0212269 .0182073 .0200711 .0243033
.0174695 .0240346 .0217031 .0232614 .0153322 .0271746 .0199164 .0254542 .0190372 .0278221 .01624 .0189039 .0262866 .0223272
.0173024 .0152905 .0220321 .0281032 .0138212 .0281809 .0199484 .0225689 .0175073 .0189082 .0241551 .0289725 .0268329 .0207964
Bosnia and Herzegovina .0271462 .0294338 .0444862 .0188281 .0108719 .0207375 .0669365 .0113589 .0029411 .0151289 .0103524 .0112648
.011655 .0179421 .0287375 .0071831 .0244182 .0187209 .0213823 .0215764 .0254536 .0146635 .0250812 .0314692 .063374 .01078 .0354847
.0062602 .0261439 .0175517 .0043871 .0204886 .0394455 .0159965 .017945 .0426268 .0220846 .0187895 .0273309 .0228084 .0116517

.0181132 .0292171 .046144 .0217248 .0223133 .0410644 .0171153 .0191849 .0325996 .0049057 .0168966 .0296789 .0012406 .0307717
.0112367 .0321862 .0284884 .0225871 .0101423 .0291481 .0153774 .0225689 .0162838 .0241868 .0227609 .0314759 .0282936 .0200131
.0137712 .0326528 .0221346 .0194049 .0189073 .0048431 .0286157 .0189209 .0473665 .0136856 .0244808 .0245717 .0298683 .0168368
.0169103 .0299591 .0225301 .0259453 .0153825 .0205689 .0156003 .0202296 .0180814 .0236061 .0190954 .0223684 .0171472 .0262532
.0153793 .0094773 .0311241 .0195324 .0300855 .0412736 .0210229 .0121576 .0146815 .0205426 .0121864 .0079809 .0225181 .0204486
.0327515 .0183655 .0197686 .0213064 .0223162 .0226984 .0270269 .0168191 .0220528 .025959 .0150735 .0268924 .0022019 .0094857
.0108596 .0170856 .0089279 .0119402 .0138747 .0207028 .0191796 .0238845 .0210743 .0274998 .0226405 .0126224 .0110893 .0214151
.0130601 .0229517 .0227708 .0311495 .0211242 .0159605 .0172843 .0106068 .015771 .0301306 .0589491 .0805124 .0122173 .0171345
.0268869 .0147396 .023413 .0322381 .0196565 .0393191 .0145666 .0196973 .022033 .015917 .0223985 .0247457 .0219216 .0205063
.0179652
Brazil .0236345 .0227753 .0193682 .0238922 .0167013 .020807 .0244375 .0198608 .0158347 .0231029 .0212242 .0205015 .0226223 .0192166
.0211124 .0251648 .0235222 .0252756 .0245082 .0230721 .0192067 .0245435 .0205933 .0208138 .0232881 .0283246 .0242024 .0191302
.0172043 .0228081 .0214882 .0225653 .0232199 .0236476 .0243577 .019464 .024007 .0211054 .0213708 .0205503 .0246365 .0206662
.0214147 .0208048 .02352 .0217251 .0224212 .0225559 .0208259 .0264257 .0244366 .0204591 .0249104 .018938 .0248463 .0226875
.0231761 .0205394 .0222023 .0214578 .0209137 .0223446 .019763 .0222524 .0240784 .0241274 .0246274 .0249201 .0235586 .0260875
.0254529 .0261618 .0174759 .0180227 .0200431 .0232599 .015873 .0145711 .0220351 .0237418 .0229143 .0205356 .0210052 .0237247
.0199796 .0229464 .0212511 .0238468 .0207049 .0232504 .0186455 .0204228 .0212924 .0239338 .0210341 .0213199 .0212222 .0283814
.021353 .0161612 .0187406 .0214085 .0181017 .020053 .0201207 .0205442 .025856 .0234657 .0198786 .0237955 .0209868 .0200955
.0189555 .0230151 .0256587 .022101 .0224927 .0185726 .0210008 .020794 .0246766 .0236324 .0261244 .0180808 .0211742 .0216153
.0218852 .0184386 .0181905 .0231342 .0209011 .0168036 .0200102 .0203545 .0207269 .0201074 .0217957 .020318 .016559 .0211764
.0213104 .0243434 .0193497 .0199431 .0182808 .0180841 .0208122 .0217037 .0247231 .0190109 .0191453 .0199475 .0223469 .0216182
.0219576 .0198274 .0205531 .0228695 .0222356 .0175588 .0236483 .0222046 .0235166 .0209784 .0231625 .0211896 .0221361 .02222
Bulgaria .021164 .0215514 .0175557 .0240492 .018914 .0134694 .0265337 .0305356 .0201346 .0166867 .0136126 .0216137 .019505 .0253479
.0204335 .0257469 .0241219 .0287869 .0192415 .0219252 .0143781 .0231934 .022652 .0279623 .018365 .0315289 .0234489 .0258509
.0242322 .0259564 .0221178 .0175728 .01561 .0279432 .0267313 .0188957 .021585 .0197025 .0224869 .0190743 .0225504 .0199511
.0319077 .0199968 .0203344 .0287949 .0265019 .0180646 .0244337 .0186897 .0189697 .0122112 .0238 .0110564 .0100482 .0143218
.0220346 .0136595 .0222433 .0265041 .0220374 .0172923 .0262243 .0200408 .0308986 .0251921 .018388 .0216822 .0214616 .0234187
.0201397 .0192103 .0186928 .0151152 .0250229 .015706 .0311512 .010382 .0212784 .0170642 .0162914 .0186284 .0196708 .0153687
.0166155 .0247753 .0204187 .0181953 .0213491 .0215345 .0242267 .0220776 .0178344 .0269441 .0235433 .0213389 .0218603 .0228948
.0275766 .0122314 .019537 .0187943 .0281755 .0204443 .0174973 .0215966 .0227629 .0253115 .0238547 .0232846 .0161477 .0213721
.020603 .0232348 .024404 .0175022 .0271926 .0340687 .0277424 .0199752 .0243066 .0199515 .0191169 .0188331 .0165031 .0151751
.0347915 .026792 .0159292 .0190745 .0149281 .0188452 .0173218 .0190954 .0242205 .019144 .0156029 .0233122 .0272807 .0194747
.0208419 .019685 .0251618 .027601 .0253871 .0264588 .0140046 .0241696 .0324197 .0300744 .0197764 .0173002 .0221172 .0165617
.017912 .0225477 .0163803 .0210336 .0265147 .0178145 .0201739 .0182762 .022725 .0227242 .022782 .0307433 .0300336 .0230592
Burma .0319036 .01845 .008724 .0116478 -.0000552 -.0030854 .0229557 .0146188 .0023046 .0150975 .00685 .0233713 .0114143 .0100852
.0157655 .0235145 .0143723 .0189459 .0183361 .0226648 .0100234 .0127974 .0115348 .0831035 .0255247 .0380627 .0208682 .045611
.0089899 .0235624 .0054718 .015949 .0162872 .0307473 .0121063 .0610915 .0231607 .0405678 .0196932 .0226728 .0075267 .0220196
.0188208 .0126028 .055602 .0370854 .0511514 .0370515 .024028 .0053955 .0172256 .0201275 .0331958 .0205047 .0296372 .0213393
.0200178 .0176752 .0129281 .017663 .0364083 .0375132 .0111997 .0114324 .0176647 .0554868 .0289914 .0324305 .0183399 .0284658
.0244697 .0555228 .0108194 .0042497 .0125348 .026315 .0136715 .0348728 .0504379 .0535182 .0309375 .0402095 .0129008 .0187753
.0125939 .0167059 .0152151 .0151581 .0198044 .0265428 .0124717 .0175848 .0318169 .0210591 .0359476 .0295848 .007978 .0326212
.005477 .0208408 .011491 .0132509 .0100472 .0198118 .0046973 .036303 .0139473 .0171344 .029327 .026622 .0195615 .0400964 .0177775
.012738 .0184217 .0230354 .0209219 .037462 .0259103 .0430025 .0120026 .0335472 .0100177 .019114 .0041342 .0306081 .0130688
.0065476 .0173033 .0187988 .0240698 .0246881 .015364 .0126113 .0235408 .0173084 .036244 .0061799 .0095487 .0076005 .0075912
.0303062 .0284115 .0148958 .035097 .0230432 .0121851 .0154494 .007677 .009645 .0049429 .0269802 .0217733 .0309476 .0051177
.0072731 .0336222 .0162909 .0119577 .014716 .0105348 .0102518 .0250269 .0081912 .0237483 .0082771 .0321946 .0224025
Canada .0248427 .0233278 .026694 .0257374 .0234379 .0224102 .0189085 .0206911 .0209628 .020302 .0195334 .0200126 .0195622 .0214622
.0206936 .0229063 .0224859 .0218676 .0227334 .0221004 .022516 .0240062 .0235575 .0242231 .0235209 .0223646 .0231532 .0229931
.0215176 .0238306 .0204424 .0226166 .0217561 .0218167 .0212621 .0209321 .020674 .0215354 .0211793 .0212393 .0224959 .0225935
.0224852 .0222637 .0228504 .0240033 .0226507 .0215549 .0219089 .0227769 .021664 .020471 .0234548 .0180641 .0211859 .0223664
.0227647 .0212733 .0209395 .022486 .022439 .0222208 .0220098 .0225395 .0219156 .0223775 .0226224 .020899 .0227603 .0231453
.0218719 .0223231 .0222753 .0240592 .0211521 .0231124 .0206985 .0217654 .0200964 .0210022 .0210788 .0215157 .0209825 .0213128
.0212963 .0210574 .0210166 .021193 .022352 .0214452 .0223477 .0219309 .0227255 .0230664 .0237385 .0236287 .0212197 .020832
.0222187 .0224338 .0206599 .0229795 .0203672 .0188424 .0220736 .0207408 .0206339 .0217626 .0198251 .0218509 .0215294 .0215532
.0210173 .0215229 .0204843 .02223 .0220916 .0221163 .023724 .0237972 .0224449 .0228977 .018846 .0210879 .0212452 .0205884 .0209866
.0203441 .0203649 .0202903 .0201836 .0210917 .0205398 .0199557 .0203321 .0213173 .0210249 .0210342 .0221056 .0222695 .0223388
.021431 .0219254 .0218438 .0234372 .0221575 .0226652 .0202573 .0230562 .020922 .0202997 .0206231 .0181675 .0197413 .0186914
.0197125 .0201681 .0198372 .0206909 .020607 .021034 .0219272 .0208439 .0218336 .0234187 .0220368 .0224239 .0232465
Cape Verde .0182053 .0300218 .0387022 .0082904 .0102216 .0171005 .0211218 .0049836 .0180946 .0179437 .018619 .020549 .0243975
.0212314 .0138027 .0213788 .0150483 .0396142 .0354241 .0069144 .0284817 .017925 .0328505 .019592 .0061225 .0182802 .0081619
.0254157 .020833 .0525467 .0194597 .02189 .0339796 .0200792 .01804 .033616 .0142379 .0362652 .0272984 .0139154 .0224373 .015243
.0219513 .006752 .0066835 .0221458 .0181477 .0190052 .0244569 .030791 .0232617 .0341583 .0352904 .0167153 .0239235 .0241325
.0149685 .0400906 .0115701 .0213379 .0339147 .0236327 .0221106 .0218633 .0120479 .0162699 .0287421 .0201789 .0196104 .011957
.0168471 .0154157 .0226443 .0150637 .0087866 .011682 .0124126 .020977 .0146682 .0145811 .0225034 .0268944 .0191025 .0174727
.0316464 .0184503 .0265073 .0231056 .0243543 .0244057 .0157153 .0258715 .031546 .0337579 .0102883 .0150546 .0135683 .0470224

.0301911 .0146855 .0259006 .0091636 .0212459 .0174612 .0230353 .0392091 .0121273 .0111977 .0216792 .0289673 .0675434 .0256668
.0226993 .0171219 .0369272 .0115182 .0106082 .0254747 .0257338 .0336687 .0149769 .0066915 .0268617 .0473379 .0159074 .0228656
.023616 .0172365 .0213442 .0133616 .0118172 .0159708 .0272722 .0147795 .0206667 .029768 .0178262 .0164179 .0193766 .0180916
.0082866 .0317464 .0393602 .0138687 .0085061 .0214504 .0497071 .0120011 .0244271 .0263516 .0168319 .0269447 .0145103 .024526
.0255465 .0206944 .0214633 .0174439 .0268718 .0112306 .0167245 .0160152 .0258545 .0147243 .0347241 .0121552 .0187954 .0321733
Central America .0245319 .0187084 .0219134 .0207948 .0202344 .0258833 .0197528 .0241513 .0194295 .0150219 .0180815 .0242277
.0219618 .0195561 .0200328 .0196054 .0183634 .024253 .0229276 .0238969 .0267824 .0228918 .0258289 .0192026 .0205129 .0178255
.0169824 .0154497 .0257479 .0263644 .0237591 .022897 .026013 .0204599 .018931 .0227636 .0207544 .022319 .0289969 .0214233 .0230948
.0211926 .0229048 .0255179 .0199747 .021382 .0239561 .0203556 .0239548 .0207474 .0248936 .0202969 .0335172 .021985 .0244899
.0205799 .0222029 .0237983 .0197726 .0194526 .0200091 .0235504 .0227818 .0216079 .0208702 .0240126 .0227805 .0225603 .0219473
.0219068 .0231825 .0211687 .0207091 .0260531 .0236485 .0207866 .019091 .0228779 .0219445 .0199005 .0203078 .0224184 .0187962
.0186914 .0203248 .0229096 .0214318 .0234321 .0206971 .0201897 .0222362 .0204822 .0222207 .0229226 .0227768 .0214881 .0219166
.0214067 .022054 .0121046 .0155513 .0239705 .0211218 .0211845 .0202752 .0215281 .0222165 .0225059 .0198559 .0233182 .0226283
.0201435 .0203595 .0203995 .0227885 .0207103 .0224251 .0236207 .0248377 .0189644 .0227918 .0185755 .0219852 .0165964 .016652
.0264996 .0228034 .0198707 .0222442 .0211062 .0218784 .0191659 .0209547 .0224876 .0242271 .0234677 .0201554 .0195842 .0232975
.0231191 .0219925 .0228184 .0221788 .0233859 .0244383 .02852 .016914 .0170338 .0267971 .014548 .020574 .021952 .0179356 .0188986
.0204511 .0205565 .0230562 .0227228 .0216765 .0216559 .0226278 .0236794 .0239331 .021489 .0199122 .0208689 .0224917 .0195938
Chile .0207264 .0231522 .0238326 .0216934 .0214326 .0214573 .0218889 .0215828 .0206691 .0180784 .0185452 .0213972 .0210499 .0212405
.022438 .0217357 .0231236 .0217004 .0234292 .0221769 .0229756 .0217187 .0227275 .0234156 .0207023 .0231546 .0211476 .0230439
.022401 .0216592 .0218278 .0212865 .0224141 .0236062 .0222025 .0228324 .0193481 .0221162 .022557 .0225025 .0219307 .0211492
.0209982 .0219362 .0220923 .0228207 .0237049 .0210678 .0223831 .021161 .0203637 .0211552 .0221636 .0223553 .0210441 .0205216
.0208734 .0219883 .0209915 .0211428 .0202367 .0233212 .0230187 .0214469 .0224312 .0211464 .0209477 .0211023 .0220455 .022295
.0229909 .0183217 .0216095 .0208399 .023505 .0229247 .0211613 .0212869 .0212001 .0214887 .0220921 .0218739 .0214442 .0206921
.0227319 .0220547 .0222365 .0215868 .0209945 .0244799 .0233503 .0243365 .0213692 .0228516 .0224621 .0241822 .0223453 .0227699
.0209897 .019703 .0205732 .0178632 .0208542 .0203401 .0226868 .0221451 .0222415 .0211719 .0222653 .0204283 .0223425 .0218879
.0205075 .0234481 .0198624 .0221137 .022382 .0203164 .0212749 .0228887 .0202341 .0204422 .0209561 .022789 .020666 .0182096
.0222356 .0203068 .0210572 .0226032 .0217247 .0204369 .0215415 .0236724 .0208487 .0218345 .0228366 .0207608 .0203041 .0222317
.022533 .0238311 .0253179 .0211929 .0219404 .0195234 .0250803 .0207513 .021618 .0208938 .0222582 .0198816 .0204772 .0228846
.0198681 .0195019 .0206354 .0201361 .0221603 .0238864 .0218377 .0227861 .0226704 .0220943 .0233924 .0207198 .0238722 .0238351
China .0192765 .0215148 .02023 .0212945 .0194864 .0216879 .0217516 .0207047 .0214033 .0192601 .021388 .0214713 .0213862 .020829
.0245347 .0221787 .0210392 .0219889 .0234312 .02342 .0238404 .0221876 .0214271 .0202754 .0194061 .019369 .0190503 .0216697
.0230992 .0227369 .0190228 .0203855 .0220652 .0213629 .0224162 .023401 .0232572 .0221628 .0223325 .0223912 .0247145 .0234039
.0229283 .0228692 .0205955 .0232153 .0225633 .0214069 .0209727 .0211671 .0199639 .0241222 .0231789 .02275 .0207252 .018865
.0217094 .0224304 .0236224 .0224745 .0227861 .0219298 .0224093 .0237816 .0204035 .0240431 .022332 .0233049 .0235235 .0225116
.021683 .0212579 .0209507 .0220449 .0202719 .0232205 .0206771 .019857 .0210164 .0208546 .0217529 .0214571 .022649 .0225424 .023078
.0228142 .0219264 .0216777 .0235395 .0221664 .0236084 .0214475 .022618 .0214983 .0227306 .0199894 .0208826 .0218069 .0227556
.0206067 .0247537 .0234448 .0212673 .0220548 .0205274 .0207249 .0213298 .0224847 .0214028 .021259 .0215785 .0218284 .0222511
.0222159 .0214624 .0227686 .0215159 .02243 .0228636 .0207125 .0198877 .0199982 .0220974 .0195603 .0205237 .0200822 .0187821
.0192691 .0204961 .0205037 .022535 .0217637 .0220857 .0196135 .0215595 .0213257 .0223934 .0217613 .0215625 .0208687 .0224726
.020937 .0210334 .0214431 .0220436 .0200824 .0210683 .0198895 .0228508 .0226289 .0201549 .0213609 .0185972 .021413 .0210445
.0205953 .0215035 .0205888 .0224477 .0216074 .0220833 .02052 .020969 .0220243 .0205777 .0220478 .0225497 .0224469
Colombia .0278493 .0191744 .0220783 .0190159 .0218647 .0162735 .0241865 .0145811 .0243094 .0186334 .0218195 .0223186 .0201283
.0218345 .0244432 .0207459 .0220338 .0245893 .0205584 .0188634 .0256983 .0227702 .0263171 .0239632 .0193846 .0246625 .0203053
.0219373 .0231719 .0239984 .0240821 .0304996 .0171784 .0235821 .0212131 .0206069 .0178334 .0243064 .0209045 .0215598 .0186564
.0227696 .0224345 .0214079 .0218138 .0182846 .0183603 .0221068 .0178997 .0200898 .0223548 .0207385 .0245836 .0312227 .0156658
.0158071 .0208634 .0185488 .0221798 .0228735 .0226697 .0265462 .0208801 .0207128 .0218248 .0206703 .018478 .0193709 .0199443
.0221582 .0180196 .0188996 .0182402 .0272168 .0204454 .0248453 .0267794 .0168153 .0250316 .0143215 .0207631 .0232554 .0228575
.023113 .0238983 .0215884 .0204931 .0202567 .0259309 .022473 .0278361 .0231185 .0222823 .0262006 .0203381 .0172764 .0225944
.0249454 .0246862 .0258439 .0339964 .0187733 .0198339 .0163813 .0187131 .0181692 .0200882 .0260813 .0195363 .0228341 .022978
.0221772 .0289094 .0233735 .0182825 .028464 .0175805 .0223607 .0201435 .0216163 .0206468 .0228482 .0215999 .0166831 .0267267
.0147927 .0187486 .0229817 .0209377 .0217221 .0199904 .0190686 .0211033 .0202747 .0202511 .0201562 .019929 .0225391 .0192955
.025228 .0300384 .0221799 .0232914 .026391 .0231331 .0229695 .027138 .0159133 .0141746 .022828 .0210616 .0183648 .0162195 .0188385
.0185714 .0218468 .0289755 .0228367 .0215524 .0195436 .0192 .0204408 .0210418 .0199087 .0215203 .027535 .0239523 .0264276
Croatia .0132796 .0356718 .0226144 .012557 .0184998 .0203733 .0105158 .018535 .0308439 .0226704 .0173382 .0226565 .023094 .0174411
.0256228 .0236574 .0200107 .0180275 .035059 .0194507 .017318 .0191274 .0187018 .0210336 .0242008 .021796 .0144395 .0399876
.0245346 .0126069 .0252445 .0149922 .0222486 .0190545 .0235482 .0192919 .0194725 .0360164 .0221278 .0210432 .0233644 .0234849
.0183141 .0241591 .0165899 .019548 .0204387 .023388 .0166977 .0166788 .026877 .0160039 .0137428 .0118285 .0369599 .0315412
.0151658 .021235 .0265299 .0316137 .0239798 .0143842 .0208303 .0244182 .0255671 .0240146 .0260016 .0325957 .0296428 .0204475
.018809 .0225683 .0247794 .0177118 .0319105 .0164121 .0225505 .0138876 .0256233 .0249188 .0217614 .0242698 .0197907 .0192335
.0250351 .0196758 .0221521 .029965 .0215833 .0131399 .0206948 .0282347 .0214977 .0245694 .0234853 .0188302 .023458 .0174018
.0227635 .0289502 .0393597 .0143193 .0101968 .007894 .0201467 .0159376 .0221768 .0241042 .0251711 .0211853 .0167895 .0246167
.0226249 .0218399 .0177904 .0164646 .0290156 .0180728 .0158539 .0237983 .0153182 .0165486 .0218882 .0180529 .0298148 .052986
.0156086 .0195737 .0206689 .0212272 .0220885 .0182156 .0185554 .0198297 .0234161 .0266684 .0157405 .0267531 .0154307 .0237565
.0257286 .0190872 .0154262 .026045 .020556 .0196602 .0417339 .0188866 .0182915 .0229808 .0160453 .022505 .0206484 .0173614
.0235606 .0244484 .0284268 .0230256 .0175698 .018063 .0231237 .0220647 .0255482 .0156491 .01785 .0215102 .0306683 .0146983

Czech Republic .0260729 .0157387 .0168032 .0216209 .0169027 .0207079 .020935 .0155868 .0139667 .0161555 .0212839 .0230481 .0205419
.020283 .0165198 .0173458 .0205486 .018952 .0211654 .0201001 .0254089 .0208801 .0270152 .0186085 .0249304 .016466 .0240791
.0258776 .0197845 .0206784 .035102 .0203302 .0196978 .0208089 .0208527 .0243539 .0251553 .0179985 .0246825 .0201682 .0211128
.0228687 .0218377 .0187354 .0239807 .0214347 .0218836 .03448 .0215652 .0255105 .0145584 .0216496 .0246475 .014256 .0203426 .027923
.0211493 .024312 .0218024 .0257884 .0254808 .0248016 .0178332 .0206037 .0289455 .025941 .0184994 .0269228 .0208378 .0250068
.0278491 .0190191 .0163637 .0246741 .0192639 .0171344 .017338 .0134424 .0206257 .0194866 .0195939 .0253416 .0214925 .0233711
.0253403 .0231371 .0203512 .0200687 .0207265 .0221399 .0236636 .0212168 .019647 .0265635 .0182304 .0175695 .0230866 .0163786
.0277703 .0194106 .0234571 .0237433 .0269214 .0201488 .0243172 .0230964 .0175215 .0196105 .0224676 .0211841 .0234879 .0202849
.0221766 .022748 .0229104 .0189672 .0222996 .0214213 .0248882 .0200745 .0213777 .0212803 .0266009 .0248551 .0306879 .0152812
.0222823 .0270138 .0199168 .0209507 .02357 .020661 .0232567 .0208228 .0232683 .0240534 .0195466 .0245761 .0199698 .0187963 .021274
.0193705 .0257541 .0217875 .0291338 .014804 .0285577 .0213367 .0212878 .015883 .0169254 .0167582 .014996 .0176585 .019994 .0241666
.0164626 .0283982 .0184996 .023659 .0196518 .0185759 .0226032 .016548 .0192723 .0176674 .0181781 .0287929
Denmark .0216641 .0227937 .0219371 .0255391 .0230764 .0238919 .0276794 .0193059 .0213543 .0208532 .0224339 .0221204 .0226233
.0219533 .0217448 .0214125 .020381 .0202955 .0207759 .0228549 .0232684 .0229757 .0215685 .0216071 .0203857 .0202391 .0204388
.0228736 .0232857 .0221353 .0228316 .0194967 .0206479 .0222556 .0217763 .0225879 .0211499 .0216848 .0234638 .0216544 .0233288
.0213821 .0206249 .0229156 .0213072 .0228822 .0225739 .0225707 .0216918 .0222327 .0218632 .0211464 .0205928 .0200639 .0225463
.0211464 .0205506 .0216248 .0211431 .0234361 .0224896 .0215318 .0227725 .0225151 .0207507 .0224832 .0214534 .0227684 .0229047
.0216877 .0220583 .021501 .0223169 .0204399 .0225917 .0224459 .0248115 .0209309 .0211307 .0182205 .0206905 .0239745 .0215796
.0208856 .0204959 .0227664 .0234613 .0217623 .0226774 .0226481 .0217705 .0205641 .021619 .0225049 .0224806 .0227934 .0204047
.023663 .0220037 .0236759 .0204072 .0212953 .0192469 .0226058 .0229827 .0206298 .0248476 .0201866 .0239403 .0231508 .0214876
.0236938 .0222247 .0209395 .0201986 .021891 .0212002 .02299 .0217203 .0214161 .0216014 .022361 .0255272 .0229649 .0203919 .0281279
.0213998 .0213237 .0221432 .0214711 .0217773 .0203262 .0199154 .0214909 .0212857 .0198766 .0219022 .0185588 .0214695 .0209718
.0199696 .0214609 .0232809 .0234989 .0221904 .0247813 .0231304 .0229758 .0222099 .0209962 .0222476 .0199692 .0194437 .021224
.0201083 .0184593 .0185773 .0198125 .0198344 .0209907 .0196196 .0228578 .0206142 .0211974 .0222999 .0239104 .0230272 .0208816
Egypt .0190508 .022663 .0173402 .0200847 .0246325 .022141 .0294833 .0187154 .0175196 .0226831 .0215728 .0210231 .0219627 .0194422
.0228259 .0182069 .0200406 .018353 .0276477 .0220017 .0196636 .0215072 .0228793 .0263231 .0301839 .0226734 .0203793 .0236847
.0203861 .0216615 .0224268 .0209433 .0236538 .0172189 .0232038 .0186418 .0253566 .0222132 .0179481 .0215794 .0245078 .0214255
.0202103 .019519 .0224639 .020724 .0216305 .023598 .0220891 .0219757 .0203382 .02477 .0297154 .021878 .023852 .0252613 .0230562
.016771 .0218079 .0210882 .0207246 .0257767 .0221014 .0206009 .0195457 .0239491 .0258396 .0280119 .019113 .0260976 .0280981
.0208437 .024112 .0285967 .0226815 .0204955 .0200857 .0218787 .0198468 .0175277 .0210564 .0202061 .0217898 .02436 .0194385
.0216284 .025914 .0227503 .0240246 .0215257 .0199205 .0244457 .0220228 .0253886 .0210411 .0212377 .0209497 .0218825 .0237019
.0277493 .0179735 .028272 .0156762 .0156099 .0216721 .019899 .0175608 .0195347 .0201639 .0206092 .0246694 .0190997 .0209164
.0191462 .020752 .0199197 .0282665 .0200992 .02297 .0236559 .0172412 .0193249 .0245681 .0237565 .0202123 .0187968 .0232747
.0259593 .0229563 .0244442 .0192242 .022373 .0248553 .0203099 .0262052 .0163535 .0233748 .0214848 .0224978 .0182851 .023957
.0198665 .0212435 .021053 .0198715 .0204901 .0196466 .0244902 .0165225 .0315773 .0175735 .0265033 .0188528 .0184301 .0216661
.0216103 .0174189 .0191567 .01647 .0249809 .0206816 .0203526 .0224557 .0210072 .0211998 .0210851 .0220648 .0206797
Estonia .0234137 .017311 .0253443 .0178833 .0166329 .0187317 .0067742 .0164873 .0223257 .0158341 .0189559 .0162415 .0229292
.0181374 .022804 .0206011 .0246864 .0212557 .0193375 .0232625 .0191266 .0163875 .025155 .0205973 .0190451 .0297761 .0124207
.0272292 .0201602 .0256798 .0128544 .0185867 .0357314 .0249839 .0200152 .0252231 .0217803 .0258641 .0241106 .0217018 .0235938
.0250261 .0260275 .023999 .0223108 .0204778 .0353562 .0232976 .0220129 .021141 .0157491 .0107814 .0174731 .0145359 .0264348
.0199472 .0340378 .0226299 .0171605 .0246899 .0202705 .0212921 .0176298 .0162046 .0203336 .0261072 .019952 .0156083 .0226829
.0214614 .0239517 .0160167 .0229513 .0200574 .0144242 .0159823 .0549082 .0122659 .0199026 .0223937 .0116472 .0161877 .0206571
.0232661 .0239103 .0200497 .0158682 .0220178 .0194074 .0239081 .0186199 .0209982 .016968 .0230194 .0158783 .0204574 .0144759
.0251802 .0135976 .0367454 .0181838 .0330576 .0178935 .0146109 .0374658 .0188878 .0235846 .0185495 .0209234 .0262886 .0245746
.0239677 .0205442 .0201474 .0194197 .0215183 .0354483 .0317756 .0199521 .0243869 .0243945 .0210053 .0106717 .0319856 .0109777
.0120857 .0154638 .0270113 .0248929 .0252996 .0213158 .0190098 .0206489 .0230056 .020466 .0190921 .0171613 .0153587 .020419
.0161233 .0211629 .0246745 .0357276 .0189986 .0317042 .0220651 .0310536 .0238905 .0304105 .0299998 .0267595 .0269864 .030035
.019561 .0215464 .0143843 .0209804 .0217484 .0306747 .023665 .0224037 .016767 .0201714 .0189277 .0233244 .0257352 .0176156
.0222168
Fiji .0256828 .0136254 .0162726 .0212573 .0145814 .034675 .0187468 .0469472 .0324462 .0202098 .0223989 .0095892 .0255774 .0305218
.0192505 .0272317 .0194227 .0437441 .0184179 .026521 .016224 .0310513 .0094087 .0200916 .0165738 .0188084 .0072635 .0096175
.0222493 .0128038 .0145857 .0223716 .0180049 .0249992 .0194032 .0219925 .0096635 .0248605 .0265182 .0328592 .0205368 .0262456
.0134028 .0307231 .0209932 .0197672 .0315197 .02992 .0189637 .0222183 .0163787 .0251856 .0283985 .0312913 .0119071 .0158411
.0209422 .015504 .0154629 .01898 .0203548 .0234253 .0196423 .0232412 .0149308 .0179451 .0132593 .0213715 .0180865 .0210277
.0139456 .0162217 .0139508 .0227923 .0259042 .0079214 .016176 .0283275 .0200745 .0181761 .031502 .0178103 .0185708 .0190253
.0215995 .0231607 .013189 .0168906 .020026 .0309829 .0151779 .0199823 .0175212 .0271002 .023192 .0055132 .0291919 .0237994
.0202803 .0100749 .0258056 .0372567 .0242153 .0252034 .0165673 .018451 .016763 .0164945 .0273349 .0214054 .0156942 .014519
.0201755 .0261188 .0158407 .0130771 .0150372 .0309999 .0417598 .024313 .0213976 .0174934 .0308214 .0211725 .0240296 .0116903
.0277539 .0119241 .013986 .0253089 .0297813 .0313849 .0145918 .0133836 .0230304 .0153287 .0292582 .0254953 .0366971 .0286283
.0342078 .041034 .0157273 .0168701 .0261442 .0508455 .0101233 .0159495 .017956 .0256232 .0271269 .0148077 .0279853 .0298544
.0312938 .0206382 .0238723 .0234451 .0232768 .0295863 .0232792 .0226682 .0154677 .0252921 .0113601 .0411203 .0187313 .012583
Finland .0207201 .0237722 .0207699 .0159871 .0298545 .0277097 .0202425 .018677 .0208532 .0192425 .0178431 .0205043 .019097 .0203343
.022081 .0229184 .0255551 .0219609 .0239056 .0231681 .0240549 .0220023 .0210023 .0209665 .0201748 .0229326 .0176776 .0285386
.0235007 .0180645 .0227164 .0217353 .0205976 .0232088 .0233755 .0245119 .024931 .0202377 .024555 .0244908 .0229078 .0223735
.0204745 .0223435 .0206598 .0216452 .0207492 .0216748 .0207125 .0226228 .0223825 .0199774 .0264293 .0208044 .0179606 .0230027

.0202801 .0230487 .0227642 .0209741 .0236311 .0211468 .020788 .0246154 .0207981 .0206945 .0222651 .0240208 .0211335 .0219197
.0214534 .0207023 .0189288 .0240724 .02484 .0187226 .0215623 .0303668 .0198251 .0167203 .0212269 .0239637 .0213723 .0223884
.0208204 .0197334 .0233712 .0226691 .0220305 .022901 .0240046 .0219141 .0217373 .0235017 .0227121 .0203129 .0226367 .0258911
.0205395 .0196838 .0206181 .0203549 .0178741 .0217217 .0186114 .0219652 .0211556 .0234888 .0208711 .0222442 .0220376 .021964
.0215284 .0232039 .0216265 .0235217 .0200347 .0213278 .0217493 .0241028 .022763 .0226331 .0239375 .0211387 .0203436 .0193639
.0202509 .0184005 .0190626 .0210246 .019938 .0215162 .0197687 .020239 .0198791 .0195151 .0191659 .0205854 .0212401 .0228118
.020467 .0217487 .0225487 .0232891 .0230009 .0226035 .0248569 .0239299 .0165625 .0193909 .0200313 .0190738 .0211813 .0185561
.0219037 .0190124 .0191782 .0197099 .0213234 .0250795 .0220229 .0197432 .0221256 .0203877 .0221312 .0241869 .0227433 .0240404
France .0213798 .0219465 .0214473 .0220608 .0237855 .0218658 .0242666 .0213672 .01962 .0193199 .0197843 .021023 .0204314 .0218972
.0202047 .0233006 .0233443 .022002 .0211668 .0214717 .0218484 .0232541 .0216113 .0218292 .0220309 .0205894 .0248506 .0234972
.0242401 .023443 .0177506 .020301 .0216152 .0221653 .0222983 .0200607 .0212072 .022842 .0230205 .0218239 .022304 .0212701 .0219694
.0222251 .0222742 .0209516 .0237014 .0204938 .0210484 .0210573 .0179876 .0232484 .0226255 .0225408 .020386 .0230795 .0211545
.0215824 .0217166 .0222458 .0208868 .021537 .0215691 .0211078 .0221278 .022323 .0210695 .0228582 .0236256 .0238409 .0220098
.0223564 .0215119 .0237337 .023429 .0196772 .0207797 .0196948 .0215895 .0222186 .0232003 .0211477 .0217376 .0236186 .0205736
.0210845 .0218795 .0234776 .0229635 .0229508 .0234226 .0227548 .0214206 .0224329 .022578 .0221211 .0205717 .0199634 .0231283
.0226142 .0212266 .0189446 .0204497 .0234867 .0223629 .0214639 .0197681 .0229322 .0212526 .0220817 .021721 .0213523 .0219307
.0222844 .0227275 .0224679 .0206673 .021791 .0217647 .0229846 .0225742 .0245525 .0238798 .0235195 .0265355 .0244694 .0209583
.0214198 .0203837 .0214182 .0226172 .0211129 .0196663 .0216465 .0226503 .0242279 .020037 .0199397 .0201177 .0205786 .020661
.0234796 .020833 .0234983 .0204212 .0226839 .0213981 .0272218 .0221243 .0221779 .0189867 .0230293 .0196489 .0208435 .0203983
.0211298 .0199419 .0201428 .0211003 .0213719 .0218995 .0204634 .020553 .0206691 .0206692 .0211255 .0224969 .0223832
Georgia .0184343 .0112853 .0212425 .0174087 .0165963 .0213722 .0019548 .0288826 -.002491 .048161 .0106198 .0073051 .015528 .0167769
.0120821 .0272819 .0095061 .0224892 .0152659 .0091723 .0337997 .0261695 .0247939 .0346993 .0157077 .0124157 .0060509 .0440261
.0089201 .044666 .0243215 .0221425 .0288657 -.000663 .0438188 .0170809 .0111511 .0182195 .0248286 .0169064 .0093641 .0451309
.0346733 .0232744 .024841 .019038 .0113075 .0204889 .0209645 .0147342 .0273875 .0049283 .017649 .0076359 .0041843 .0343448
.0045569 .0307845 .0205322 .0395871 .0131228 .0130756 .0183465 .0225794 .0259697 .0120855 .0259621 .0166648 .0175305 .0259842
.0401209 .0416371 .0382076 .025936 .0189878 .0124713 .0402882 .0335303 .0101054 .002572 .028025 .0757381 .0025743 .0327759 .016463
.0129567 .0261119 .0159546 .0113284 .0130564 .0145559 .0182769 .020762 .0192642 .0251933 .0245049 .0311659 .0123526 .0165282
.0108466 .0275038 .0300101 .0131779 .048526 .0163761 .0150782 .016988 .0117873 .0216025 .0151581 .0231661 .0085734 .0108393
.0178852 .0276096 .0236439 .0273298 .0406914 .0277443 .0130675 .011837 .0148203 .0240928 .0217336 .0011503 .0335746 .0090488
.0372955 .0121084 .005464 .0187025 .0164632 .0270477 .007059 .030504 .0189522 .0298796 .0188175 .0132977 .0213259 .0374325
.0283748 .0260882 .0226732 .0223471 .0242929 .036941 .0170884 .016038 .175091 .0052901 .0188771 .007598 .006972 .0165613 .019332
.0180572 .0255822 .0285984 .0139824 .0225043 .0276957 .013506 .0358113 .0160483 .0185871 .0121479 .0620553
Germany .0220137 .0231756 .0230862 .0256385 .0221825 .025985 .0262615 .0196974 .0193407 .0206704 .0201748 .0206043 .0219094
.020657 .0207681 .022137 .0222261 .0224319 .0212419 .0219158 .0218847 .0228837 .0231431 .0220313 .020851 .02014 .0228409 .0218984
.0243462 .024124 .0225325 .0215895 .0228629 .0220641 .0229488 .0233143 .0224095 .0232248 .0214351 .0230183 .0238174 .0224315
.0223383 .0224756 .0228394 .0230429 .0226923 .0216312 .0219551 .0210614 .0239909 .0206364 .0245874 .0210277 .0215081 .0195094
.0216443 .0227486 .0218438 .021922 .0207975 .0228577 .0217392 .02259 .0221304 .0217357 .0223747 .0225739 .022099 .0225722 .0221166
.0228046 .0216207 .0208066 .0239371 .0235397 .0213991 .0211012 .0179899 .0199272 .0207336 .0208898 .020907 .0211087 .0214451
.0221528 .0221176 .0225259 .0221702 .022668 .0229131 .021926 .022348 .0227193 .0215225 .0218036 .022256 .0213336 .0221836 .0197718
.018742 .0235552 .0215362 .0197014 .0205494 .0221429 .0219061 .0209275 .0212686 .0212001 .0224943 .0223661 .0226591 .0225083
.0212841 .0215973 .022401 .0221857 .0224089 .0217665 .0216509 .0214072 .0205366 .0233866 .0215872 .0230048 .0196151 .0197402
.0202274 .0203344 .0208345 .0222991 .0213923 .0210215 .0216345 .0209797 .0213364 .0204715 .0208507 .0214124 .0211552 .0216624
.0217292 .0227494 .0215754 .0221642 .0224152 .0220817 .0231954 .0205904 .0237603 .019218 .0193891 .018979 .0206578 .0194812
.0200008 .0202665 .0202874 .0210927 .023068 .0208264 .0210817 .0206768 .021998 .0220487 .0207319 .0210318
Greece .0246906 .0247721 .0241696 .0263929 .0232242 .0145677 .0148666 .0205193 .0142543 .0206389 .0193942 .0227255 .0239289
.0211821 .0253295 .0232334 .0223251 .0215165 .0232575 .0231941 .0214604 .0235486 .0192154 .0231643 .0190208 .0188197 .0194614
.0260295 .0177449 .0207924 .0160484 .0165576 .0185205 .0194542 .0230276 .0180849 .0238344 .0245486 .0230307 .0229441 .0200852
.0243986 .0212718 .0237832 .0235468 .0236765 .0221952 .0212709 .0221402 .024183 .0223949 .0203518 .0205411 .0154288 .0287775
.0214076 .0200155 .0183532 .0220715 .0226202 .0224777 .0193772 .0232563 .0205055 .0225771 .0214426 .0186904 .0256023 .0245714
.0222326 .0209588 .0239646 .0187412 .0196091 .0235544 .0179664 .0140844 .0209344 .017895 .023597 .0197679 .0216431 .02429 .0256772
.0227232 .0232129 .0240848 .0236672 .0229202 .021781 .0217062 .0229961 .0223087 .0223574 .0216162 .0247513 .0226195 .0214759
.0187698 .0181213 .0231991 .0244147 .0235412 .018794 .0196534 .0204151 .0195448 .0215323 .0191442 .0219831 .0218544 .0217883
.0204996 .0206324 .021715 .0230263 .024119 .0212092 .0228581 .021514 .022419 .0285575 .0170109 .0245754 .0167488 .0230012 .0130025
.018925 .0203412 .0222813 .0189748 .0225849 .0199384 .0216654 .0209174 .0201833 .0203499 .0249074 .0203069 .0224309 .0220652
.0205126 .0207919 .0207137 .0209787 .0235929 .0193861 .0233526 .0261766 .0192049 .0274263 .0212886 .0231542 .0176073 .0179722
.0233576 .0194806 .0218554 .0197906 .0176629 .0204096 .0201326 .022996 .023945 .0210458 .0210546 .0236044 .0211646
Hungary .025023 .0204082 .0209966 .0243308 .0231848 .0214956 .022442 .0194593 .0218675 .0155057 .0245816 .0246356 .0178615
.0167787 .0218445 .0205571 .0227406 .0194084 .0172849 .0177251 .0188325 .0249884 .0206906 .0310137 .0256717 .0272901 .0233454
.025204 .0144653 .0214694 .015484 .0311763 .0262231 .023271 .0218527 .0187841 .0208601 .0196555 .0212013 .0245923 .0274717
.0207386 .0193437 .0215486 .0211636 .0310228 .0284017 .0232726 .0248292 .02236 .0202141 .0249526 .0182702 .0258368 .0163524
.0248698 .0138681 .029199 .0220577 .021138 .0183879 .0216037 .0222486 .0204225 .0179999 .0267849 .0210533 .0152956 .0194334
.0203199 .0201349 .0175222 .0262266 .0216543 .0163957 .0215985 .0278899 .0124455 .0190696 .0208527 .0157132 .0254176 .0251403
.020878 .0221605 .0189975 .0198157 .0299899 .0205947 .0264533 .020243 .0211813 .0201079 .0221787 .0189309 .020668 .022012 .0290174
.0293616 .0317485 .0325989 .0305567 .023264 .0230179 .0247651 .0250741 .0202836 .0230515 .0222092 .02056 .0228899 .0274539
.0213882 .0211555 .0131852 .0225569 .0201853 .0203076 .0240693 .0205215 .0213123 .0255665 .0195991 .0217837 .0176114 .0153651

.020655 .0235068 .01934 .0188958 .0180359 .0196184 .0218491 .0215596 .0198242 .0207675 .0210821 .0217704 .0213831 .0244774
.0239856 .0191539 .0187306 .0278109 .0250406 .0209469 .0258127 .021698 .0242275 .0221635 .0261474 .0198335 .0204091 .0242607
.0191675 .0173742 .0208705 .0164563 .014411 .0231719 .0245268 .019148 .0195845 .0238063 .0239058 .0242034 .0234399 .0230168
India .0219983 .0202331 .0210686 .0220993 .0231137 .0204922 .020969 .021328 .020127 .0208128 .0209732 .0221322 .0221971 .0218678
.0215835 .0224996 .0227826 .0227422 .0232151 .0225576 .0229556 .0223123 .0217194 .0228885 .0220112 .0228012 .0209012 .0232224
.0215726 .0190904 .018857 .0209774 .0207869 .0216588 .0212596 .0222508 .0228482 .0225027 .0217567 .021894 .0214102 .022254
.0226835 .023282 .0227045 .0217786 .0218325 .0217059 .0214796 .0204062 .0203135 .0217282 .0209562 .0236772 .0203871 .0207653
.0200584 .0221635 .0230387 .0227433 .021901 .0224229 .022113 .0211427 .0217173 .0212464 .0223412 .0224896 .021729 .0227507
.0212509 .0215813 .0215787 .0216305 .0210812 .0216513 .0217824 .0187651 .0202412 .0201697 .0206167 .0208469 .0212507 .0218451
.0220338 .0229818 .0221959 .0223534 .021846 .0225998 .0224175 .0217516 .0221429 .0218576 .0217954 .0219787 .0215209 .0212191
.0232256 .0229608 .0209491 .0215619 .0220606 .0205651 .0208953 .0209296 .0206373 .0217746 .0221607 .0217897 .0212909 .0220619
.0204309 .022026 .0218981 .0222079 .0230142 .0224949 .0232041 .0229127 .0221068 .0211932 .02224 .0210092 .0210606 .0202794
.0202626 .0200038 .0203796 .0216712 .0220338 .0218581 .0211136 .0220725 .0218199 .0215729 .0215183 .0212987 .0213866 .0214369
.0211312 .0212158 .0214888 .0207958 .0221867 .0217649 .0218398 .0226207 .0194934 .0196051 .0191487 .0199057 .0203452 .021351
.0210559 .0214492 .0224 .0209905 .0216556 .0216332 .020836 .022179 .0217913 .0222681 .0226903 .0223507 .0211649 .0211846
Indonesia .0200848 .0230803 .0234302 .0201093 .0264532 .0192693 .0229552 .0221882 .019211 .0232975 .0229538 .021005 .0190292
.0240112 .0199015 .0197651 .0259214 .0249938 .0187725 .0250092 .0211184 .0205276 .0208757 .0208243 .0186429 .0277352 .0216674
.0157072 .0223292 .0246868 .0243772 .0233904 .0197604 .0220986 .0198503 .0201603 .0234763 .0236249 .0246911 .0196767 .0269104
.0249845 .0196916 .0226773 .0205177 .0215483 .017542 .0206436 .0220272 .0224714 .0181833 .024148 .0233493 .0228883 .0206049
.0267364 .020863 .0214597 .0208792 .0201861 .0197245 .0249512 .0271677 .0180533 .0207082 .0195067 .0207354 .0204579 .0228983
.0202322 .0218937 .0212295 .0200919 .0197743 .0215677 .0234324 .0286502 .0201091 .0221508 .0240614 .0264025 .0200847 .0215163
.0199177 .0199103 .020709 .023583 .0240006 .0199546 .0203123 .0230926 .0209342 .0248447 .0210952 .0199542 .021145 .021319 .0247313
.0234068 .0223152 .0248903 .0238342 .0231321 .0237517 .0196658 .0231398 .0214428 .02036 .0242022 .0240287 .0227792 .0233316
.0216905 .0235989 .0220459 .0208113 .0182167 .0216519 .022104 .0186269 .0234622 .0228032 .0203788 .0205237 .0201652 .017832
.0217398 .0227411 .0186964 .0204272 .022813 .0219013 .0206191 .0247286 .0242269 .0187097 .0219278 .0188532 .020866 .0236409
.022648 .0234614 .0239078 .0238547 .0195875 .0249344 .0227362 .0234898 .0195402 .0236631 .0175749 .019644 .0219206 .0247182
.0198414 .0174591 .0258137 .0208831 .0191332 .0214922 .0224985 .0241779 .017823 .0243641 .0224013 .0223935 .0202802 .0176321
Ireland .0230411 .021326 .0222713 .0217384 .023156 .0218031 .0203725 .0201543 .0208576 .0212499 .0216835 .0219067 .0208667 .0218391
.0224792 .0222268 .0217172 .0207096 .0220412 .0214645 .0226403 .0238334 .022718 .0229744 .0214593 .0221119 .0222917 .0214093
.0218341 .0228903 .0183631 .0229351 .0214737 .0225586 .0212526 .0215965 .0208954 .0223648 .0226567 .0218985 .0210807 .0207544
.0213786 .0205187 .0218428 .0222823 .0233696 .0226286 .022314 .0215556 .0218564 .0249677 .0186571 .0213797 .0236399 .0232454
.0219358 .0215303 .0216258 .0218892 .0212972 .0206033 .020877 .0227344 .0219851 .0225159 .0214669 .0212906 .0222198 .0232397
.0220035 .0231131 .0215291 .0208195 .0208254 .024466 .0220045 .0213258 .021831 .0208864 .0206891 .0219102 .0211042 .021192
.0208062 .0218051 .0215477 .0226275 .0209473 .0224753 .0214422 .0224843 .0219529 .0228687 .0264874 .0244282 .0216191 .0216699
.0222001 .0209511 .021782 .0190113 .0234114 .0220588 .0212072 .022582 .0214976 .0220295 .0210922 .0213971 .0224456 .0221001
.021575 .0213821 .0225718 .0209826 .0225541 .0224499 .0218252 .0231749 .0221346 .021867 .0208616 .0232575 .0221372 .0225862
.0212598 .0207132 .0195524 .0194894 .0207749 .0206606 .0199981 .0207091 .0216373 .0205095 .0204425 .0207919 .0203419 .0209881
.0219092 .0224064 .0231623 .0209382 .02179 .0221937 .0230591 .020764 .0283919 .0234324 .0194759 .0209048 .0204205 .0200886
.0205263 .0195605 .0193799 .0216746 .0210334 .0214258 .0217344 .0215302 .0212249 .0212329 .0226318 .0227974 .0232859 .0218452
Israel .0242909 .0234782 .0267703 .0252847 .0153619 .0202268 .0214458 .0200829 .0204956 .0233722 .0225893 .0214502 .0218742
.0235493 .0224157 .0230965 .0214163 .0224944 .0239725 .0204442 .0220144 .0239183 .0226441 .0220218 .0221639 .019026 .021644
.0182698 .024155 .023383 .0165844 .0250924 .0198101 .0198635 .020183 .0223184 .0205087 .0225565 .0230965 .0227328 .0225615
.0202406 .0210656 .0217824 .0212965 .0221809 .0244848 .0236659 .0210166 .0229728 .0230802 .0204476 .0230601 .0202124 .0165755
.0209487 .0219015 .0204764 .0213684 .0229807 .0236867 .0236475 .0232728 .0216596 .0242813 .0208674 .0218669 .0207392 .0211242
.0234513 .0237664 .0219159 .0232967 .0231056 .0214197 .0286979 .0176366 .0222626 .0208542 .0219152 .0214932 .0221172 .0215
.0222887 .0227294 .0212378 .0208878 .0216949 .021952 .0235726 .0212041 .0221405 .0223221 .0215246 .0241285 .0233416 .0228167
.02374 .0206694 .0177816 .0226075 .0228427 .0203316 .0221173 .0198333 .0201358 .0186495 .0203008 .0223972 .023446 .0242428
.0201426 .0216198 .0218569 .0225363 .0206016 .0215326 .0224582 .022737 .0209613 .0201127 .0208447 .0191031 .0206234 .0197951
.0224305 .0254867 .0220552 .0232293 .0224664 .022311 .0202405 .0211425 .0205647 .0185592 .0202923 .0198247 .0216276 .0177701
.0188402 .0189836 .0224257 .0213167 .0213211 .0208546 .0205378 .0207815 .0215455 .0211104 .0191462 .0225108 .0185248 .0216601
.0212368 .0193702 .0190371 .0205434 .0207141 .0200704 .0205799 .0205935 .0237341 .023016 .0246044 .0205844 .0224038 .0224143
.0219651
Italy .0242879 .0188251 .0216084 .0201515 .0191185 .0194057 .0244573 .0224815 .0181837 .0219811 .0215062 .0195757 .0203394 .0208973
.0193235 .0206188 .0242105 .0227488 .0235403 .0228016 .0220429 .0213463 .0232216 .0203915 .022956 .0215303 .0215325 .0252938
.02545 .0220597 .0263245 .0230995 .022028 .022905 .0230185 .0229858 .0212177 .0219111 .022415 .0222315 .0247965 .0248166 .0239334
.0226209 .0217886 .0204087 .0234692 .0215608 .0221216 .022449 .020696 .0230405 .0204923 .0193353 .0242156 .0204473 .0212306
.0230287 .0212586 .023158 .0227644 .0214923 .0212909 .0237843 .0201602 .0232803 .0220568 .0240366 .0216676 .0243697 .0209827
.0196484 .0215033 .0216433 .0180534 .0206227 .0262985 .0211579 .0260028 .0216333 .0204438 .0215602 .022278 .0221576 .0213918
.020811 .0204585 .0234013 .0220777 .022829 .0232241 .0198265 .0228569 .0210749 .0208905 .0210707 .0206854 .0219228 .0170532
.0216771 .0206207 .0231366 .0217946 .0242384 .0230936 .0200824 .0206996 .0228857 .0224252 .0236392 .0211909 .0223061 .0239078
.020711 .0225177 .0226258 .0217527 .0227091 .0226279 .0202214 .0218259 .0224012 .017951 .0200425 .0237451 .017296 .0226166
.0235559 .0202067 .0207644 .0237259 .0197564 .0209767 .0211218 .0194997 .022302 .0224485 .0192348 .0223335 .0216401 .0207293
.0213875 .0228987 .0219092 .0209428 .02007 .0194007 .0276795 .0213343 .0228415 .0243118 .0192599 .0220377 .0218675 .0215977
.0219596 .0208641 .0196865 .0211255 .0218784 .0198222 .0204266 .020654 .0188172 .0206845 .0209556 .0215358 .0206491
Japan .0213709 .0219901 .0199675 .0209761 .0235443 .0209753 .0223791 .021708 .0198973 .0196524 .0193511 .0217515 .0232163 .020174

.0231904 .0218153 .0211602 .0210812 .0189288 .0226577 .0200811 .0227251 .0205783 .0230071 .0216393 .0199982 .0215768 .0209313
.0246473 .0190156 .0218119 .023363 .0199808 .0217416 .0217997 .0222773 .0224646 .0222568 .0229016 .0215688 .0234021 .0217314
.0242715 .0214473 .0234029 .0218066 .0231884 .022194 .0230233 .0201901 .0213564 .0247898 .0212625 .0233966 .0230763 .0213739
.0224225 .0203093 .0214695 .021536 .0208665 .0214129 .0210287 .0223556 .0214909 .0213797 .0218657 .0238166 .0221497 .0231876
.0234027 .0219512 .0206301 .0221718 .0220332 .0228104 .0214269 .0225049 .0212881 .0208327 .0210529 .0227505 .0227369 .0210489
.0212603 .0210637 .0220126 .0221309 .0225048 .0219152 .02109 .0222437 .0214618 .0223816 .0223224 .0211492 .0207493 .0217118
.0219644 .0212973 .020871 .0172482 .0229295 .0195045 .0221051 .0213592 .0227806 .0227701 .0206598 .0222689 .022469 .0220618
.0236191 .0222809 .0218704 .0250579 .0243904 .0229664 .0218303 .0217721 .0212622 .0216758 .0198232 .0186453 .0235003 .0197751
.0228129 .0215032 .0215199 .0207468 .0233768 .0223943 .0207976 .0224838 .022644 .020463 .0231472 .0212848 .0214022 .0212519
.0239357 .0220526 .0213421 .0241037 .023687 .0226234 .0193814 .0177911 .0226735 .0201444 .0187801 .0219364 .022054 .0202987
.019847 .0209891 .0177211 .0205686 .0207969 .0203664 .0227982 .0214266 .0224552 .0205308 .0210391 .0220504 .0214194 .0223229
Kazakhstan .0139313 .0131632 .0115749 .0058659 .0099713 .0207392 .0285289 .0250211 .0095458 .0322513 .0089499 .0114106 .0187018
.0182392 .0273047 .0146716 .0100775 .0198405 .0234967 .0205482 .0157579 .051013 .0263776 .0234489 .0268 .0171623 .0036201 .0229375
.0119797 .0148438 .0304486 .0239681 .0296168 .0298228 .0162679 .039866 .0286739 .0211137 .0505636 .0192205 .0185009 .01926 .022497
.037045 .0096914 .0205413 .0132702 .0218079 .0145431 .0142995 .0213727 .0350995 .0268819 .0102438 .0209039 .0290491 .0215329
.0452532 .0284678 .0305877 .055075 .0122459 .0228081 .0178445 .014527 .0381159 .0221278 .0144689 .0291185 .0211522 .0198621
.0333739 .0143481 .0163639 .0115866 .099829 .0277537 .0017712 .0199411 .0146076 .0265084 .0153672 .027099 .0287728 .0347136
.0318015 .0222548 .0234479 .0071713 .0255301 .0157154 .0134089 .0248015 .0192144 .0125909 .0082861 .0245608 .0148811 .0318125
.0271991 .0179604 .0120407 .0196495 .0175562 .0233211 .014528 .0215649 .0163332 .0293495 .0200925 .008068 .0126444 .010199
.0323861 .018641 .0156769 .0262069 .0306349 .0345169 .0150774 .0354834 .0239622 .0291105 .0161493 .0203698 .0115221 .0309927
.0242087 .0188679 .0123626 .0168853 .0194948 .0233815 .0083253 .0176354 .017745 .007728 .0248746 .0289783 .0187378 .0223378
.0207736 .0246883 .0224475 .0217217 .0219924 .0161744 .0158104 .0232395 .0360203 .0283109 .0188095 .0077217 .0306461 .014326
.0221817 .0139588 .0191038 .0184327 .0149967 .0244562 .0285878 .0187104 .018649 .0195775 .0193197 .0241579 .034865
Kenya .0234105 .0234255 .0163439 .0165597 .02026 .0255283 .0327885 .0182696 .0209132 .0193348 .0192866 .0265947 .0244966 .0273201
.0216409 .0182194 .0229219 .0223619 .0259912 .0195527 .0207157 .0219186 .0224341 .020961 .0299507 .0242811 .0131516 .015924
.0167044 .0179458 .0240105 .01911 .0207344 .0224537 .0215053 .0250734 .0219564 .0216772 .022717 .0215657 .021616 .0232323 .0232058
.0216838 .0185473 .0239517 .0237291 .0211461 .0211323 .0264652 .0195409 .0196242 .0211983 .0266127 .0220059 .0170472 .0212194
.020187 .0260294 .0189961 .0219731 .0216189 .0250944 .0244476 .0230039 .0227831 .0239616 .0175913 .0211986 .021924 .025541
.0185365 .0179247 .0213334 .0186391 .0240925 .0142674 .0180337 .0191906 .0176476 .025041 .0215829 .0197255 .0240563 .023876
.0225818 .0167608 .0247561 .0235212 .021012 .0226704 .0253997 .0235756 .024787 .0209903 .0225298 .0204421 .0258143 .0226684
.0270673 .0208325 .0185366 .0184 .0176381 .0238469 .023001 .0262559 .0192958 .0253739 .022948 .0225263 .0215915 .0193831 .0183231
.0243054 .0222913 .0257814 .0216752 .0206538 .0273337 .0224221 .0234712 .021189 .0242136 .0161632 .0214594 .0268913 .0156013
.0197836 .0204516 .0200793 .0249058 .0216948 .0197689 .0211168 .0200102 .0197763 .0205694 .0203095 .0250048 .0192651 .0214282
.0203751 .0261156 .0215908 .0160895 .0246435 .0232596 .0200133 .0146416 .0142262 .0177856 .0203566 .0210208 .0263704 .0188939
.0196321 .0220365 .0167226 .0197665 .0199258 .020503 .0191093 .0279909 .0209095 .0231151 .0166958 .0179715
Korea .0225743 .0191234 .0187071 .0203176 .0235212 .024891 .0225195 .0262786 .0274964 .022983 .0197667 .0253386 .0219553 .022629
.0209893 .0191259 .0280515 .0170064 .0201279 .023182 .0246568 .0206618 .0244151 .023 .0190519 .016833 .0230556 .0207028 .0187241
.0229754 .0199572 .0222245 .0244839 .0223347 .0243408 .0212618 .0263732 .0235933 .0223542 .0235659 .0258392 .0260559 .0201397
.0247059 .023 .0212501 .0202629 .0217289 .0173344 .0207929 .0226673 .0223172 .0203443 .0202405 .0195935 .0229256 .0193409 .0200336
.0215565 .0220447 .0229739 .0225205 .0223991 .020659 .0219037 .0232807 .0260646 .024259 .0221412 .0212269 .0188708 .0237028
.0223203 .0210459 .0201481 .0219764 .0192765 .026272 .019942 .0194269 .0206127 .0198261 .023714 .0191805 .0234449 .02737 .0201602
.0214555 .0205895 .0247157 .0212805 .0272501 .020104 .0232759 .0225748 .0215907 .0260836 .0239772 .0229703 .0201165 .0183138
.0190618 .0245514 .0234537 .0191678 .0202464 .0221687 .0228744 .02464 .0204603 .0202463 .0190789 .0194119 .020045 .0226282
.0208637 .021277 .0210104 .0194676 .0214153 .0264115 .0219621 .0210606 .0194639 .0156909 .0192098 .0209814 .0231481 .0178256
.0277967 .0236776 .0207567 .0230322 .0207026 .0198326 .022222 .019066 .0230749 .0227797 .0195114 .0241522 .0230996 .0200782 .02425
.0245254 .0208078 .0197985 .0236309 .0201591 .017237 .022295 .0172824 .0164411 .0162399 .0207353 .0188972 .0193126 .018579
.0166832 .0232703 .0218449 .0220368 .023391 .0202466 .0201467 .0221252 .0205729 .0216274
Kuwait .0210536 .021287 .02216 .0226916 .0176671 .0271505 .0200773 .0185959 .0200337 .0181157 .0184818 .0265238 .0223794 .027089
.0199139 .0218696 .0261509 .0220209 .0178275 .0139484 .0234278 .020601 .024936 .0294542 .0240824 .0219595 .0149139 .0149923
.0180929 .0278495 .0280389 .0203738 .0216413 .0210819 .0282268 .0191701 .0237454 .0222684 .0154379 .0266719 .0196382 .0242005
.0201928 .0227809 .0153461 .0258607 .0193099 .0250277 .0181689 .0287727 .0235748 .0208322 .0216062 .02343 .0198609 .0202534
.0272726 .0236299 .0196948 .0247869 .0224114 .0231577 .0229116 .0202748 .0249119 .025426 .0169933 .0266455 .0225761 .0202918
.0207263 .0234776 .0190503 .0245538 .0210375 .0173946 .0200376 .0200907 .0196565 .0202136 .0289991 .0210497 .025283 .0242413
.0197006 .0194904 .0214916 .0156081 .0177258 .0198784 .0221014 .0265771 .0301369 .0159034 .0197124 .0269649 .0256938 .0245031
.0161673 .0223422 .0266269 .0218615 .0202645 .0201553 .0226204 .0229864 .0244764 .0266397 .0269954 .0244752 .0191541 .0215456
.0186223 .0191849 .017865 .0186897 .0276858 .0243255 .0222104 .0288918 .0239193 .0224816 .026683 .0199897 .0156984 .0238014
.0200034 .0167935 .0208234 .0124415 .0186834 .0312359 .0170538 .0182573 .0187415 .0178719 .0204175 .021968 .0229514 .022434
.0246433 .019724 .0229463 .0194243 .0159386 .0280749 .0182273 .0142159 .0274519 .0223326 .0154934 .0191923 .0214718 .0187183
.0203517 .0222458 .0195475 .024309 .0200873 .0233007 .0184576 .0185253 .0229164 .0189696 .0192213 .0265089 .0234886 .018265
Latvia .022474 .0229346 .0125924 .0166107 .019092 .0181688 .0155212 .0285126 .0177739 .0213532 .0305759 .0270765 .0166887 .0164076
.0239366 .0285529 .0172019 .0184511 .019168 .0265885 .0252646 .025398 .0147987 .0226704 .018926 .0233177 .0123615 .0262667
.0132356 .0136539 .0225402 .0163358 .024734 .0198512 .0179099 .0158255 .014459 .0236679 .0154729 .0199031 .0235645 .0202667
.0216186 .0170918 .0181341 .0305879 .0176002 .0137376 .0210246 .0181543 .036781 .0263797 .0124492 .018938 .0091852 .0186673
.0199248 .0256636 .0279801 .0225888 .0221606 .0297432 .0200078 .022682 .0251225 .0213095 .0205466 .0169292 .0265977 .0207509
.0179975 .0168742 .0180214 .0257677 .0312314 .0281797 .0268726 .036763 .0149751 .0149197 .0238594 .0317799 .024148 .0248505

.0252732 .0223737 .0193826 .0301622 .0181537 .0153804 .021297 .0182422 .0201946 .021631 .02058 .0218883 .014899 .0293669 .0154136
.0220828 .0188834 .0080269 .0150894 .0113184 .0157266 .0190617 .0277058 .0301791 .0205408 .0231134 .0264152 .0175729 .0246772
.0160241 .0267286 .024711 .030863 .01643 .0243359 .0237331 .0155056 .0126883 .0290324 .0233244 .0258975 .0239058 .021444 .0180575
.0239118 .0201063 .0183871 .0225366 .0232911 .0289783 .0174112 .012098 .0264169 .0285673 .0167805 .0244266 .02248 .0164062
.0258173 .0212892 .0282696 .0187124 .0343913 .0703272 .0341303 .018251 .0119088 .0281603 .0220933 .0195324 .0194757 .0217418
.0262367 .0184568 .0230869 .0262837 .0172129 .0216138 .0179968 .0202285 .0271038 .0209347 .018061 .0258408
Liberia .0449582 .0241065 .0194641 .0165676 .028699 .0087205 .0146378 .0246648 .0217034 .0235591 .0267465 .0217814 .0272933
.0213037 .0203345 .0461313 .013387 .0324245 .0243376 .029704 .0277109 .0223472 .0128995 .0156953 .0157173 .0136069 .0123818
.0135633 .04203 .0090625 .0131493 .0265827 .0199739 .019806 .031837 .020552 .0144658 .0144271 .0156523 .0317749 .0195718 .0190012
.0227777 .0155716 .0305317 .0264113 .0204504 .0212917 .0162553 .0229054 .0165204 .010422 .0065401 .0203924 .0222165 .0230254
.0236942 .0318727 .0211204 .0210233 .0288089 .0261245 .0210839 .0140962 .0259689 .0196157 .025785 .026814 .0213406 .0238694
.0282628 .0284067 .0278864 .0201573 .0133506 .035857 .0300509 .0074229 .0070273 .0271371 .0175161 .0218923 .019814 .0134743
.0202075 .0185554 .0315633 .014063 .0191174 .018058 .0194401 .0264597 .0163228 .0245313 .0257522 .0153046 .0169393 .0469109
.0168333 .0065929 .0109067 .0175284 .0217671 .0204763 .0225014 .0221001 .0194924 .0171437 .0167432 .0207259 .0174425 .0149525
.0166059 .0270128 .025626 .0249841 .0237258 .0225921 .0184588 .0222613 .0193378 .01506 .0170174 .0265637 .0224522 .0096194
.0311447 .016741 .0230684 .0178249 .0294707 .013444 .0201449 .0192593 .0212733 .0173129 .022631 .0132762 .0296252 .0230799
.0180529 .021574 .0246727 .0232589 .008488 .0167786 .0262307 .0061577 .0244662 .0422213 .0081772 .0204681 .0288536 .0161249
.0152611 .0211121 .0173822 .0241663 .0196359 .015668 .0221066 .0432261 .030139 .0235677 .0199411 .0170709 .0192559 .01997
Lithuania .0324952 .0358671 .0287838 .0308342 .0153662 .0071162 .0164591 .0534819 .0049249 .0102545 .0297027 .0231141 .0372841
.0221875 .0163566 .0175176 .0217648 .0164645 .0258655 .0290208 .0206469 .020216 .0181262 .0138617 .0134732 .0227753 .0334394
.0275947 .0258897 .038227 .0206989 .0248731 .0123649 .016786 .0226293 .0248355 .0167378 .0142345 .0109562 .015983 .0196284
.0190433 .0168649 .020052 .0223197 .0247444 .0200618 .0318595 .0221001 .0262903 .0111292 .0101977 .0178575 .0194637 .023603
.0175228 .0441659 .0283869 .0301747 .0203975 .0211085 .0153814 .0252199 .0237283 .0289737 .0189468 .0300809 .0183743 .0182225
.0186129 .0282985 .0148934 .0187558 .0228896 .0398511 .0097426 .0135133 .024335 .0106298 .0327462 .0199537 .0155148 .0356464
.025531 .0176575 .0202904 .0139785 .0202048 .0189173 .0268001 .0288526 .0269705 .0200812 .0208029 .024884 .0158561 .0273104
.0117715 .0356509 .0109065 .0234755 .021275 .0197774 .0244681 .0282916 .0158735 .0274116 .0263894 .0170612 .0217459 .0203283
.0278686 .0225281 .0207249 .0299 .0182086 .0150872 .0143796 .0242579 .0169324 .0198824 .0307876 .0248381 .0146925 .0195296
.0136706 .0221338 .0236949 .0166918 .0235228 .0270742 .0252244 .0121047 .0137929 .0296161 .0233376 .0163748 .0175633 .0313399
.028087 .0135229 .0206307 .0244239 .0222358 .0192276 .0212881 .0072971 .0111475 -.0009606 .0063682 .0164751 .021653 .0256302
.014403 .0175628 .023332 .0357049 .0173422 .021753 .0165607 .0198299 .0251401 .0228524 .0209855 .0184446 .0243998 .0257003
.0262175
Macedonia .0191695 .0209235 .0241651 .0259236 .0161302 .0171567 .0109958 .0311226 .0210788 .0250365 .0097128 .0103045 .0175809
.0254678 .0281598 .029066 .0173728 .0193844 .0187994 .0196891 .0201653 .0298896 .0404564 .0140308 .0233707 .0299078 .0311796
.0289967 .0283105 .0224268 .0110908 .0134931 .0147402 .0216398 .0263126 .0339357 .0187331 .0171626 .021592 .0108472 .0204618
.0218867 .017699 .0296187 .0244322 .0255362 .0178848 .0227879 .0238482 .0267029 .027652 .0353422 .0119735 .0463048 .0170229
.003835 .0252981 .0285406 .0180771 .0126083 .0253293 .0210774 .0248628 .0286283 .020789 .0142843 .0130159 .0180626 .0185852
.0170482 .0207545 .0180804 .026096 .0195651 .0235193 .0382719 .0097568 .025427 .012687 .0135305 .0259128 .0267465 .0316295
.0329815 .0199594 .0231966 .0133461 .0240245 .022712 .0208285 .0215717 .0224589 .0275045 .013398 .0192508 .0152908 .0235346
.0390923 .0280376 .0236416 .0309713 .0207995 .018997 .0118394 .0173608 .0133179 .0274597 .0180695 .0147697 .0306628 .023722
.018709 .0168234 .0107857 .0157424 .0188586 .0176539 .0211089 .0373919 .0245421 .0151713 .0249831 .0202311 .0260373 .0486185
.034457 .0264281 .0242654 .026095 .021206 .0158389 .0120792 .0277506 .0200967 .0229571 .022041 .0185578 .0153064 .016771 .0203754
.026308 .0232546 .0288631 .0215286 .0157442 .017505 .0237561 .0178561 .012174 .0142211 .0209696 .0205087 .0148258 .0242684
.0553409 .0291457 .0275638 .0141467 .0228971 .0183392 .0279993 .0238768 .0119374 .0203726 .0182262 .0163616 .0164599 .0211181
Malaysia .0202905 .0210308 .0228147 .025398 .0180427 .0224818 .0213218 .0196591 .0210351 .0193223 .0185479 .0215112 .0215259
.019863 .0236264 .021342 .0222804 .0223847 .0233643 .0219279 .0223138 .022738 .02206 .0220802 .0214354 .0219504 .0228632 .0239633
.0221779 .0177515 .0215834 .0231952 .0205108 .0230051 .0222257 .023279 .0215724 .0229422 .0216177 .0239952 .0211129 .0225222
.0216151 .0224739 .0211308 .0224794 .0222222 .0207472 .0239362 .0214813 .0227943 .0251326 .0195458 .0213928 .0201457 .0196816
.0210133 .0214213 .0240711 .0231607 .022958 .0219614 .0221066 .0226569 .0227406 .0224918 .0214415 .0225497 .0219651 .022964
.0236054 .0211459 .0233144 .021464 .021081 .0218532 .021066 .0186039 .0242571 .0210761 .0228879 .0191423 .0228632 .023126 .0215409
.0220047 .0217326 .0230965 .021991 .0221237 .0224641 .021036 .0221791 .0220383 .0224972 .0222302 .0219843 .0208563 .0217525
.0241333 .0196095 .0199329 .0211215 .0205571 .0212064 .0215488 .0212223 .0203848 .0220147 .0215809 .0213275 .0219775 .0217601
.0213715 .023689 .0207611 .020955 .0228516 .0217343 .0221869 .0211917 .022727 .0207475 .0221866 .0209452 .0196417 .018224 .0206108
.0193871 .0209189 .0232666 .0206913 .0221909 .0224221 .0209326 .0202614 .0223652 .0224605 .0237479 .0224299 .0224924 .0205757
.0213021 .0220354 .0211908 .0198373 .0209102 .0200194 .0199834 .0209879 .0192964 .0215163 .0196938 .0188496 .019201 .0211688
.0194482 .0224351 .0205417 .0223812 .0216076 .0218836 .0215544 .0203566 .0232581 .0204098 .0220005 .0209444
Marshall Islands .0098052 .0340852 .0238968 .047063 .013965 .0067662 .0052578 .0194865 .0336035 .021992 .0151445 .0305005 .0141676
.0600234 .103351 .0196698 .0188158 .084707 .0123113 .0037455 .0195373 .0781761 .0198978 .0555677 .0090921 .0215018 .0419239
.0125183 .019348 .0059144 .017737 .0117773 .0119788 .01144 .0308873 .0221339 .0315071 .0235934 .0097077 .0078018 .0010652 -.0016929
.0129656 .0098731 .0166596 .0296013 .0161169 .0158014 .0135419 .0319019 .0193013 .0145866 .0157809 .0277541 .0335356 .0472284
.0175564 .0019153 .0143216 .0037462 .0027978 .009607 .0100438 .0070064 .0098544 .0206607 .0503981 .0269759 .0091645 .0170394
.0147195 .0266379 .014766 .0150095 .0219053 .0406711 .0212079 .0105301 .020122 .0118345 .0129635 .0181306 .023539 .0073212
.0015598 .0115682 .078441 .0436532 .0096703 .0222106 .016941 .0215112 .0609212 .0111207 .0330309 .0299266 .0179229 .0122455
.0285227 .0187587 .0119973 .0051405 .0298582 .020289 .0118745 .0202692 .0414174 .0119 .0084546 .0180113 .0068416 .0115829 .004088
.0078758 .0413628 .0137951 .0422064 .0178125 .0160064 .0180195 .0390958 .0217122 .0205293 .0146067 .0230998 .0115932 .0218352
.0267804 .0229166 .0081058 .03103 .012863 .0047694 .0021507 .1381777 .0274828 -.0009255 .0127621 .0263844 .0052081 .0116688 .022665

.0208591 .0481046 .0092573 .0082261 .0044002 .0350165 .0132204 .0247962 .0378261 .0072322 .020491 .0059349 .0218921 .0158219
.0766057 .0296853 .0258932 -.0060309 -.0047544 .0703425 .0579714 .0320333 .0031718 .0297687 .0151861 .0221761
Mexico .0233726 .0228759 .020774 .0246773 .0234419 .0225787 .0198118 .022795 .0177187 .0217648 .018794 .020228 .020195 .0201315
.0220708 .0240306 .019753 .0211434 .0225392 .0239759 .0214058 .0234182 .0223936 .0216919 .0227786 .0223213 .0207201 .019563
.0186129 .0215419 .020063 .0208321 .0225042 .0229723 .0228054 .0207406 .0223961 .0204356 .0224772 .0200313 .0224304 .0225443
.023103 .0212995 .021026 .0243998 .0250352 .0205645 .0243403 .0202424 .0217533 .0223848 .0174919 .0199744 .0247711 .0210274
.0202356 .0194984 .0217798 .0218946 .0240288 .0234885 .0245536 .0223326 .0251361 .0233381 .0224597 .0210134 .0230795 .0226596
.0226471 .0228936 .0200669 .0204989 .0204369 .0200276 .023937 .0175894 .0185562 .0177257 .0190805 .0192826 .0233651 .0223271
.0199717 .0201384 .02317 .0214472 .0256347 .0228886 .0204869 .0225015 .0239517 .0253331 .0235151 .0226183 .0230071 .0214283
.0217491 .0213864 .0198133 .0198293 .0198103 .01777 .0236563 .0222587 .0218766 .0223691 .0220138 .0200707 .0218283 .0207254
.0223283 .0218068 .0219665 .0222649 .0231781 .023303 .0234968 .0201673 .0245217 .0188492 .0168884 .0274595 .018289 .0209722
.016533 .019184 .0196772 .0218351 .0201618 .0225752 .0225008 .0220034 .0185528 .0179244 .0230048 .0221658 .020308 .0198804
.0233985 .0234949 .023239 .0245027 .0219176 .0195337 .023389 .0193581 .020456 .0181848 .0202298 .0217026 .0202953 .0193533
.0216888 .0177949 .0210127 .0213413 .0197272 .0257136 .021849 .0201934 .0198945 .0233533 .0253956 .0201463 .0227301 .020539
Mongolia .0334465 .0176807 .0254183 .0098998 .0023604 .0035054 .0308107 .0258358 .0130499 .0328038 .0160966 .0258284 .0155248
.0141305 .0291914 .0164363 .0351175 .0061788 .0125546 .00318 .0029456 .015714 .0604779 .0435961 .0076515 .0166555 .0186754
.0418748 .0026558 .0231644 .0736611 .0119009 .0235897 .0692649 .0329538 .0132122 .0074794 .0038449 -.0022919 .016065 .0127238
.0174529 .0129058 .0181499 .0099331 .0236386 .0307638 .0128096 .0266102 .0430735 .0106245 -.0053135 .0087414 .0086096 .0214782
.0080413 .0183812 .0286456 .0240178 .0326108 .0160139 .0123704 .0173576 .0289402 .0122952 .0347917 .0334682 .0150108 .0118921
.0346414 .0117504 .0069732 .0266632 .0310722 .051838 .0241301 .0359235 .0681866 .0244715 .0136336 .0037117 .0088429 .0237383
.0085325 .0120335 .0353153 .081083 .0023281 .0221379 .0240768 .0161843 .0136967 .0205917 .0139536 .0708578 .0094911 .0311447
.0279194 .0084827 .0067576 .0022643 .016649 .0111386 .0043371 .0196135 .0116486 .0591373 .0245877 .0193813 .0218299 .0155114
.0279455 .0110896 .0158548 .014442 .0072097 .0214827 .0051656 .0168181 .0187042 .0341156 .0132749 .0160861 .0228009 .0067583
.0594294 .0157283 .0233786 .0187435 .0225804 .0272182 .0220369 .0095362 .0520031 .0104801 .0086618 .0220619 .0081991 .0369569
.0124864 .0225027 .0133444 .0458184 .0266102 .0170746 .0398814 .0278925 .0266666 .0005545 .0415558 .0034909 .017361 .0573196
.0055756 -.0007946 .0126798 .0297387 .0160131 .0174342 .0373138 .0096694 .037647 .0108057 .0239712 .034367 .0275292 .0130333
.0377502
Morocco .0225239 .0257641 .0232366 .0272812 .0174958 .0377581 .0270608 .0249505 .0151239 .0176055 .0228044 .0211195 .0131922
.0183448 .0316371 .0231827 .0186426 .0237504 .0196895 .0162666 .0319867 .0190827 .021519 .0157462 .0197324 .0318095 .0237214
.0212192 .020911 .0168348 .0090833 .0181898 .0228684 .0229427 .0178098 .0156813 .0188697 .0218148 .0256505 .0194819 .0211956
.0226227 .0227997 .0249888 .026782 .0255543 .0208974 .0284236 .0240989 .0222786 .0180934 .0189416 .018077 .0277092 .0273214
.0099023 .0216648 .0210742 .0197217 .0194144 .0200331 .0179653 .0197589 .0173365 .0202696 .0199158 .0220139 .0232421 .0244398
.0277617 .0202 .0226611 .0259725 .0192838 .0181416 .0376071 .0245819 .0173242 .0223256 .0161223 .0219604 .0213813 .0216152 .018449
.0259555 .0246407 .0265052 .0264622 .0207454 .0226892 .0253398 .0212081 .0188649 .0221156 .0197418 .0218923 .0179146 .0238369
.0192152 .0280472 .0212605 .0271476 .0164249 .0298772 .0243106 .0255786 .0272198 .0177835 .0224673 .0210907 .0227557 .0229334
.023154 .0232226 .0185183 .0199724 .0239768 .0250077 .0185635 .0218653 .0203245 .017947 .0265403 .0183443 .0186143 .0170677
.0119192 .0248305 .0223614 .025427 .0220078 .019499 .0216985 .022708 .021638 .0174432 .0200006 .0183288 .0162344 .0208508 .0227657
.0199544 .020982 .023423 .0272827 .0200193 .0203605 .0277384 .0312908 .0158257 .0244879 .0246491 .0230361 .0274403 .0145021
.0170069 .0221617 .0146584 .022285 .0225359 .0226526 .0249457 .0224984 .022225 .0233054 .0205029 .022745 .0180346
Nepal .0234802 .012363 .0202911 .0115961 .0068432 .0273839 .031019 .0175774 .0224071 .0306944 .0139448 .0178243 .0254355 .0197287
.020355 .0346559 .0200873 .022958 .0276728 .0365383 .0152656 .0361954 .0178764 .0162744 .029515 .0185914 .0140438 .0358418
.0187963 .0196972 .0114101 .0211426 .0199239 .0231468 .0184629 .0146104 .0299248 .0255792 .0154784 .021308 .0158777 .014578
.0240962 .0153111 .0235856 .0293593 .014212 .020154 .0156424 .0142148 .0172278 .022439 .0229991 .0229821 .0306317 .026729 .0200285
.0160997 .0171453 .0233888 .0173214 .0212763 .0179234 .0221617 .019694 .0169397 .0228234 .0311081 .0199589 .0291433 .0172715
.0286108 .0352343 .0223296 .0218681 .0384251 .0068845 .0223534 .0246055 .0168726 .0159279 .0214961 .0159275 .0287085 .0138525
.0196111 .0238115 .0220286 .0256766 .0230067 .0239189 .0354357 .0240327 .0167411 .0386424 .0140229 .0132017 .008335 .0215922
.0300082 .0072704 .0311681 .0284999 .0349814 .016498 .0191497 .0185526 .025983 .0307765 .0284714 .0250545 .0270896 .0177652
.0176892 .02631 .020334 .0267884 .0192975 .0177717 .0178465 .010855 .0185285 .0141407 .0279792 .0231237 .0183979 .0133996 .0191531
.0189299 .0193883 .0251983 .0189183 .0225768 .0319579 .0230859 .0207762 .0176551 .0181811 .0277824 .0263833 .014772 .0218382
.0252351 .0158087 .0134156 .0168523 .0162908 .0168168 .0127572 .0037733 .0217228 .019803 .0203646 .0177751 .0140266 .0207254
.0301272 .014483 .0177782 .0308467 .0240126 .0120361 .021154 .0328634 .0261972 .0287234 .0288464 .0326648
Netherlands .0212032 .0226427 .0219591 .024321 .0246447 .0194299 .0242801 .0205706 .0194365 .0208641 .0198699 .0197295 .0216908
.0206398 .0217848 .0215853 .0223082 .0207341 .0239039 .0208931 .0222612 .0216956 .0212268 .0234797 .0232141 .0209814 .0231361
.0217454 .0240322 .0254576 .0228162 .0209185 .0220939 .0213022 .0221346 .0212099 .021879 .0223444 .0226363 .0226394 .0222204
.0215079 .0221244 .0226102 .0211983 .0225731 .0208391 .0211812 .0217556 .0216268 .0220015 .0236568 .0229254 .0198892 .0215028
.0216245 .0207249 .020964 .0232877 .0225984 .0226677 .0235936 .0223635 .0223162 .0207078 .0223302 .0220052 .0213307 .0226732
.0228456 .0226939 .0214828 .0215871 .0220695 .0223819 .0204864 .0221563 .0211685 .0212139 .0212631 .0212842 .0212977 .021663
.0237308 .0206878 .0205511 .0224234 .021889 .0219223 .0213027 .0215992 .02143 .0221376 .0224887 .0219784 .0213704 .0214437 .022677
.01899 .0210153 .0197803 .0185483 .0200947 .021919 .0215028 .0214083 .0220853 .0218524 .0219076 .0224612 .0228671 .0221867
.0230208 .0224922 .0217801 .0211226 .0227036 .0217396 .0213331 .0220554 .0223496 .0226875 .0234814 .0237873 .0236868 .0241552
.0235291 .0227222 .0213652 .0221302 .0204611 .0213766 .0206825 .0208756 .0201564 .0217061 .0219924 .0205754 .0208107 .0215671
.0219174 .0216132 .0219839 .0210205 .0215901 .0219142 .025844 .0247049 .0233579 .0222525 .0209848 .0198867 .0198225 .0203913
.0196765 .0196688 .0211107 .0218573 .0208429 .0222879 .0211882 .0210401 .0209255 .0219821 .0217365 .0221638 .0224797 .0234154
New Zealand .0218696 .0220598 .0200983 .0221369 .0258794 .0241397 .0222065 .019417 .0197382 .0207075 .0211193 .0214267 .0218665
.0218061 .0203758 .0212437 .0221722 .0219629 .0219517 .0210646 .0201589 .0223236 .0227864 .02322 .0213499 .0209655 .0201521

.0230374 .020859 .0210376 .0238778 .0233319 .020023 .0218227 .0220252 .0219906 .0218008 .0210447 .0212179 .0213967 .0212586
.0215399 .0216129 .0219733 .0218604 .0223513 .0232829 .0217253 .021706 .0208705 .0237942 .0216879 .0191045 .0218015 .0204609
.0220094 .0223391 .0222901 .0218483 .0219325 .023202 .0228749 .021792 .0221323 .0224921 .0212291 .0218771 .022913 .0214373
.0215567 .0256478 .0225894 .0227622 .0207 .0200011 .0204185 .0205374 .0215817 .0214988 .022685 .0217084 .0214626 .0209713 .0211359
.0215992 .022263 .0218712 .0234705 .0228819 .0220308 .0226248 .0215063 .0236973 .0230324 .0226336 .0222982 .0228143 .0212221
.0218294 .0243142 .0220977 .0224469 .0234369 .0198437 .0203467 .0203359 .0212081 .0215458 .0218338 .023198 .021753 .0216687
.0208051 .0219337 .0215941 .0217587 .0212614 .0226255 .0220371 .0224486 .0219583 .0220144 .0247957 .0230633 .0206513 .0249067
.0206863 .0216709 .0210186 .0216411 .0212799 .0218714 .0203458 .0227661 .0208825 .0207609 .0209413 .0215242 .0210574 .0220246
.0225979 .0214298 .0224186 .0217753 .0212953 .020768 .0223375 .0219903 .0208506 .0207106 .0236999 .0233124 .0207885 .0200105
.0206886 .0218093 .021499 .0216709 .0208846 .0231871 .0205759 .0200708 .0207953 .0210013 .0222236 .0231454 .0209879 .0213118
Oman .0187483 .0106663 .0225337 .0149864 .0287918 .0169706 .0235847 .0462896 .0231823 .0179017 .0169792 .0221805 .031002 .028065
.0245957 .022303 .0282134 .0293217 .0146789 .0230006 .0213161 .019159 .0177006 .0149343 .0160939 .0193535 .0158461 .017693
.0195678 .0187196 .0130573 .0089987 .023181 .0119361 .0252469 .0236153 .031722 .0146418 .0231416 .0161669 .0224856 .0185164
.0226544 .0111557 .0246942 .0223659 .024826 .0298616 .0256597 .0245886 .0313347 .0232862 .0300019 .0146306 .0142491 .0296282
.0145946 .0113795 .0193218 .0156739 .0174471 .0218279 .0270677 .0300641 .0259182 .0150111 .0276465 .0191404 .0210574 .0170475
.0226388 .0186153 .013688 .0282671 .024268 .0199448 .0181753 .02397 .0206838 .0286491 .0269459 .0206509 .0170995 .0217449 .016512
.0235983 .0291097 .0233733 .0305209 .0164508 .0252644 .0292654 .018088 .0147913 .0233234 .0406655 .0358784 .0247917 .0179743
.0164731 .0251261 .0149591 .0468245 .0155875 .012837 .0147242 .0197791 .0164281 .0308654 .0328316 .0428896 .0181719 .0162029
.0151664 .0227181 .0141548 .0169384 .0345366 .0305675 .0187241 .0207698 .0156072 .0186184 .0147294 .0333805 .0155177 .062203
.0166167 .0291336 .0175626 .0121149 .0171394 .0109191 .0211324 .0179033 .0167403 .0203836 .0214795 .0129683 .0236761 .0278267
.0266077 .0196478 .0222586 .0221387 .017428 .0222931 .0314744 .010092 .010701 .0264954 .0253241 .0289754 .0204458 .0264087 .026203
.0264482 .0195662 .0134633 .0210444 .0245003 .0228531 .026413 .019129 .0229612 .018224 .0159273 .020431
Pakistan .020014 .0239611 .0272759 .0228734 .0186855 .018246 .0193545 .0179133 .0264951 .0244236 .0170777 .0193639 .0180214
.0252158 .0176508 .016208 .023219 .0230299 .0271824 .0200303 .0253227 .0196799 .0210751 .021482 .0228324 .0185343 .0337512
.0193069 .0136032 .0215938 .0260795 .0215495 .0274687 .0165224 .0184932 .0242963 .0185031 .0257792 .0214149 .0239974 .0236908
.0192946 .0255635 .0203357 .0214915 .019538 .0223119 .0224617 .0266503 .0249865 .0179947 .0239107 .0174928 .0180213 .0183077
.017175 .0360963 .0212641 .0210063 .0227291 .0247854 .0213104 .0195787 .0172212 .0221961 .0210735 .0235922 .0262056 .0250062
.0239645 .0163337 .0249851 .0213865 .0215643 .0149902 .0285739 .0203154 .0253482 .0168769 .0208947 .018101 .0180532 .0208438
.0249217 .0350581 .02428 .0212026 .0207871 .0233688 .0205207 .0209183 .0195914 .0236198 .0230421 .0210746 .0210035 .0234845
.022135 .0266421 .0221604 .0208671 .018219 .0229153 .0221051 .0160865 .022974 .0241481 .0183782 .0196856 .0259404 .0210812
.0171256 .0130991 .0186932 .0208706 .0201261 .0205023 .0197089 .0254001 .0194716 .0189484 .0199798 .0217446 .0288584 .0336501
.0217127 .0255855 .0165331 .0272149 .0193468 .0205412 .0195694 .020877 .0184908 .0197064 .031684 .0230378 .0209296 .0204732
.0244021 .021473 .0233303 .0270488 .0175014 .0212656 .0215215 .0186733 .0229627 .0288787 .0212206 .0236828 .020302 .0253116
.021933 .0216449 .0231746 .0246953 .0222814 .0237084 .0156122 .0241956 .0155223 .0161828 .0223858 .0220155 .0170108 .0211206 .0225
Papua New Guinea .0195423 .0308696 .0209537 .0329298 .0225556 .0029625 .0251007 .0068193 .0084336 .0145084 .0307971 .0074102
.0157881 .0122217 .0178385 .0274813 .0457123 .0332212 .0288376 .0757739 .0148631 .017561 .0101819 .0195105 .0188902 .0217683
.0027645 .0331984 .0048362 .0315623 .0161858 .0108481 .0128218 .0178858 .0219158 .0205187 .0441387 .0212957 .0241373 .0198549
.0181611 .0275936 .0247861 .0261708 .0169998 .0415398 .012872 .017035 .0137078 .0267039 .0371238 .0160454 .0040296 .0099119
.0310528 .0301526 .0186793 .0223707 .0109198 .0126813 .0138578 .0084095 .0116659 .0172029 .0562761 .0157989 .02114 .0236414
.0233399 .0168072 .0158472 .0109334 .0331752 .0343087 .102935 .0266186 .0167647 .0151125 .0527394 .0264242 .0171795 .0125442
.0422826 .0156758 .0235937 .0191393 .0195313 .0174561 .0216366 .0143115 .0271395 .0234245 .029076 .0181809 .0150379 .0296172
.0333483 .0093738 .0122145 .0087398 .0100982 .0099924 .0114885 .0382996 .03222 .0258305 .0161465 .0175011 .0258853 .0160539 .01225
.0121841 .0224427 .0128343 .028369 .0316197 .0258798 .0276505 .0097399 .0109527 .0260817 .0126845 .0156203 -.000367 .0092451
.0215558 .0064484 .0300541 .0222268 .0176758 .0145309 .0152225 .0276578 .0214444 .010302 .0056986 .0424824 .0162034 .0117944
.0283917 .0614498 .017312 .0257333 .009678 .0242631 .029736 .0193006 .0293767 .0096499 .0172258 .0076652 .0131153 .0258526
.0572207 .0120978 .0113055 .0101629 .0078697 .0210408 .0099487 .012129 .01049 .0198074 .0120658 .0380154 .0276801 .0451428
.0187405
Peru .0256596 .0219206 .0198328 .0126769 .0246903 .0201205 .0201964 .014236 .0206472 .0208743 .0207567 .0184442 .0214096 .0203858
.0171642 .0233382 .0212714 .0237451 .0200379 .0218826 .0231937 .023573 .0264544 .0209457 .0186621 .0251626 .0225306 .030123
.0197407 .0182816 .024028 .0316857 .0187961 .0212378 .0208041 .0181051 .02138 .0213483 .0254308 .021242 .0229421 .0220114 .0304138
.0215215 .0225261 .0234436 .0226932 .0213988 .0181828 .0203308 .0251629 .0187019 .0195788 .0190398 .025951 .0229257 .0220682
.0225124 .0204222 .0191884 .0234538 .0221424 .0217209 .0229181 .024189 .0243564 .0208766 .0220052 .0180329 .0203902 .021902
.0226057 .0194541 .0159665 .0251182 .0169055 .0137672 .0251435 .0217014 .0213073 .0188219 .0267456 .0194355 .0247371 .0265016
.0234326 .0175862 .0200122 .0254158 .0198933 .0236351 .0220032 .0237347 .0237867 .024563 .0207706 .0220668 .0207531 .0195734
.0223903 .0204558 .0198991 .0195039 .0201671 .0210585 .0226376 .0224007 .0224377 .0207843 .0224781 .0227093 .0197729 .0241997
.0209985 .0221457 .0227956 .0213509 .0238405 .0197658 .020197 .0217779 .0165352 .0292117 .0280545 .0293597 .0198005 .0203628
.0266937 .0194159 .0202969 .0215359 .0203799 .0204001 .0181141 .0172172 .0202892 .0182652 .023807 .0195119 .019921 .0228534
.0184541 .0209603 .0211535 .0255502 .0288417 .0225921 .0208325 .0205978 .0162747 .0255453 .0214213 .0185553 .0222185 .0153687
.0233652 .0207656 .0225453 .0222942 .0211413 .0234333 .0212125 .0227924 .0209934 .0269889 .0224769 .020893 .0230739
Poland .0226076 .0181451 .0214213 .0214012 .0200888 .0250639 .015235 .014783 .0242627 .0188968 .0232772 .02511 .0218509 .024606
.0272666 .0206807 .0175712 .0179854 .0216484 .0203229 .0224335 .0223404 .0235849 .0219075 .0204002 .0228682 .0280089 .0165249
.0291485 .0235893 .0281399 .0194533 .0288664 .0231316 .0258941 .019487 .0234138 .0202619 .0182495 .024565 .0215147 .0250241
.0200661 .0214287 .0198501 .0227667 .0199291 .021018 .0199236 .0215772 .0170516 .019146 .0117581 .0280385 .0257618 .0241461
.0209633 .0219573 .0210449 .0236418 .0169128 .0203254 .0219059 .0217537 .0216905 .0187897 .0242794 .0228427 .0230903 .024322
.021486 .0191892 .0208647 .0173042 .0269814 .0169354 .0182681 .0176641 .0163067 .0188123 .0205195 .0229505 .0247314 .0219322

.0218697 .0235849 .0228625 .0219726 .0220551 .0281418 .0195168 .0195712 .0200226 .0216495 .021953 .0231971 .0198336 .0275608
.0165583 .0274692 .0255538 .0144246 .0220236 .0222612 .0204117 .0239255 .0232136 .0198328 .0235979 .0233222 .0201878 .0203812
.0242543 .0247754 .0196847 .0199093 .02407 .0217833 .0207436 .0202749 .0209458 .0243496 .0338569 .0321643 .0187946 .0164206
.018087 .0193261 .0250102 .0266952 .0197726 .0217857 .0191971 .0231149 .0220123 .0219194 .0212897 .0163649 .0191196 .0216666
.0214485 .0217634 .0258171 .0215172 .0211348 .0202376 .0207623 .0244392 .0171397 .0073862 .0175184 .0205759 .0168109 .0203783
.0216103 .0203596 .0194711 .0201925 .0231227 .0237009 .01946 .0219026 .0226493 .0190381 .0242931 .0235953 .0217287 .0241672
Portugal .0226346 .023327 .0246203 .0227666 .0226406 .0217812 .0191887 .0232706 .0229206 .0257484 .0194988 .0215577 .0209699
.0224375 .018546 .0226178 .0200449 .0243549 .0220235 .0242682 .0224163 .0216314 .0203521 .020903 .0196071 .026468 .0233347
.0231503 .0203119 .0190812 .0204888 .0180762 .0209717 .017121 .0220244 .0190998 .024934 .0233631 .0225643 .0218153 .0233126
.021908 .0211853 .021524 .0264861 .0205685 .022464 .0228747 .0193728 .0209183 .0177824 .0217008 .0208286 .0313863 .0215989
.0202558 .0211537 .0212282 .0199136 .0225785 .0202899 .0210151 .0231676 .020806 .0235954 .0234634 .0230336 .0214915 .0225623
.0237216 .0239467 .0206097 .0204802 .0191456 .0212247 .0146094 .0147139 .0214086 .0232765 .0195458 .0220176 .0197497 .0214295
.0251983 .0226839 .0225975 .0233214 .0214616 .0225079 .0204301 .0209447 .0196376 .0253253 .0215382 .0230208 .0224447 .0204455
.0255831 .0178597 .0217148 .0171279 .0234867 .0161217 .0168741 .0192306 .0215977 .0197392 .0231721 .0199657 .0244568 .0196248
.0228264 .0233782 .0209962 .0228918 .022287 .0221867 .0228265 .0220312 .0249162 .0203086 .0204925 .0226071 .0243376 .0285812
.0212915 .0218079 .025102 .0223328 .0222994 .0179798 .0229763 .0206818 .0230388 .0198267 .0191344 .0229053 .0207483 .020191
.0199564 .0213226 .0208468 .0222971 .0195609 .0202201 .0245705 .0247842 .0205446 .0204905 .0276271 .0181622 .0175501 .017801
.017595 .0230815 .0213345 .0208688 .019698 .0193656 .0226596 .0208389 .0213431 .02103 .0225429 .0242944 .0217172 .0243451 .0240866
Romania .0201267 .0247321 .0176786 .0259429 .0205117 .0211923 .0204815 .0235775 .0195979 .027112 .0185142 .023393 .0259629
.0200139 .0218629 .0189743 .0206412 .0216786 .0219988 .0259214 .0234443 .0269816 .0210412 .0242798 .023832 .0183233 .0180758
.0166697 .0209426 .0220961 .0253998 .0185484 .0210781 .0210631 .0215078 .023329 .0218675 .0219391 .0245285 .0240237 .020703
.0258913 .0228211 .0227892 .0203216 .0195069 .0176331 .0231968 .0182364 .024162 .0201772 .0238516 .0188839 .018855 .0150865
.0184294 .0216611 .0192119 .0210304 .0247987 .0277392 .0195957 .0243391 .022536 .0185783 .0199327 .0223437 .0231831 .0205446
.0197565 .0208679 .0209329 .0247799 .0184329 .0220251 .0206082 .0225863 .0173289 .0213496 .0221757 .0202825 .0207843 .0212596
.0201866 .0260436 .0208715 .0230829 .0222083 .0256588 .0215578 .0223972 .0259064 .024365 .0207852 .020214 .0215107 .0246834
.0185804 .0246109 .0177712 .0208616 .0185059 .0199566 .0234703 .0187643 .0224169 .0209976 .0216172 .0199258 .0193127 .0213771
.0206919 .0208044 .0213354 .0224299 .0236242 .0193666 .0197794 .0215751 .0228073 .0255374 .0243883 .0207626 .0237192 .0222797
.0160991 .0312516 .0210991 .0209845 .0201478 .0213322 .0192304 .0183751 .0185974 .0254077 .0243737 .0217515 .021233 .0259437
.0188622 .0207317 .0208722 .0170979 .0217571 .0236829 .0235501 .0187597 .0191987 .0229434 .0252426 .0252574 .0252444 .0229051
.019849 .0186638 .0211731 .0214157 .020404 .0255993 .0201748 .0182916 .0204073 .0227642 .0221083 .0218377 .0227769 .0276331
.0202119
Russia .0258525 .0192547 .0213428 .0177488 .0180733 .0220005 .0116689 .0210706 .0198031 .0215838 .0204683 .0267162 .0207664
.0199016 .0244776 .021098 .0194643 .0239452 .0229833 .0223851 .0234196 .0227523 .0232414 .0213191 .0191873 .0195541 .0233532
.0115654 .0127936 .0242225 .0180404 .0245117 .0246269 .0236946 .0255314 .0193245 .0228866 .0178662 .0210651 .0226705 .0242742
.0220201 .0218804 .023964 .0210943 .0202339 .022262 .0223939 .0254145 .0202762 .0232216 .0235043 .022002 .0154249 .0166529
.0198609 .0203937 .0216963 .023802 .0238237 .0262633 .0221167 .0217262 .0225699 .0189008 .0267956 .0245733 .0263087 .023618
.0278602 .0201317 .0250644 .0232615 .0250643 .0200063 .0241322 .0201127 .0243393 .0198724 .0216938 .0258266 .0236234 .0228049
.0258872 .0201334 .0210731 .020506 .0234985 .0218194 .0205464 .0186221 .0201553 .0196769 .0226103 .0192811 .019305 .023064
.0221442 .0248384 .0203944 .022892 .0183295 .0179869 .0202798 .0185848 .0195082 .0241989 .0205557 .0256028 .0241294 .0233188
.0166489 .0256431 .0183524 .0176583 .0210057 .0235397 .0173772 .0221437 .0231385 .0262096 .0199071 .0277599 .022722 .0185572
.0201694 .0245257 .0166475 .0183863 .0178593 .0233867 .0190175 .0226976 .0248573 .0215997 .0209201 .0211255 .0203939 .0197786
.0194045 .0239523 .0228146 .0206178 .0253717 .0196049 .0214046 .0226496 .0226914 .0226575 .0267246 .031923 .0158406 .0137219
.0196325 .0164434 .0187125 .0196205 .0186276 .0247776 .020683 .0195141 .0222824 .0192384 .023159 .0214865 .0220333 .0205867
.0183868
Samoa .0244432 .0283394 .0115697 .0050807 .0674998 .0100365 .0222775 .017978 .0113101 .0479447 .0261235 .0275873 .0483373
.0413921 .0158937 .018638 .0130128 .0891383 .0306149 .0273714 .0308871 .0217808 .0200985 .0078956 .0150982 .0132791 .0198795
.0178879 .0296263 .022238 .0192931 .0332217 .0206815 .0125897 .018833 .0125962 .023457 .0225095 .0185001 .0157409 .0300865 .0009493 .0126937 .0332529 .0303703 .0273307 .034293 .015056 .0162608 .0114863 .0175121 .0143014 .0174173 .0130371 .0119023
.0325583 .0390982 .0225238 .0290097 .0208475 .0281275 .0222578 .0203523 .012232 .0176254 .1064425 .008272 .0453086 .0029983
.0767458 .0070612 .0245788 .0160658 .0144312 .0125743 .0354268 .0117831 .012927 .0305974 .0248655 .0353752 .029584 .0153485
.0122539 .0181016 .0166837 .0229631 .0296407 .0109721 .025879 .0100757 .0215336 .0077684 .0163113 .028737 .0160513 .0299337
.0120842 .0294639 .008344 .0042788 .0174168 .0390943 .0309364 .0205863 .0161259 .027078 .0115886 .0256854 .0146075 .0195791
.012439 .0250336 .0067755 .0334106 .0044162 .0046415 .0069254 .0195179 .0060868 .0204621 .0167335 .0294339 .020039 .0241991
.0319306 .0112747 .018988 .0195985 .0085736 .0493545 .0206811 .0087251 .0212046 .0035621 .0137064 .0253255 .0300994 .0123258
.0083801 .0154881 .0048684 .0044948 -.0067937 .0186254 .0022647 .0101031 .0349593 .0931004 .0049942 .0249394 .0217595 .0224271
.0185402 .0217585 .0256702 .0212841 .022841 .0039951 .0216641 .0270002 -.0032782 .015844 .0258414 .0093941 .0104319 .0820775
.044888
Saudi Arabia .0235315 .0242588 .0230555 .020234 .0181232 .0221671 .0191948 .017445 .0213494 .0226854 .0280664 .023546 .0216204
.0204611 .023237 .018221 .021909 .019169 .0209519 .0231043 .0206122 .022177 .0212647 .02677 .0235757 .024172 .0225978 .0190179
.0227091 .0274559 .0160401 .0280568 .0229045 .0201637 .0261111 .0247456 .019088 .024091 .0215626 .0240411 .0223516 .0222063
.0220213 .0239483 .0249834 .0205755 .0199405 .0233599 .0257394 .0286765 .0203122 .0222174 .022098 .0147968 .0210174 .0200321
.0207505 .0209013 .0194946 .0203135 .0252012 .020423 .0242926 .0222195 .0214406 .0184314 .0242307 .0249891 .022694 .024654
.0188096 .0226003 .022642 .0226687 .0151341 .0284371 .0213887 .0210084 .026878 .0192312 .0208417 .0186026 .022167 .0226734
.0208515 .0240678 .0244434 .0242795 .020169 .0253132 .0241045 .0211253 .0200534 .0199931 .018747 .0201765 .0240797 .0196074
.0197808 .0215748 .0198887 .0179545 .017164 .0210965 .0157812 .0175816 .0210839 .0177168 .0259118 .017968 .0269524 .0158843

.0233182 .0245689 .022071 .0189706 .0203191 .017984 .0249861 .0188971 .0202225 .0239301 .0228196 .0218781 .0251653 .0235763
.0134602 .0172793 .0168253 .0147142 .0194194 .0196347 .0166784 .0199564 .0225643 .0245531 .0180425 .0219983 .0190653 .0228017
.0178334 .0258573 .0211147 .022406 .0263161 .0196034 .0192711 .020916 .0202221 .0138037 .0175914 .0241205 .0266316 .0246453
.0164086 .0219168 .02359 .024103 .0259238 .0214489 .0254683 .019714 .0219997 .0215296 .0234011 .0229325 .0222066 .0207961
Serbia .0213678 .0183102 .0378358 .014109 .0248391 .0243756 .0279235 .0119526 .0153331 .0206024 .0180419 .0203971 .0307935 .017132
.0273277 .0234461 .0210163 .024182 .0221506 .0210875 .0297307 .0258901 .0211059 .0296543 .0200099 .0217062 .0209847 .0202553
.0224425 .0299731 .0374661 .0286195 .0195844 .0200122 .0261294 .0179909 .0184048 .0251123 .0216732 .0253749 .0176596 .0244793
.024118 .0259738 .0194909 .0262191 .0183945 .0216299 .0190019 .0303162 .0155865 .0234283 .0382137 .0275667 .0341019 .0204413
.0220287 .0235974 .0214527 .0240076 .0189394 .0248168 .020273 .0218434 .0222023 .0237344 .0231684 .0203544 .0191317 .0223391
.0223688 .0211247 .0170979 .021541 .0153402 .0227051 .0138453 .028512 .0202745 .0233685 .0271665 .0212851 .0195494 .019923
.0171761 .0238595 .023926 .0239711 .0224435 .0222572 .0177789 .0214632 .0187779 .0231301 .0164291 .0222225 .0211357 .0269531
.0211025 .0263908 .0341906 .0112815 .015096 .014511 .0222725 .0181248 .0179573 .0234791 .0200751 .0162772 .0154072 .0243311
.0210165 .016836 .0218711 .0210301 .0222008 .0240905 .0191 .017254 .0212372 .0283382 .0210304 .0215808 .019917 .0233524 .021056
.0235882 .0210045 .0199445 .0160725 .018928 .0263299 .0188369 .0208132 .0213457 .0193066 .0220534 .0215004 .0203816 .0255475
.0277965 .0254228 .0239767 .0214819 .0234259 .0224172 .0226648 .028275 .0140297 .0215599 .0192994 .0201093 .0226331 .0179145
.0244607 .0200261 .0187196 .0239342 .0182325 .0202438 .0242522 .0166474 .0180139 .0228454 .0196511 .0249881 .0218608
Singapore .020771 .0205024 .0205898 .0232435 .0225265 .0205624 .0202282 .0211701 .0193181 .0198067 .0194074 .0212104 .0216665
.0221355 .0221383 .0214866 .0218733 .0225165 .0220523 .0218968 .0216451 .0208442 .0208176 .0205803 .0199594 .021424 .0234794
.0244543 .0200865 .0176247 .0202764 .0220392 .0222975 .022344 .0221749 .0222175 .022179 .0224821 .0234724 .0228868 .022976
.0226744 .0228165 .0219838 .0221353 .0221763 .0225517 .0220222 .0215356 .0222838 .0212461 .0220102 .0196676 .0180676 .0191126
.0217208 .0222092 .02277 .0230803 .0233873 .0224246 .0228993 .0225212 .0231514 .0217426 .0219297 .0223824 .0218369 .0223044
.0226752 .0220962 .0222784 .0204698 .0218582 .0209188 .0204608 .0217114 .0197418 .0211575 .0217471 .0212097 .0212234 .0217885
.0219583 .0217834 .0218591 .0221187 .0231387 .0224955 .0224613 .0243538 .0229437 .0216643 .0228024 .02151 .0209233 .0207613
.021227 .0207166 .019067 .0188367 .021649 .0219392 .0216224 .0215879 .0207496 .0227506 .0237052 .0226904 .0216618 .0229359
.0215864 .0209886 .0213756 .0218315 .0232992 .0225432 .0214898 .021632 .0222583 .0228586 .0212511 .0206504 .0203987 .022779
.0202651 .01975 .0199302 .0207547 .0210434 .0224391 .0220499 .0214547 .0206927 .0223394 .0214945 .0223269 .0214072 .023156
.0227414 .0205264 .0224905 .0216324 .0221446 .0216387 .0206938 .021216 .0232893 .0196508 .020849 .021708 .0203249 .0209448
.0199403 .0196594 .0208252 .0209461 .0207366 .0216533 .020605 .0206674 .0215514 .0222746 .0219302 .0214504 .0203104 .0220701
.0211529
Slovakia .0246936 .0334368 .0179022 .0272671 .0122151 .0045469 .0291227 .0221901 .0220768 .0204324 .0267535 .0221422 .0251722
.0184283 .0210597 .0261452 .0393965 .0154781 .0190382 .0152568 .0211331 .0304169 .0207677 .0195028 .0251531 .0257694 .0144742
.011302 .0220952 .0171683 .0189624 .0262761 .0172024 .0229255 .0235165 .0163747 .0182038 .0304855 .020087 .0264019 .0192902
.0348832 .0203404 .0247031 .01917 .0254668 .0229478 .0196312 .0194869 .0334472 .0187985 .0101206 .0144493 .0194215 .0177659
.0183829 .0302217 .0190338 .0314434 .0234227 .0245835 .0246712 .0361109 .0186743 .0220313 .0264383 .0235512 .0188067 .0150876
.0158909 .0242898 .015774 .031473 .0286407 .0091746 .0200469 .0247643 .0132424 .0159824 .0203388 .020201 .0174252 .0143787
.0167217 .0153062 .0330732 .0187568 .020624 .0291087 .0228557 .0130382 .0215489 .0206306 .0250685 .0201319 .0211119 .0118724
.034372 .0188979 .0278756 .0295787 .0129679 .0108133 .0180956 .023767 .0174614 .019126 .0223329 .0139449 .0346395 .0176346
.0164775 .025176 .0249535 .0192866 .0228943 .017912 .0256807 .0202432 .0182278 .0214186 .0463998 .0242945 .0377468 .0153691
.0599479 .0145196 .0276174 .0214449 .0244032 .0229812 .0167345 .0176934 .0168308 .0263618 .0163135 .01687 .0198669 .0198389
.0190409 .0194535 .0193606 .0250527 .0141215 .0151429 .0233394 .0218 .0149242 .0208577 .0200776 .0172473 .0069323 .0182497
.0394335 .023943 .0143566 .0204897 .0133832 .0288849 .0110128 .0221198 .0287465 .0194782 .0111325 .0242589 .0335166 .0160184
.0250129
Slovenia .0197899 .0172465 .0155418 .0234437 .0103134 .016199 .0211997 .0204909 .0194256 .0171736 .0256013 .0251885 .0210486
.0180374 .022735 .0272563 .0205675 .0202263 .0317634 .0200659 .0237156 .0270813 .0177351 .0203601 .0265483 .0275447 .0123567
.0385758 .0168205 .0255951 .0192251 .0166413 .0327318 .018579 .0281049 .0257792 .0172078 .0267912 .0216695 .023957 .0173924
.0140414 .0266578 .0173333 .0216283 .0235272 .0198317 .0183229 .0282368 .0185915 .017044 .0326177 .0199373 .0337333 .0159854
.0230809 .0203029 .0186378 .0224851 .0196273 .0251644 .0251982 .0199531 .025384 .0216173 .020851 .0237116 .0235613 .0213542
.0216125 .0245248 .0228343 .0177983 .0206811 .0277705 .0208236 .0213867 .0159516 .0220669 .0198928 .0236726 .0202456 .0242479
.0245493 .0186939 .0231134 .0271861 .0224775 .0257435 .0212895 .0195047 .02054 .0253151 .0258539 .0208386 .0198226 .0300743
.0208507 .0154761 .0245511 .0082221 .0214636 .0248321 .0246556 .0167917 .0226206 .0219716 .0275629 .022691 .0219102 .0282787
.0345321 .0180153 .0209464 .0166363 .024165 .0243988 .0194363 .0240155 .0214232 .0177582 .0220351 .0149738 .0178498 .0128068
.0126321 .0139924 .0225476 .0353286 .0232848 .0181684 .0197263 .0204346 .0240822 .0157426 .0210184 .0232277 .0209753 .017567
.0204283 .015526 .0176158 .020674 .0212544 .0138986 .0217686 .0225924 .0160105 .0266702 .0194991 .0184221 .0161514 .0182357
.0178213 .0225353 .0191915 .0155743 .0259765 .0209382 .016351 .0149112 .022582 .017386 .0265832 .0251637 .0188928 .0198572
.0254246
Solomon Islands .0168008 .0084349 .0148507 .0144106 .0136431 .0093842 -.0001286 .0243643 .0134717 .0162932 .0116552 .0063643
.0159723 .0519218 .0130565 -.0015722 .0101507 .0233456 .0100413 .0885137 .0110981 .0276867 .0262118 .0268913 .0072698 .020359 .0030249 .0362726 .0267309 .0190114 .0105805 .0172638 .0096142 .0125659 .0055949 .0350353 .0237575 .0108942 .0154928 .0134349
.0195112 .0136096 .0069089 .0243431 .00915 .0175646 .0517684 .029992 .0828417 .0141902 .0079636 .0219257 .0297221 .0076054
.0252243 .0272161 .034959 .0237955 .0258193 .0061891 .0211587 .038382 .0360371 .0161652 .0297119 .0553722 .0018278 .0147254
.0094282 .0147427 .0369325 .0279359 .0006374 .0333378 .0170097 .0116949 .0064411 .0265203 .002208 .027341 .0083456 .0046814
.0069433 .0306933 .016438 .00915 .0189029 .0211728 .018408 .0423161 .0449581 .0188666 .0096883 .0476919 .0142609 .0283794 .0066501
.0111282 -.0072057 .0330852 .0128295 .0005846 .0340907 .0301119 .0160922 .0075518 .0006305 -.0003813 .0144656 -.0010957 .0391352
.007903 .014383 .0286381 .0090587 .0284837 .0227833 .00396 .0080102 -.00413 .0085244 .0384135 .0172293 .0248532 -.0000978 .0005846
.0228591 .009461 .0159981 .002643 .0416206 .0127205 .0194347 .0382582 .0345762 .0216371 .0207737 .0411594 .0414437 .0579468

.0117474 .0093938 .0185021 .0276803 .0390208 .0175818 .0378697 .005757 .0273916 .0356831 .040955 .0452653 .0230618 .0268706
.0822153 .000244 .0052883 .0116143 .0175779 .0329066 .0511119 .0308276 .1783918 .0090974 .0074076 .0152261 .0214402 .0133812
South Africa .0241842 .0196704 .0199101 .0214019 .0239404 .0212742 .0200602 .0219526 .0203809 .0222544 .0210904 .0201673 .0216512
.0210533 .0204572 .0213713 .0236496 .0224685 .020566 .0225948 .0243053 .0226288 .0222629 .0211172 .0225371 .0278768 .03032
.0249419 .0241077 .0214305 .0207255 .0209918 .0212638 .0215102 .0225909 .0216977 .0230905 .0226749 .0237325 .0227118 .0209472
.0223289 .0217176 .0228744 .0243354 .0243801 .0230878 .0210947 .0244076 .0262167 .0243806 .0245458 .0219543 .0214604 .0221277
.0216725 .0216289 .021729 .0215757 .0220571 .0208852 .0223292 .0213617 .0214189 .0225447 .0212503 .0217657 .0228148 .0225329
.0233913 .0218449 .0223039 .0197019 .0264513 .0204043 .0198329 .0235386 .0197006 .0216655 .0200654 .0207213 .0229499 .0216668
.0207577 .0216119 .0219282 .0224189 .0213876 .0226327 .0213277 .0226194 .0218311 .0218037 .0233881 .0217537 .0226727 .0241526
.0229148 .0216273 .0231629 .0196341 .0196062 .0187235 .0192032 .0201724 .0217066 .0226006 .0221064 .0213074 .0219155 .0219294
.0213037 .0211607 .0230894 .0224013 .0222758 .020942 .0223931 .021593 .0220648 .0240185 .0223453 .0235074 .0244119 .0196047
.0213204 .0180487 .018734 .020269 .0216351 .0212154 .0209877 .0203036 .0216532 .0205049 .0202816 .021341 .0192652 .02059 .0192127
.0231926 .0236931 .0215884 .0215169 .0248971 .0229649 .0243491 .0237531 .0276831 .0189499 .0232694 .0193365 .0199908 .0215534
.0205376 .0219508 .0224249 .0213966 .019999 .0212377 .0208486 .0212255 .0218505 .0213452 .021363 .0205922 .0218136 .0238979
Spain .0194938 .0202492 .0208385 .0195588 .0241607 .0271122 .0254539 .0198478 .0193353 .0223743 .0230441 .0188307 .0200944
.0218093 .0221255 .0207917 .0219499 .02198 .0201343 .0230177 .0223559 .0231042 .0218666 .0239718 .0221542 .0209345 .0193123
.0244036 .0203708 .0221371 .0292887 .020107 .0188416 .0217535 .0214961 .024089 .0208062 .0238622 .022742 .0202018 .021345 .0208813
.0223321 .0227949 .0248941 .0245282 .0214544 .0214329 .0217414 .0218223 .020114 .0228551 .0160973 .0255741 .0224325 .0203457
.0267922 .020099 .0213479 .0225495 .0223987 .0214805 .0227495 .0231069 .0233794 .0211781 .0212292 .0220382 .0225933 .0223282
.0227638 .0262894 .024016 .0210732 .0221335 .0201383 .021411 .0258673 .0211708 .021048 .0195863 .0212579 .0209829 .0244 .0219042
.0211827 .0188724 .0213933 .0209046 .0216432 .021692 .0214788 .0200012 .0224815 .0212998 .0233665 .0209465 .0215582 .0220071
.0207444 .0221359 .0230076 .0204819 .0248487 .0214618 .021489 .0207995 .0200463 .0223562 .0211394 .020953 .0192514 .0222086
.0222694 .0216883 .0218016 .0210788 .0216399 .0223779 .0217548 .0212145 .0216556 .0201891 .0224583 .0199692 .0284933 .0212859
.0198205 .0230461 .0215907 .0222762 .0234847 .0218508 .0204327 .0218928 .0229564 .02019 .0224004 .0215765 .0232762 .0220358
.0211334 .0217146 .0223344 .0231576 .02287 .0216255 .0199979 .0207665 .0327628 .0212728 .0211138 .0208862 .0201901 .0198335
.021046 .0213886 .0199507 .0202149 .0239153 .0200573 .0209533 .021266 .0191927 .0208721 .0222499 .0221237 .0207589
Sri Lanka .0100796 .0139958 .0364097 .0267134 .0162675 .0167274 .0249382 .0266632 .0319946 .0252871 .0146105 .0213192 .0163352
.0435049 .0274143 .0197788 .0200226 .0203046 .0235801 .0164983 .0141435 .0213031 .021998 .0199872 .0259699 .0239167 .0216724
.0199856 .025927 .0156055 .0283296 .0342532 .0197722 .0280682 .0197673 .0327314 .0268666 .0247124 .0262591 .0188575 .0158386
.0181099 .0204759 .0238971 .0263432 .0170923 .0198167 .0228562 .0182007 .0148676 .0318589 .0352965 .0153666 .0206149 .0258263
.0207444 .0202016 .0232398 .0227683 .0284329 .0197785 .0180674 .0157249 .0159997 .0212607 .0217708 .0222421 .0219893 .022051
.0159947 .0166188 .0289879 .0216568 .0222277 .0204096 .0274964 .0152442 .0241616 .033549 .0271325 .0263598 .0223953 .0311682
.0197463 .0235145 .01235 .0272417 .0224501 .0154007 .0205826 .0206054 .0258943 .0280363 .0232513 .0228754 .0222935 .0138037
.0181167 .013462 .0338534 .0204487 .0161698 .0243885 .0374793 .0139041 .0193027 .0191493 .0219918 .0195638 .0208392 .0167209
.0183428 .0260234 .0140243 .0179272 .0244976 .0217988 .0192846 .0202627 .0189938 .0209461 .0160316 .0490442 .0293566 .0175003
.035984 .0225468 .0178195 .015571 .0288698 .025229 .0249215 .0291085 .0235129 .017729 .016182 .0167582 .0188342 .0193544 .0218188
.018126 .0259639 .0371196 .0184261 .0260417 .0308755 .014464 .0172003 .0171431 .0145072 .0443668 .028864 .0269259 .0192129
.0197983 .0243981 .0218109 .0157224 .024855 .0194478 .0157678 .0171249 .0168925 .0214858 .0153417 .0168376 .0213009 .015673
Sweden .0221361 .0242715 .0203314 .0224017 .0194774 .0209282 .028267 .0232294 .0195415 .0202876 .019984 .020171 .0208535 .0224867
.0231456 .0225673 .0230485 .0209161 .0218976 .0228539 .0227828 .0222509 .0224024 .021728 .0220588 .0190276 .0226898 .0211853
.0199895 .0236988 .0190183 .024428 .0212573 .0218519 .0227201 .0211276 .0218862 .0229045 .0218841 .021746 .0213372 .0218298
.0230875 .0224478 .0227332 .0225379 .0218141 .0226819 .0216102 .0221759 .0232679 .0219408 .0262371 .0208915 .020003 .0221318
.0216848 .0208348 .0226899 .0200045 .0215342 .0230213 .0242807 .0221613 .0231649 .0217146 .0232516 .022471 .022406 .0243313
.0233125 .0220386 .0207555 .0221739 .0235051 .0223891 .0189384 .0228048 .0176569 .0222617 .0224576 .0228937 .0213458 .022118
.0221476 .0216977 .0220348 .0206741 .0214867 .0214316 .0228801 .0216732 .0220707 .0236377 .0236419 .0223958 .021082 .0243831
.0220044 .0217127 .0262597 .0177444 .020178 .0201083 .0234367 .0209844 .0217542 .0216706 .0220255 .021205 .0224713 .0210318
.0224961 .0227293 .0222238 .0219344 .0222778 .0208566 .0205843 .0197229 .0208317 .02132 .0191592 .0204634 .0277108 .0215113
.0212943 .0207429 .0195652 .0204896 .02093 .0197158 .0198447 .0212035 .0207577 .0215075 .0186144 .0206192 .0192131 .0205832
.0222288 .0225614 .022701 .0223667 .0220869 .0205621 .0201312 .0235522 .0216041 .0290034 .0192472 .0200301 .0217241 .0199693
.0192642 .0206749 .020434 .019777 .0197662 .0207333 .0210453 .0213615 .0220421 .0224307 .0221929 .0246336 .0218792 .0224196
Switzerland .0221499 .0228363 .0225276 .0229144 .0202431 .0180198 .0196848 .0207079 .0228547 .0215156 .0208069 .0184015 .0237048
.022616 .0208199 .0209052 .0216868 .0215806 .0216251 .0219248 .0225305 .02212 .0208914 .0246996 .0241458 .0205079 .0198249
.0246226 .0211765 .0206436 .0232546 .0222632 .019659 .0217757 .0244644 .0213152 .020896 .0193568 .0241709 .0201215 .0218552
.0211983 .025558 .0237321 .0226585 .0187043 .0236971 .0214499 .0202686 .0256483 .0198529 .0272058 .0238015 .0211137 .0232017
.0222814 .022174 .0218608 .0236194 .0232695 .023596 .0220321 .0226876 .0222052 .0219657 .0212546 .0228124 .0202352 .0202632
.0233603 .0243458 .0235707 .0197524 .0212449 .0185425 .0214157 .0220995 .0224907 .0180262 .0214095 .0216173 .0227604 .0209298
.0200369 .02262 .0237503 .0229951 .0218861 .0213791 .0223604 .0224681 .0223381 .0219335 .0206571 .0224646 .0242379 .0203546
.0234185 .0189046 .0251324 .0275251 .0233062 .0212951 .0201341 .0231613 .0217766 .0234409 .02423 .0217368 .0212373 .0228482
.0215132 .022122 .0218818 .0203428 .0235497 .0195617 .0206571 .0232266 .0234211 .017813 .0230415 .0193443 .0221479 .0208914
.0223122 .0202853 .0222956 .0204956 .0193528 .0210499 .0206428 .0203568 .0219199 .0210649 .0221619 .0199377 .0207268 .0204404
.0200318 .0211651 .0210826 .0202853 .0230718 .0215831 .0226798 .0180249 .0198044 .0186149 .0199657 .017565 .0221341 .0232861
.0172079 .0221972 .0208233 .0209863 .024767 .0231376 .0195981 .0225242 .0199257 .0206753 .0236301 .0227449 .0213244 .020717
.0210494
Taiwan .0203027 .0200995 .0194631 .0206919 .017547 .0180246 .0302569 .0179403 .0211809 .0164437 .0225559 .0230764 .0185258
.0233627 .0169948 .0229578 .0197898 .0235734 .0222019 .0197902 .0238221 .0209901 .026068 .0215312 .0200605 .0208186 .0194165

.0305794 .0203853 .0183942 .0215428 .0204191 .0210519 .0222537 .0257629 .0199739 .0266037 .0214433 .0219369 .0206236 .021535
.0236549 .0218674 .0220251 .0248372 .0249973 .0219504 .0198687 .0246277 .0199206 .025517 .0240835 .0135034 .027272 .0237146
.0213834 .0192363 .0218806 .0209426 .0214382 .0251131 .0229737 .0217609 .0197799 .0221741 .0286273 .0214044 .0232805 .0258521
.0216851 .0240533 .0208951 .020047 .0216827 .0200439 .0174839 .0163755 .0241147 .0275611 .0185953 .0187251 .0223387 .0243801
.0225256 .0253136 .0192837 .0200341 .0220574 .0231028 .0216345 .0236584 .021671 .0268955 .0188063 .0243322 .0231789 .0226382
.0195112 .0204574 .0223357 .020525 .0294026 .0154542 .0267515 .0230028 .0219391 .0250222 .0221234 .0263418 .0193688 .0231636
.0209266 .0204185 .0190318 .0224005 .020626 .0208047 .021036 .0223717 .0224117 .0250058 .0222055 .0205716 .0152195 .0119073
.0178214 .0188795 .0194621 .0175297 .024032 .0192279 .0174678 .0220746 .0188545 .0210113 .02488 .0210803 .0239046 .0227063
.0210672 .0207379 .0241835 .0201483 .018878 .0224652 .024739 .0221972 .0247621 .0178195 .0130654 .0193243 .0202571 .0224177
.0205651 .0189255 .0173149 .0180617 .0202281 .0189974 .022198 .0204211 .0216409 .023982 .0230023 .0197666 .0214928 .0267775
.019817
Thailand .0209567 .0211688 .0180918 .0214385 .0205872 .0202615 .0186148 .0204605 .0209353 .0217243 .0209846 .0196559 .0220221
.0211212 .0228142 .0234895 .0201596 .0219366 .0221689 .0205548 .0212353 .0198913 .0200856 .028928 .024056 .0201277 .0212062
.0203307 .0222503 .0279628 .0185178 .0210604 .0215587 .0217529 .0229163 .0213025 .0214269 .0243245 .0228204 .0262243 .0232317
.0237811 .0217757 .0224146 .025955 .0250279 .0217063 .0209854 .0217574 .0239466 .0200119 .0190909 .0184714 .0224163 .0192089
.0207594 .0208832 .0202184 .020318 .0190565 .021877 .0219775 .021095 .0224257 .024031 .021913 .0227913 .0199856 .0235047 .0208038
.0215594 .0201008 .0219851 .0246734 .0233606 .0301055 .0239644 .0181362 .0210724 .0182648 .0228622 .0225872 .0247575 .0222436
.0202396 .0220369 .0189133 .0218999 .0215033 .0201892 .0202499 .0217652 .0216829 .0240107 .0236046 .0231617 .0209179 .0229252
.0286474 .0218637 .0247936 .0213042 .0212308 .0187447 .0251757 .019653 .020673 .0239319 .0239837 .0244078 .0195553 .0211684
.0228179 .0190217 .0204125 .0241104 .0217824 .0256791 .0223285 .0197269 .021533 .0212222 .0205397 .0211916 .0181123 .0228316
.0227721 .020964 .0217402 .0244851 .0206774 .0206507 .0234106 .0210111 .0194366 .0203476 .0200608 .0223559 .0213221 .0200359
.0227572 .0203247 .0238697 .0212923 .0193615 .0222928 .0212704 .0277935 .0223214 .0190732 .0216553 .0162155 .0235571 .0213462
.0190193 .0206469 .0222139 .0196202 .021318 .0195581 .0220372 .0198861 .0217057 .0214093 .0205138 .0237119 .0208935 .0234337
Tonga .018855 .0297237 .0158178 .0178251 .0443792 .0103045 .021803 .0146876 .0194449 .0367109 .0417083 .016752 .0200224 .0165155
.0450521 .0167353 .0295141 .0593019 .0476999 .0144957 .016585 .0219662 .0167128 .0254963 .0301926 .0130316 .0243513 .0117553
.0308306 .0168006 .021815 .0118349 .0220026 .0229627 .0176821 .0156822 .0121708 .0345714 .016501 .014445 .012034 .0262331 .0306981
.0233065 .0103091 .0281451 .0227584 .0273677 .0076778 .0252097 .0212976 .0228788 .0113284 .0157048 .0269903 .0137897 .0160007
.0154526 .0479526 .0176861 .0211702 .0218254 .0328822 .0473895 .0044611 .0200162 .0243379 .0196089 .0219264 .0262348 .027963
.0191532 .0151018 .0155702 .0324289 .0310031 .0643593 .0123524 .019907 .0180979 .0251678 .019164 .0297558 .0326829 .0105852
.0122349 .0131355 .0164688 .0090736 .0163302 .0260925 .0252282 .0224073 .0123278 .0172412 .013056 .0292277 .0114375 .0266437
.0347627 .0255398 .0230464 .0239764 .0189977 .0156604 .028418 .0363729 .0254742 .0105803 .0183256 .0151038 .033229 .020469
.0160741 .02031 .0157465 .0264613 .0377682 .0221645 .013481 .0159398 .0308908 .0190037 .01902 .0222875 .0199553 .0374672 .0282253
.0360049 .0190941 .0239537 .0150077 .0184888 .0268596 .0247079 .0328519 .017645 .017065 .0131263 .0185472 .0132829 .0061095
.0247709 .0146239 .0211686 .0132514 .0154288 .0148099 .0238759 .024024 .0152298 .0171587 .0152218 .0161986 .0154608 .0151557
.0288709 .0125157 .0138451 .032216 .027798 .004474 .0366348 .0266807 .0233833 .0127395 .0152615 .0130176
Turkey .0247951 .0212043 .0173408 .0218824 .0182748 .0284426 .0171473 .0130247 .0211296 .0247933 .0171278 .0169056 .0259547
.0199968 .0279813 .0218865 .0193861 .0244426 .0227664 .0190394 .0181271 .0208068 .0237443 .016804 .0261156 .0206119 .0251517
.0269445 .0219209 .0355566 .0222446 .0188742 .019171 .0196995 .0200363 .023182 .0223602 .0250414 .0166538 .0250238 .0249616
.0257433 .019491 .02448 .0196091 .0226247 .0190995 .0186406 .0246455 .0245613 .0227624 .0244976 .0165705 .0170431 .0176364
.0215909 .0157315 .0193727 .0209903 .0237707 .0226684 .016288 .0211562 .0217725 .0192608 .0208325 .0216127 .0185747 .0200745
.0220383 .023735 .0246603 .0222374 .0256599 .0248818 .0164764 .0218769 .0208712 .0277379 .015288 .0245192 .0197459 .0256362
.0237022 .0263857 .0211449 .0235086 .0233328 .0187296 .0220477 .0189432 .0187924 .0245678 .022043 .0213117 .0281465 .0252276
.020783 .0142396 .0183941 .0233726 .0257942 .0168202 .0183624 .0160266 .0218206 .017934 .0193017 .0233992 .0167942 .0239631
.0242909 .0253283 .017069 .0216627 .022347 .0197182 .0184859 .0242942 .0233382 .01789 .0268793 .0182319 .0283538 .0161698 .018818
.0236097 .0185866 .0244148 .028369 .0271131 .0251902 .0189783 .0198627 .0211529 .0212649 .0267665 .0225446 .0200798 .0217503
.0218504 .0270353 .0247154 .0274463 .0189294 .0169572 .0203968 .022805 .0185187 .0143558 .0384121 .0242696 .0130424 .017567
.0231643 .028163 .0173322 .0182396 .0187874 .0213563 .0209746 .0225646 .0215038 .0224169 .0232173 .0230043 .023491 .0159984
UK .0227503 .0233544 .0243228 .0237906 .0246106 .0235717 .0213001 .0207655 .0206197 .0202607 .0206863 .0209034 .0211905 .0211408
.0208606 .0215731 .0213245 .0216042 .0219247 .0215313 .023188 .0231696 .0222131 .0223492 .0219934 .0225008 .0235881 .023752
.0229761 .0219315 .0211592 .021978 .0221774 .0216635 .0220711 .0216361 .0217161 .0220282 .0219984 .0223056 .0220711 .0215954
.0219438 .0218145 .0222686 .0226342 .022648 .0222897 .0219535 .0219259 .0221128 .0228135 .0227559 .0220771 .0217049 .021796
.0215651 .0213921 .0216958 .0219478 .0214769 .0217493 .0219794 .022041 .0218595 .0217788 .0221204 .0221207 .0222082 .023019
.0229392 .0221814 .0217969 .0219391 .0220311 .0224252 .0221158 .0224166 .0218655 .021679 .0215413 .0215491 .0216523 .0215785
.02156 .0216421 .021839 .0219841 .0215957 .0214931 .0215031 .0218091 .0224698 .02303 .0234843 .0223228 .0221458 .0219963 .0220601
.0227917 .0227621 .021456 .0211577 .0212906 .0210192 .0211575 .0214751 .0214151 .0215219 .0215258 .0218075 .0218597 .0214328
.0214098 .02134 .0217085 .0218048 .0221289 .022396 .0227584 .0225421 .0227014 .0227438 .0230254 .0221811 .0216459 .0208465
.0204978 .0205482 .0208627 .0208805 .0210739 .0209884 .0213094 .021258 .0210178 .0207166 .0208566 .0208682 .0210023 .0215437
.0221449 .0225705 .0222715 .0222744 .0225195 .0229601 .0235901 .0234152 .021419 .0206912 .0199221 .0198413 .0197666 .0197114
.0201187 .0206966 .020858 .0211651 .0214908 .0216647 .0215703 .021491 .021704 .0224958 .0231181 .0227749 .0229221
USA .0237362 .0237312 .0235303 .0230362 .0223721 .0211313 .0200851 .0197426 .0196325 .0197061 .0199188 .0203245 .0206523 .0211388
.0216451 .0222747 .0225044 .0221243 .0221847 .0225113 .0231203 .023519 .0234221 .023172 .0228313 .0225525 .0228122 .0223894
.0216719 .0212147 .021593 .0214688 .0216634 .0215844 .0216431 .0215759 .021595 .0217484 .0219578 .022003 .0218623 .0219635
.0220608 .0223545 .0228786 .0231999 .0230392 .0227682 .0225496 .0225216 .0224909 .0220526 .0213752 .0211511 .0210284 .0212688
.0213493 .0214494 .0215641 .0214929 .0215672 .021711 .0218993 .0219238 .0217596 .0218924 .0219115 .0223721 .022726 .0228627
.022824 .0226449 .0224108 .0225041 .022523 .0222242 .0214619 .0211993 .0210411 .0211262 .0213275 .0213685 .0214365 .0213543

.021359 .0215479 .0218195 .0218512 .0217308 .0219005 .0219829 .0223654 .0228532 .0232058 .0230388 .0227918 .0223101 .0222279
.0223791 .0220859 .021232 .0209727 .0206227 .0208371 .0209057 .0210234 .0211661 .0210759 .0211847 .0213017 .0214174 .0216889
.0215491 .0217348 .0217544 .0219256 .0223181 .022551 .0227631 .0228228 .0225073 .0227995 .0226702 .0220241 .0213481 .0205318
.0200911 .0203442 .0205031 .0205684 .020574 .0206252 .0206651 .0207733 .0209464 .0210771 .0209416 .0210357 .0210884 .0214318
.0219638 .0226389 .0229119 .0228534 .0230303 .0232482 .023333 .0228823 .022035 .0206139 .0195919 .0193391 .0192885 .0193824
.0197556 .0200556 .0202721 .0206372 .0210958 .0213057 .0214129 .0216047 .0218883 .022186 .0227418 .0231376 .0236525 .0238794
United Arab Emirates .0234203 .0247345 .025753 .0199235 .024148 .0237058 .0227057 .0224342 .0227579 .0234836 .0226969 .0214615
.0209888 .0249738 .0255442 .020938 .0201961 .023183 .0225376 .0228292 .0214909 .0247164 .020248 .0214488 .023847 .0216934 .0221247
.0197837 .0146776 .0179147 .0188018 .0205804 .0225348 .0230845 .0253535 .0230592 .0206271 .0234156 .0230243 .0217379 .0223146
.020348 .0205048 .0216755 .0231133 .0218334 .0231468 .0213875 .0187767 .0217861 .0213374 .018512 .0159179 .0232709 .0253087
.0264302 .0236398 .0200899 .021379 .0207255 .0221475 .0200999 .022405 .0227409 .0226557 .0234972 .0207517 .020706 .021198 .0219004
.0230076 .0215969 .0239364 .020047 .0209092 .024938 .0226879 .0207869 .0225807 .023528 .0208133 .0220661 .0223736 .0206007
.0207126 .020341 .0233185 .0215002 .0222183 .0229512 .0220194 .0218729 .0192094 .0197427 .0201531 .0247649 .0216056 .0265515
.0220254 .0198357 .0229359 .0333723 .0187419 .0220009 .0220493 .0193287 .0214686 .0208837 .0230459 .0222669 .0227758 .0208929
.0201076 .0206338 .020808 .0226742 .0225047 .0217877 .0213281 .0211048 .0226022 .023284 .0231508 .01562 .0205491 .0146644 .0187272
.0230769 .0214976 .0229154 .020971 .0216489 .0202664 .0236547 .0232275 .0205886 .0195931 .0209889 .0210531 .0214489 .0215982
.0192576 .0214185 .0231552 .0237018 .0206433 .0200251 .0230356 .0225408 .0187516 .0217419 .0209399 .021601 .0184372 .0186602
.0209685 .0208031 .0216346 .0216368 .0201434 .0204865 .023893 .0189424 .0225275 .0198006 .0223936 .0233281 .0218376
Uzbekistan .0219423 .016338 .0375672 .0276509 .0174544 .0077718 .0199947 -.000527 .0133629 .0288119 .0053515 .0117837 .0341783
.0090462 .0297916 .0309795 .0226289 .0300214 .0218307 .0186025 .008027 .0305453 .010988 .0226903 .0141123 .0151226 .0328474
.0156195 .0137554 .0032388 .0336361 .0080413 .009368 .0390994 .0321983 .0300312 .0260033 .0139814 .0161103 .0426188 .0236787
.0273385 .0203838 .0424302 .0096821 .0095839 .0340901 .0006766 .0258051 .0241559 .0111582 .0309331 .0108133 .0318243 .023843
.0127662 .0437202 .0144511 .0110278 .0161962 .0271157 .0142147 .022357 .0182796 .0195973 .0054968 .0317729 .0186724 .0168563
.0207251 .0121409 .019367 .0582436 .0150267 .0143556 .0129213 .0097278 .0109564 .0225578 .0141707 .022825 .0228303 .0052784
.0238332 .0232082 .0123433 .0175397 .0138988 .0375202 .0115206 .0130535 .0165158 .0154949 .0270061 .0214525 .0225144 .0129202
.0208383 .0427899 .0385989 .0006229 .0198684 .0198138 .039207 .0107177 .0480725 .0258625 .0133632 .0222839 .0200269 .0186648
.0159553 .008948 .0233084 .0191614 .0121317 .0280619 .0404205 .0229421 .0381718 .0126873 .0096941 .0147903 .0204258 .0061983
.0479456 .0034702 .0145183 .0159529 .0167889 .0123735 .0302802 .0409384 .0151104 .0100855 .0089332 .0399525 .0123655 .0275595
.0216975 .0305725 .0278972 .0425251 .0069078 .0146563 .0246062 .0218685 .0031555 .0282764 .0047168 .0322268 .02456 .0118683
.0233429 .0147233 .039754 .0379909 .0459393 .0454751 .028515 .0165371 .0228678 .0055063 .0139484 .0166234 .0403345 .0360324
.0470827
Venezuela .0215166 .0191311 .0215462 .0280071 .0191698 .0216403 .0214959 .0227013 .0164268 .0142504 .0182914 .0209037 .0165097
.0183999 .0272509 .0200885 .0228306 .0220717 .0216995 .019183 .0221506 .023063 .0242653 .0221363 .0282729 .0241842 .0158989
.0225232 .021827 .0149523 .0193976 .0161935 .0217729 .0223341 .0232164 .0263092 .020904 .0232724 .0208345 .0235567 .0241374
.0212868 .0198418 .0188882 .0229452 .0213603 .0223036 .0202894 .0299077 .0173295 .0267017 .0216171 .0151398 .0188982 .0215696
.0222049 .0211278 .0229286 .0224563 .0207352 .0193834 .0212854 .0282159 .0228697 .021951 .0241148 .0185135 .0187827 .0223203
.0184997 .0245855 .0224811 .0186762 .014729 .0165666 .0183015 .0174753 .0191992 .0156817 .023304 .023812 .0160613 .0207084
.0198829 .0204498 .0216374 .0246602 .029203 .0207665 .0216493 .0260372 .0221127 .0209772 .0198101 .0231301 .0227889 .0180669
.0258402 .0167361 .0154749 .0197791 .0245849 .0213229 .0202046 .0244328 .020486 .0233957 .023163 .0222171 .0235596 .0235843
.0193881 .0257063 .0200885 .0199463 .0184596 .0251532 .0283847 .021677 .0182819 .0224436 .0249319 .0171536 .021236 .0193255
.0182359 .0180598 .0171972 .0210082 .0212852 .018769 .0200516 .0186348 .0204673 .021782 .0175085 .0232579 .0285516 .026456
.0183631 .0239229 .0219794 .0250176 .0224701 .0247122 .0191593 .0208152 .029301 .0211071 .0187568 .0291751 .0184264 .0206598
.0229896 .0228563 .0252471 .019698 .0236453 .0228875 .0194841 .0232596 .0239201 .0211548 .019003 .0210044 .024891 .0244507
.0237591
Vietnam .0225896 .026491 .0131691 .0244273 .0238235 .0203137 .0197345 .0199062 .0210398 .0335113 .0240695 .0215519 .0182073
.0192842 .0298485 .0220882 .0224318 .0195929 .0242792 .0158015 .0241297 .0254601 .0236085 .0212615 .0232776 .0213721 .0175644
.0172133 .0159619 .0332178 .0119116 .0178426 .0199148 .0176129 .0263029 .0231103 .0168001 .0189112 .0239959 .0264084 .0244037
.0261721 .0188953 .0236958 .0197715 .0280678 .0205365 .0239382 .0175069 .0175898 .0178683 .0107443 .0258006 .023416 .0181001
.0225331 .0218091 .0239405 .0252961 .0240578 .0255131 .0224215 .0154123 .0219246 .0288038 .0215155 .0305093 .0247713 .0239559
.0343843 .0258236 .0149724 .0217756 .0206085 .0174886 .0222344 .0256395 .0349027 .0259675 .0306936 .0228831 .0214174 .0307239
.0187537 .021276 .0243202 .0167635 .0196704 .0199185 .0197014 .023584 .0160079 .0220846 .0200369 .0162854 .0203844 .0211746
.0218707 .0243505 .0241579 .0124286 .0193125 .0199653 .0149099 .0195393 .0193394 .0144919 .0212469 .0162025 .020475 .0290175
.0228236 .0220427 .0232268 .0285739 .0200674 .0234697 .0198007 .0233082 .0178599 .0187271 .0234321 .0183093 .0230691 .0223418
.0135632 .0405025 .0141213 .0253866 .025406 .0174092 .0229203 .0188082 .0169528 .0194451 .0177849 .0186262 .0217088 .0223852
.0160989 .0304117 .0205083 .0244277 .0191157 .0211162 .0202922 .0295721 .0314176 .0136769 .013617 .0170682 .0176005 .0200956
.0208937 .0168038 .0173496 .0193798 .0183602 .0240603 .0213112 .030577 .0256875 .0164979 .0250474 .0201979 .0163827 .0189313
.0228572

Table 4. Negative affect by country. Each row contains each of the 84 countries' mean withinindividual NA for each of 168 hours.

